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.1. INTRODUCTION 
;f\, 
1.1 The Need for 4 General Analysis 
Silicon solar cells have been used for 22 years and have been a 
major space power source from the very beginning. During the last two 
decades there has been a great deal of improvement in the basic design 
and technology of solar cells and this has resulted in the latest 15% 
AMO cell [1] as compareQto the 6% cell of 1954 [2]. Despite recent 
theoretical analyses, which point to a pr~~tical 19-20% AMO ef~iciency, 
. .::/ 
there is still a technological "gap" in achieving this high efficiency 
(3,4]. The lack of ag=eement between theory and actual conversion effi-
ciency has been the basic motivating factor in the development of a 
complete solar cell numerical analysis program. 
Silicon technology, has reached a very high degree of development 
allowing meaningful comparisons between theory and experiments. Hence 
the present work emphasizes the correlation of theoretical and e~peri­
mental data in addition to the development of a complete solar cell 
analysis. It is believed that through apdetailed comparison, it may 
be possible to reveal the problem area which could evenually lead to 
performance improvements and high conversion efficiency. 
1.2 A Brief Review of the Development of Silicon Solar Cells 
Although the discovery of the photovoltaic effects in an electro-
lytic cell was made by Becquerdin 1839, the first practical solar cell 
was not maae until 1954 by Chap~n, Fuller and Pearson [2]. In the 
following years there was progress in the understanding of 
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solar cell theory such as the spectral rretiponse theory, the p-n J~unction 
\\ 
theory, the series r~s1stance effect and the det~rmination of the 
optimum bandlr,ap for ma~l!ria1s, etc. A.t the same time, ~,solar cell 
" 
efficiency was steadily increased to about 10 percent. However the 
major technological and theoretical breakthroughs have only been achieved 
in this decade. These accomplishments should be attributed to the 
extensive financial support of photovoltaic research ac~ivities through-
out the wo:r1d since 1972. This section r€views the progress of the 
silicon solar cell during the past seven years. The earlier development 
of the silicon solar cell has been summarized elsewhere. 
Considerabl~ efforts have been given to raise the efficiency of 
silicon solar cells in the past few years. The average cell efficiency 
is about 15 percent under AHO solar intensity. Practical high 
efficiency cells of 19 to 20 percent are expected to he achieved in 
the- near futul!e. 
1.2.1 High Efficiency and Short Circuit Current 
The high efficiency of silicon solar cells has been partly achieved by 
increasing the output current density i~ the last few years. This has 
been due to novel technologies for increasing the surface collecting 
effic~ency and improving violet photon response. ,In 1973, a new 
generation of silicon solarce11swas produced which utilized Ta20S oxide, 
sha,llow junctions and a fine grid pattern to enhance the collection 
efficiency. The metal coverage area has also been reduced from.10 per-
cent to about 6 percent and the number of collecting fingers has been 
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3 increased from 3/cm to 30/cm. In 1975 a textured cell was also fabri-
cated and the surf.ace reflectivity was reduced to the lowest limit of 
about 3 percent. Figure 1.1 shows the chronological progress of the 
average short circuit current density of cells produced during the past 
seven years. 
1. 2. 2 H:f,Sh Efficiency and Open Circuit Voltas-e 
Efforts to :i.mprove cell output voltage has been steadily going 
on during the past few years. These include the trends ofu':.;ing a low 
resistivity substrate of 1~3 n-cm instead of the conventional 10 Q-cm 
substrate and the fabrication of a high low back surface junction for a 
high resistivity cell. In 1973, the development of this back surface 
field or BSF cell produced about a 50 mV increase in open circuit voltage 
for a thin 10 n-cm solar cell. However, the highest voltage achieved 
from low resistivity cells is much less than that obtained from simple 
theoretical predictions. Hence, there is recently a great interest in 
the physical explanations of this discrepancy between theory and 
experiment. 
1.2.3 High Efficiency and Curve Factor 
The conventional 10 Q-cm silicon solar cell has a low curve factor 
of 0.72. This value is much less than the theo~etically predicted value 
of 0.82. The discrepancy has been identified as due to high space 
charge current density and high series resistance of a high resistiv;'ty 
cell. However, the curve factor of a recent l~3 n-cm cell has been 
raised to about 0.80 since 1972. The high curve factor has been achieved 
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by, a,lower series resistance a~q lower, sa'turation current densitYQf a 
1QW resistivity cell. Further improvements of the curve factor can 
be obtained by using a low resistivity substrate and an improved design 
of the collection junc~ion and grid pattern. 
i 
1.3·· The Major Characteristics of the Analytical Technique 
The approach t~ken by the present analysis of solar cell operation 
is a complete numerical solution ot the semiconductor device equations. 
" 
This system of equations is quite w¢ll known" althougli it has been only 
recently that solutions have been possible due to the advent of high 
speed computers and ~omputer oriented numerical techniques. These 
equations include Poisson's equation, the hole and electron current 
density eqtiations. and the hole and electron continuity equations. Much 
information regarding these equations is presented in the following 
chapters of this report; however'i some general remarks can be made as 
I , 
to the generality and completeness of the operation which they describe. 
It b known that the presence and interplay of both drift 
and dii:ffusion. cu'rrent components must be p,resent in the 
SDlution to allow for the .appearance of such effects as high 
, . 
injection and bulk resistance. This is possible through the use of the 
general current density equations. The continuity equations include an 
internal net recombination rate which plays a significant role in solar 
cell operation. This phenomena is readily included through a selection 
of a recombination model with empirical models for lifetime parameters 
based on available ejcperimental data. In a solar cell there is the 
additional factor of an external generation rate due to the full spectrum 
solar irradianc'¢. - Thia highly variable spatial factor is calculated 
II ' ' ...... ,. _,_ ............. ",."', ... >~h_·" ..... ~ "-' • ., ' .... V'iU \5 7 iii' .. 1. ''1' !'i 
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separately and then included point by point in the continuity equation 
through the external genera~ion term. Thus the analysis does not start 
I 
with an assumed optically generated short circuit current, but begins 
with the generation rate itself at each point within the device. This 
term has been calculated using the most current information available 
on spectral irradi,ance for various air mass conditions, antireflection 
films, and the relevant material properties for silicon. The inclusion 
of this term directly intd the continuity equation avoids any 
6 
.!. priori assumptions ,with respect to the collection efficiency in various 
regions of the device. 
The surface region of contemporary solar cells is analytically 
quite complex. These regions are typically very heavily doped, I 
diffused regiQns. The analysis includes an erfc or Gaussian impurity 
profile and the attendant electric fields due to this type of profile 
are ,thus included in the analysis through a spatially dependent impurity I 
' 
con~entration in Poisson' sequation. The doping of the surface region 
is usually high eno~gh to cause significant heavy doping effects. Thus 
various models postulated for heavy doping effects are included within 
the' solution. 
Within the device equations themselves, there are several parameters 
such as mobility, lifetime, and diffusion coefficients which in a real 
dJvice are not constant but vary with doping level and/or electro-
static potential variation. Thesevaria.tions must be included in an 
accurate analysis. Although not derived analytically, these 
variations are taken as empirical data from currently available 
! measurements. i 
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In general the analysis presented is quite free from the normal 
simplifying approximations made in semiconductor devl,ce analysis. A 
su~ry of the major features of the analysis include the following: 
(a) Optical generation is calculated directly from available 
empirical measurements of a specific irradiance spec~rum, including 
the effects of antireflection films and wavelength dependent 
aqsorption and index of refractioll coefficients. 
(b) l'he opt.ically generated current is calculated directly from ., 
~he interplay of the above generation rate and the device operation 
, 
. i.e. there are no assumptions pertaining to collection efficiency. 
(c) Recombination is included within the analysis, not only for 
the bulk regions, but also for surface and depletion regions. 
(d) Both drift and diffusion components of current flow are 
included. This allows the appearance of high injection effects, 
L resistive loading, and the effects of any Dember type potentials. 
(e) A diffused impurity pt'of~le. is included in the surface region I I 
through an erfc or more complex impurity distribution. ,. ;1 
, II' ' 
~f) Band gap shrinkage due to heavy doping effects is included 
in the diffused surface region. 
(g) A non-ohmic contact is included at the irradiated surface 
througb a finite surface recombination velocity. 
7 
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1.4 ' .. General Device Equations 
The fundamental physical mechanisms in semiconductor device 
analysis such as the existence of space charge regions, drift and 
diffusion currents, and carrier recombination are contained in the 
general device equations. In one dimension, neglecting any magnetic 
or thermal gradients,these can be expressed as: 
aE t1 
- .. ~ [p - n + N(x)], ax e: (1.1) 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
, (1.4) 
an 1 aJn ~t=U+G +--
a e q ax 
~= U + G at e 
laJ 
__ ---2. 
q ax 
(1.5) 
(1.6) 
These equations have general three dimensional forms; however, in this 
work only the one dimensional case has been cO:{lsigered. In the above 
equations, U is the internal net recombination-generation rate, G is 
e 
any generation rate due to external physical processes, and the other 
terms take on their conventional meanings., The net ionized impurity 
I 
doping is represented by N(x) and can be a ccmplicated function of x 
I 
i~ that it can represent the doping profile in a diffused region plus 
the changeover from donor to acceptor doping as an n-p interface is 
crossed. Equations (1.1) and (1.2) are Poisson's equation and the 
to .. 
~:::::: 
. 
. , 
defining relationship between electrostatic potential 1/J and electric 
. field E. The current densities are expressed by Equations (1.3) and 
(1.'4) and include both drift and dtff!lsion terms for both species of 
carriers. Equations (1.5) and (1.6) are the continuity equations for 
o holes and electrons. The inter~al net recombination rate of electron-
!lele pairs due to thermal processes as represented by U, is treated 
in greater detail in the followin$ sections. Chapter 3 discusses the 
extensive analysis behind the development of the electron-hole pair 
generation due to external sources such as incident light as 
represented by the term G • 
e 
In addition to the above equations, several connecting expressions 
• I f) 
1-
can be not~~. For one, the Einstein relations can be used in relating 
the diffusion coefficient to mobility. For non-degenerate doping 
these can be expressed as: 
D kT 
n,p = q lln,p· (1. 7) 
Anotl;ter set of useful relationships can be obtained through a definition 
-::::',', 
bf quasi-Fermi potentials. In equi1:1brium the Fermi energy, E
f
, can be 
defined from Boltzman statistics as follows: 
(l.8) 
} , 
/ 
\ 
I 
l 
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10 
where Ei is the energy level corresponding to the center of the band 
gap.i The electrostatic potential may be ~pressed as 1jI • -Ei/q and the 
Fermi potential as t • - Ef/q. In terms of these potentials, Equati~n 
(1.8) may be expressed as 
(1.9) 
P = P exp [9(<I>-1jI)] i kT • 
In non-equilibrium conditions, the quasi-Fermi potentials, t and t , 
n p 
may then be defined from 
(1.10) 
Note that under these conditions the np product is no longer necessarily 
2 
equal to ni ; in fact, 
(1.11) 
This defines a quasi-equilibr:i..um as that condition in which the np 
product remains constant although differing from. its equilibrium value. 
Thus the difference in quasi-Fermi levels can be viewed as a measure of 
the amount1 of displacement from equilibrium. 
The general set of six equations and six unknowns as expressed by 
Equations (1.1) thru (1.6) then represent all necessary phenomena for 
~!=::::;;;..::: ,::,;=:,';: .. ::;;::., .. J":.::~,;::,·;;;:·;:;;;;:;;;;;iiftiik·;;.i;;:i,~~,~ .. _~ .... "" .. _,.,_,-.,.,.",'"-'--i' .. 
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,<;; 11 s.9~ar cell analysis excluding of COUJ'se v4ri'ations in mobility, choice , ' 
,~ v 
of recomb~natio;ll ~p~tel, ,an~ E7~t,eJ;g.al genera~ion rate.' For the comple~e 
analysis howeyer this set of ,~~ equations can be re~~ced to a set of • -. , , ,~. ; '.) ? 
_ 
_ 1 :....' , -" '. , 
three coupled, eqWltiQns t!\x:ougb, th~ q1,la~,,~-Fermi level C1nd ~lectJ'ic ;'1 ' I". ~ ",: .•• ~_. ~-.l ~-' ,< --~.,' - . ~ 
1.5 Organization of the Report 
This report' is divided into several major chapters. The first 
c~pter is a simple introduction of a silico~ solar cell and its 
current status of technology. The particular semiconductor transport 
- ._"" 
equations which are of fundamental iniportance in solar cell type devices 
are also discussed. Chapter 2 presents the r~sults of the detailed 
correlation between theory and experiment. The detailed comparisons 
have included the most important measurements su,c.b as photovoltaic I-V 
i,characterist:lcs, dark I-V characteristics and spectral responses, etc. 
The simulations of violet and CNR cells are ptesented in Chapter 3. 
, 
Chapter 4 discusses the temperature depe~dence of the short circuit 
curr~nt density. It is emphasized in this chapter that the temperature 
dependence of the absorption coefficient cannot be neglected in the 
calculation of short circuit current. Chapter 5 discusses the , 
I 
' heavy doping effects and Keldysh-Franz effects in order 
to explain the low open circuit voltage in., a highly doped cell. The 
characteristics of a' thin 'silicon solar cell are presented in Chapter 6. 
Th~ effects of the series resistance ,on concentrating solar cells are 
shown in Chapter 7. Due to the distortions of the input spectral 
~ intensities of a concentrator, the effects of non-uniform illumination 
\ 
I 
. 
~cc 
12 
in ltmiting solar cell conversion efficiency are discussed in Chapter 8. 
Chapter 9 presents calculations for a recently ~roposed higb-low 
junction emitter solar cell. Finally, appendices 10 is divid.ed into 
five sections. Appendix 10.1 discusses the detailed comparison of 
theoretical and :experimenta1 solar cell performance. Appendix 10.2 
presents a two dimensional analysis of sheet resistance and contact 
resistance effects in solar' cells. Appendix 10.3 discusses impurtty 
gradients and high efficiency solar cells. A detailed two-dimensional 
model of a solar cell is presented in Appendix 10.4. Finally, 
Appendix 10.5 discusses the fill factor and diode factor of a solar cell. 
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2. BASIC SOLAR CELL CHARACTERISTICS AND DEVICE PARAMETERS 
. Since the discoveryot metal-semiconductor non-obmic behavior the 
rectifying effects between metal-semiconductor and semiconductor-
semiconductor cO,ntacts have received a great deal of attention~ In 1949 
Shockley proposed the modern~-n junction 'theory which established the 
() important role of minority carrier density and its exponential behavior 
, 
I across the junction barrier [1]. The transport equations for minority 
carriers are particularly simple for low injection and uniform doped 
semiconductor regions. The minority carrier current density can be 
expressed as 
J - Js[exp(qV/nk~)-l], (2.1) 
n p 
J - q[-1t2. L +....!!2. L J s TnT p' n p 
where the saturation current densitr js is a function of semiconductor 
parameters on both sides of the junction, and n • 1. Departures from 
Shockley's simple I-V characteristic are'usual1y observed in silicon 
at room temper~ture and t'urther evolutions of the p-n junction theory 
have modified and extended Shockley's theory [2-5]. 
In all silicon p-n junctions, several current transport mechanisms 
may exist simultaneously. The diffusion current 'density which is due 
to the injection of minority carrier over the junction barrier is, 
of course, the most important. ' Other mechanisms include recombination 
current within the depletion region [2], tunneling through the band-
gap for highly doped semiconductors [5] and high injection effects for 
high resistivity semiconductors at large forward bias voltages [3,4]. 
, .. , 
15 
In addition to these fundamental limitations there are several other 
curtent mechanisms which are due to improper fabrication processes 
and/or material imperfections. Especially important are the series 
resistance and any shunting resistance. Fortunately these can be 
minimized by using good contact metals, grid patterns and proper 
sintering ~reatments. 
In general, the departures from the simple diffusion theory always 
lead to poor rectification in diodes and poor curve factors and low 
open circuit voltages in solar cell application. Figure 2.1 shows the 
ideal I-V characteristics and some of the modifications at forward 
bias,-voltages. As cal'). be seen in the figure, ~he simple Shockley 
diffusion current has a diode n factor of 1 for aU, bias voltages. The 
space charge recombination current has an n factor of 2. Such an n 
factor may also be found at high currents causect:by high injection. 
An abnormally large n value may be found in some devices at small 
voltages which is caused by small shunti~g resistances. An n factor 
of 2 may also be present at high voltages and caused by a high sheet 
resistance. Curves (c) and (e) of Figure 2.1 show examples of these 
effects. 
The dark I-V characteristics of a solar cell are as important as 
the short circuit photo current in determining the efficiency and power 
output. The components of the dark I-V characteristics described above 
are discussed in detail in the following sections. 
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Figure 2.1. Prototype of the dark I-V characteristics of a solar cell. 
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2.1 Simple Diffusion Current 
The current density for minority carriers iJ;!;Shock1ey's model is 
if 
J • J [e~p(qV/kT)-l]J : s~ (2.2) 
where the s~~uratioD current density J
s is a function of semiconductor 1: 1 
parameters and the appropriate boundary conditions. First order 
analytical expressions for J havebeen compiled in Hove1'~ book [6] for s 
" several models with different boundary conditions. 
2.2 Space Charge Recombination Current 
: The generation-recombination current of the Sah-Noyce-Shockley 
model is given by Equa,tion 2.3. which assumes that the recombination is 
through a center located in the vicinity of the center of the bandgap • .'. 
. 2 qni Wd[exp(qV/kT)-l] 
= ~----------~~--~~----~~~~~ (T n1+TP1)+(T +T )ni exp(qV/2kT) J po no po, no (2.3) 
exp(qV/2kT) for medium voltages. 
It.is clear that for a silicon p-n junction the space charge 
recombination curren,t has a diode n factor of two at medium voltages 
and at room temperature. 
2.3 High Injection Current 
High injection occurs when the minority carrier density on one side 
of the junction becomes comparable with the majority carrier density. 
The:calcu1ation of the high injection current indicates an exp(qV/2kT) 
1 
1 
....... __ fIII!I"""1!!'"..".,lel-;:~~" 'fi.,"~"'W:,..'·"t,,--"n~H.'''"'''':·>~· ''t' -,;. ':t".;~ .. ,~:~.,," '<.-...,~ ., ..... ". 'I"S ,"""'=:··~:-'c"':~:"N:,:-'9I" .-}~.~ ~,.:u,,', . 1JIIIUi!"~~""?R.'~~'"'~"',~-"~:~·'~"'~¥;fi&4lL"""""T: ",;;'".",',' .... ,. '. ,;., 
" 
.. ~ If;;~~- li·;/tr;~\ifi;~f.01,~~:;.+ "rL:'J::i4"/?' ~'.":'<~.i:::~:": -.'''!.,~ .. : ",,' -: ':. "'_~' ....' - ._~~: __ . 
() 
I 
1. 
I: 
'/ 
. be~avior [7]. H~gh injection is likely to occur for low base doping 
!J f: " densities near the junction or ~r silicon solar cells operating in 
multi-sun environments. For normal silicon solar cells with 
resistivities in the range of 10 n·cm to 0.1 n·cm which operate under 
0. 
one sun power intensity, high injection is unlikely to occur. 
2.4 Tunneling Current 
18 
A tunneling current may exist in heavily doped junctions with a If 
resistivity of less than 0.01 n·cm. The tunneling current takes the 
J., .. KN exp'(f3V) T T (2.4) 
where NT is the density of energy states available f~r an electron or 
hole to tunnel into, and K and f3 are functions of semiconductor' 
parameters. The n factor for tunneling currents lies between 1.3 and 
2 at room temperature [8]. 
2.5 Leakage Current 
Ii ,,-Since a solar cell is a relatively large area device, there is a 
great chance of a leakage channel existing through the imperfect 
junction, especially under the metal contact [9]. The leakage current 
can be modeled by a shunting resistor RST across the junc tion and the 
current form.is quite simple 
l 1ST • R • ST (2.5) 
(f 
~-" 
\ ~ 
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Where Vj is the junction 'voltage at the impel:ifection location. As a 
result of thb leaky current, the diode n fac·tor may be very high with 
values of 3 to 5 usually being observed at voltages of less' than 0.4 yolts. 
2.6 Current Voltage Ch~racteristics Modifi~d by Se~ies Resistance 
Series resistance becomes important as the current density 
increases and/or junction depth decreases. The.series resistance comes 
from two sources: the 'surface sheet resistance and ,the metal-semicon-
ducto~ contact resistance. For the contact resistance Rc which appears 
in series with the cell, the exponential depen4ence of current on voltage 
can be modified by replacing V in the exponential with V-R I. For the c 
sheet resistance, however, the two dimensional distributed nature of i 
the current flow does not allow one to define a purely lumped resistance. 
In this case at large currents the equation becomes! 
I = IAJsIT exp(qV/2kT), (2.6) 
2 
I = 2kT L . 1 (2.7) T q PST A' 
wherie A is the total area of the solar cell, J is the saturation s 
current density of the simple diffusion theory, PST is the surface 
sheet resistance and h is the total perimeter of the contact grid 
pattern. 
The parameter ,IT has the physical significance that it is the 
current level at which the characteristic makes a transition from an 
exp(~V/kT) dependence to an exp(qV/2kT) dependence. In a practical 
+ This effect is very similar to current crowding which occurs in bipQlar transistors. A discussion is contai~~Q in Appendi~ 10.2. 
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silicon solar cell both shee~ resistance and contact resistance may 
e~ist simultaneously and the diode n factor may be as high as 5 at 
,'::!;.ftlvo.ltages greater than O.5·volts. In this combined case one cannot ,_ i,i 
iqodel the cell correctly by a lumped constant resistance. 
2.7 Parameters for Device Model 
I 
C'2i'f"7\1Diffusion Length and Lifetime . 
. The lifetimes of electrons and holes are of great-:· importallce in 
understanding the electrical and optical behavior ~f a semiconductor 
device. For indirect bandgap semiconductors such as Silicon, the 
carrier lifetime is generally high and basically determined by 
recombinat.lon through intermediate centers within the bandgap instead 
of direct band-to-band recombination. The minority carrier lifetime 
has been developed by assuming a single Shockley-Read center as [10] 
~ere Tp ... hole lifetime in an n-type semiconductor with doping density 
N ,NR '" density of recombination centers, a , a = hole and electron ~ p n 
capture coefficients. A similar form can be written for electrons 
in;p-type material. Equation 2.8 indicates that the minority carrier 
lifetime is lower in general for a higher doping density. This behavior 
of minority carrier lifetime with doping density has be~n experime~fally 
observed [1l.,12].c 
Some representative curves of measured diffusion lengths as a 
function of doping density are shown in Figure 2.2 [11]. Comparisons 
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figure 2.2. Hodel of the diffusion length and comparison to the experimental 
data. All experimental data are for p-type material except 
thc;>se marked by the trIangle. 
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to other experimental data are also shown on the same graph [11-15]. 
At high doping densities band .... to-band Auger recombination may become 
the aominant recombination process. This gives a decreasing life-
time which is inversely proportional to the square of the doping i density. The experimental curve of LD(MAX) in Figure 2.2 has a life-
time d~pendence on doping density with an exponent of -1.7 at doping 
22 
r~!/",!·'i!"'f .•"'Ii"y ....... _.. . , 
~ densities greater than l017/cm3. This value is close to the 
~. theoreticalband-to-band Auger lifetime mOdel which his an exponent i2.t~.~ ;, ·';f ~2 ~ J:l t .. ,; i., .. t1 ' 
t 
i· 
Hence it is a fairly good approximation to define LD(MAX) aud 
Ln(MED) of Figure 2.2 as the upper and lower bounds for electron 
diffusion length in p-type silicon. Similarly LD(MED) and LD(MIN) 
of Figure 3 .1couldb.e consider~d as upper and lower bounds for hole 
diffusion length in n-type silicon because of the lower hole mobility. 
In a practical silicon solar cell, the actual diffusion length may 
vary between some upper and lower bound depending on the material 
perfection and the fabrication processes. In a solar cell the density 
of recombination canters is generally much smaller than the doping 
"4eqsity; henc~, the majority carrier lifetime equals that of the ',~ I 
',,' i 
minority carriers [lS]. 
Although the diffusion length data of Figure 2.2 was measured in 
bulk material, it is assumed valid for the shallow diffused layer of 
solar cells. If the lifetime is a function of total doping density 
only,such as in the Auger, process,this will be a good approximation. 
However, this may not be valid if lifetime is dominated by deep level 
impurity recombination • 
_ ,.. ,_ '", •• -"'"if- 7"" .• --.,-_.",....- ••. - -..,...n;r-'- ",,.~-.>,,,,. " of..., .. ,.-- ] •. ~.'.: ..•. "'-'!"",."f'~ •.. -''"'t':'" .... ~.,''1t'',.' ... ,~.~.~...,...:. ,,4 h!+ .... p£ •. ~~'~~~~ ...... ~ 
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2.7.2 Surface Recombination Velocity 
(, 
In addition to bulk recombination, surface recombination is 
another loss mechanism which is modeled by a surface recombination 
velocity S. The minority carrier current flow toward the surface is 
given as 
J = qllp S, s s 
where IIp is the surface excess minority carrier density. s 
23 
The value of S is basically determined by surface conditions such 
as the density of interface states, any anti-reflection oxide layer and 
2 surface treatments. Very low S values of 10 cm/sec can probably be 
achieved only through the use of high temperature oxidation processes 
which may cause a drive-in of the surface diffused layer and may not 
be compatible with solar cell technology [17]. Hence, a value of 
103 em/sec may be a lower limit for SRV of typical oxide coated solar 
cells [18,19]. 
2.7.3 Diffusion Doping Profile 
It has been found that shallow diffusions (~ 1 ~m) of phosphorous 
( . in silicon result in considerable deviations from the simple diffusion 
theory of an erfc function [20,21]. For short diffusion times 
(5 1 hr) and temperature below 1100°C, it has been found that a constant 
concentration layer exists near the surface of about 1/3 tV 1/4 of the 
junction depth and the electrical active phosphorous concentration in 
this layer is about half of the solid solubility limit at the particular 
diffusion temperature. Beyond the constant concentration region, the 
diffusion profile can be reasonably well represented by a complementary 
:::::==. ::::: = .... ~~ .= 
I: 
I 
! 
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j 
_.ii 
\ 
I 
.-..----------....;,-...:..-__ o.-.~ _____ ._ '" .......... . 
error function. One of the typical diffusion profiles is reproduced 
here in Figure 2.3 [21]. The parameters which characterize this 
"'particu1ar diffusion profile are ~he surface doping density C
s
' width 
of the constant doping layer Xc and the doping density CB at the 
boundary of the constant doping and the erfc doping profile. 
2.7.4 Mobility 
Two major contributions to mobility are phonon scattering and 
impurity scattering. These effects make mobilities a function of 
doping density, temperature and internal electric field intensity. 
The general empirical equation developed by Gumme1 [22] was used in 
this work. 
N . 2 
.--.. --.. -~--
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• 1 + D + (EfA) + (E)2 
N EfA + F B (2.10) 
-1? + N S . 
, 
This equation has been confirmed by measuring the relations between 
drift velocity and electric field [23]. 
2.7.5 Heavy Doping Effects 
Heavy doping phenomena occurs in silicon for total doping densities 
above about 1019fcm3. The high doping effect on minority carriers can 
be represented by a bandgap reduction where the,empirica1 expression of 
Equation 2.11 has been used in this work. 
(2.11) 
In this expression, N is the net doping density. 
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Figure 2.3. One sample of the shalloH phosphorous diffused profile at 
900°C. Ref. [21] 
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2.7.6 Absorption C.oefficient 
The ability of a semiconductor to absorb light of a given wave-
length is characterized by the absorption coefficient a. Values of the 
, 
absorption constant a were taken from Dash and Newman [24] up to about 
0.95 pm wavelength. At wavelengths above 0.95 pm there is considerable 
variation in the reported absorption coefficient values. Several 
reported values at 0.95 ~m, 1.0 ~m and 1.1 ~m are shown in Table 2.1 
[24~29]. The data of Dash and Newman is seen to be larger than most 
··of the reported data at 0.95 pm and 1.0 pm. Good agreement in the long 
wavelength spectral response of solar cells could not be obtained by 
using the data of Dash and Newman. Best results have been obtained 
! by using the values of the last line which are intermediate between the 
largest and smallest reported experimental values. Thus the absorption 
data which has been used! is that of Dash and Newman with the data at 
, 
0.95 pm, 1.0 pm and 1.1 pm modified to the values of Table 2.1. The 
index of refraction as a function of incident wavelength was taken from 
Phillip (1972) [30]. 
Table 2.1 Comparison of reported absorption coefficient values at long 
wavelengths 
[24] Dash & Newman 
[25] VedaIll 
[26] Runyan 
[27} Vol'fson & Subashiev 
[28] Macfarlon 
This work 
1.1 ~m 1.0 pm 0.95 ~m 
-1 Absorption Coefficient (em ) 
7 
3.9 
3.9 
100 
67 
64 
61 
74 
220 
270 
170 
150 
204 
1 
~ 
~j 
.. ~. ~ 
t ~ ~ 
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2.7.7 Spectra1,Response 
I The spectral sensitivity of a solar cell to incident photons is 
i , 
measured by the spectral response Qr the quantum yield. For a practical 
t 
solar cell the quantum yield is always less than unity because of 
surface reflection losses and internal recombination losses. 
Internal quantum yield can be defined as the ratio of the collected 
short circuit current density to the input current density which is 
generated by the incident photons assuming 100 percent transmission 
through the surface, i.e. 
ISC(A) QY(A) • ------::;.:..-__ ~~_ 
qF(A) (l-R(A)-A(A» (l-e -WI (A» , (2.12) 
where F(A) • incident photon tlux (proportional to input power density), 
R(A) = reflection at surface, 
A(A) = absorption in ~R layer 1£ any,. 
Wd - device thickness. 
Another practical parameter is the exter~a1 quantum yield QYext(A) ,~hich 
includes losses due to ~urface reflection and antiref1ecting layer 
absorption: 
I (A) QY (A);::,.... _._. ___ sc~ __ ...--
ext qF (A)(l_e-wda (A» (2.13) 
The. spectral ~esponse is represented by the ratio of collected current to 
input power dens1,ty as: 
, 
I (A) 
SR(A)'" sc 
ext .' Pinput 
• 
(2.14) 
c: 
1 
to ••. 
I 
~F 
The spectral ~esponse tl1eojry of ·Pr;ince and Wolf (31) shows that the 
overall spectral responses can be considered as made up of somewhat 
independent responses from the surface and base layers. Hence it is 
sometimes useful to specify the spectral response from the surface 
region, d~pletion region and base region respectively as 
28 
sa t(A). SR t(A,surface) + SR t(A,depletion) + SR t(A,base). (2.15) 
ex ex· ex· ex 
Some of the parameters and results of the spectral response analysis are 
shown in Table 2.2. 
The calculated reflectance R in Table 2.2 is in direct agreement 
with Phillips data of oxide free silicon [30], although it is well 
o 
known, that a thin layer of oxide of about 20 'U 3SA in thickness may be 
grown on an.exposed bare silicon surface. The correction on R due to 
such a layer is less than 1 percent for photon wavelengths of 0.4 to 
1:0 micrometer (This also agrees with Ref .• [301.). 
For Tantalum oxide calculations, a reflection index of 2.20 was 
;:, 
used which is based 'upon ellipsometry measurements performed at a wave-
o 
length of 5461A [32]. This value of reflection index is in general 
agreement with reported literature values [33]~ 
The calculated transmission and reflection coefficients for Ta20S 
are shown in Figure 2.4., The data indicates a much better surface effi-
ciency at short', wavelengths as compared to a bare. Si, SiO or Si02 coated 
surface. Since the AMO power spectrum peaks between 0.4 pm and 0.6 pm, 
Ta20S is superior to the other oxides studied • 
• 
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Table 2.2. Paramete~s fo~ spectral response calculation at various wavelengths. 
, . 
A 0.,4 0.45 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0 .. 9 0'.-9-.$, 1.0 
-
Absorption C~eff. 8. 70F;~ 2.62E4 1. 23E4 4.56E3 ,:2.10E3 9. 64E2 3.67E2 2.04E2 7.42E1 
-1 (em ) 
Photon Energy ,3.09 2.75 2.47 2.06 1.77 1.54 1.37 1.30 1.24 
(eV) 
Q't, 
, 
Transmission for 0.521 0.583 0.615 0.647 0.663 0.672 0.679 0.~~1 ,,0.683 
Bare Si t ~'.'" 
() 
Reflection for 
" 
0.478 0.416 . 0.384 0.352 0.336 0.327 0.318 0.3:J.8 0~316 -\'1 
Bare Si 
!\) 
INPUT POWER 10 10' 10 10 10 19 10 10 10 
0 (mW) , 
Surface Ra~e 9.15E20 3.47E20 1.9l.E20 8. 91E19 4.91E19 2. 61E19 1.13E19 6 :6"5E18 2.55118 • 
2 (II/em ) 
--
INCIDENT CURRENT 3.226 3.629 . 4.032 4.839 5.646 6.452 7.259 7.662 8.065 
i;" " " 2 (mA/cm ) 
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'1\ \ n 1\ .\~~7.8 General Comparison of Theore~ical and Experimental Results II 
. \ 
\ The solar cells which have be.cn studied can be broadly divided into '\ 
thj\ee categories; ])ased i.uponthe.ori~in of the bulk material. and the cell ""i ',-' . :,. ' ~ + desl$n. The fi:r.st category consist~ of n p cells on 0.1 ~·cm base layers 
with \-a finished thickness of about 6 Illils. The second category consists. 
of n + p . cells on 10 ~. CUi base layers Wi\~h thicknesses of about 10. S mils" 
.\ 
i 2 Both types of cells WEre made in a stan~ard 2 cm area and use a NASA \\. I \\. 
Lewis Rei~earch Center 10-finger grid. Nt? anti-reflection layers were 
\1 present 011 the silicon surface. 
t 
The third type of cell is the Aluminum .BSF cellon 16 g·c,m substrates 
with a finished cell thickness of about 6.S .mils. These cells have a 
° Ta20S coating about 595A in thickness and a 5 mil "Teflon" FEP cover on the 
Tantalum Pentoxide. On these the nine finger grid pattern of Spectro 
Lab was present. 
The n-type sur.~ace layers were phosphorous diffusion~ using POCl3 at 
the NASA·Lewis Research Center. The temperature and the duration of the 
. diffusion p:r.ocess are described for each type of cell in the following 
sections. The top and bottom contacts were made using metal masks and 
° by evaporating a thin layer of Aluminum (200~500~) followed by the 
evaporation of about 3 to 5 micrometers of silver on the surface. The 
contacts were then sintered at temperatures of 550 to 650°C in H2 " 
Al-Ag contacts have been found to have less degradation in the cell 
electrical characteristicst:han that which occurs for sintered Ag-Ti 
contacts'~ although Ti makes a better ohmic contact than AI. For BSF 
1(1 
i 
[r. 
l .. 
c) 
cells th~ Aluminum was a11Qyed at about BOOoe for one hour or less and' 
thi~ produc~d a high-low junctio~ of 0.5 to 1.0 J.Im in depth [34]. 
The detailed comparison of the theoretical and experimental results are 
shown as Appendix 10.1 and 10.2. 
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3. HIGH EFFICIENCY SILICON SOLAR CELLS 
3.1 Introduction 
Although silicon solar cells were fi~st made during ~he mid-
fifties. several important technological breakthroughs were not 
achieved until recent years. During this time. improvements in solar 
cell ~technology have lead to the production of high efficiency 
silicon solar cells. Higher ~fficiency of a silicon solar cell has 
b~en mainly achieved by increasing the output voltage and/or short 
circuit current density. 
The discovery of the back surface field concept raised the output 
voltage of a lightly doped solar cell in 1973 [1]. Then the violet 
cell. which utilizes a very shallow junction. fine grid and improved 
anti~reflectiQn film to enhance the optical responses of short wave-
length photons., was introduced to produce higher short circuit current 
density [2]. Later this cell was further improved by preferentially 
36 
etching to give a serrated surface and h~gher surface efficiency was 
achieved. This novel cell was named a CNR (COMSAT non-reflective) cell 
due to the non-reflecting properties of the serrated surface [3]. 
Calculations of a CNR cell are difficult because the incident light 
is not in a normal direction to the cell surface and several reflections 
and refractions usu~lly occur on the serrated surface. 
It is the purpose ofth:f;s section to model these high efficiency 
solar cells including the violet and CNR cells. It is also shown that 
the limitation to cell efficiency due to the surface optical efficiency 
can be predicted from the calculations. 
t 
.. 
. ~ 
{ 3.2 Optical Reflection and Tl:'ansmission 
Traditional solar, cells have a flat polished surface and normal 
illumination can be assumed. In this case the surface reflection and 
transmission can be straightforwardly calculated. However, the 
calculation for oblique. illumination is far more difficult. A brief 
.review is outlined in Appendix (A) ~ 
In a CNR cell, light illuminates normally at the serrated surface 
where it s~rikes the face of a ,pyramid at an angle of 54.75°. The 
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reflected rays the11 strike the face of an adjacent pyramid at a smaller 
angle of 15.7.5° as shown in Figure 3.1. It is known that the reflected 
light will be elliptically polarized whenever the incident angle is 
other than the normal direction. AlDO. the Fresnel reflection 
coefficient is different for TE or TM polarized light. Therefore, the 
total surface reflection and transmission coefficient must be deduced 
by the superpositions of the decomposed TE and TM components of the 
incident light which is assumed here to be uniformly polarized. 
Figure 3.2 shows the surfac.e transmission coefficients of the 
incident light with angles of 54.75° and 15.75° for TE and TM modes 
respectively. The refractive index of silicon is taken from reference [4] and is shown in Figure 3.3. The calculated surface transmission. 
I coefficients of the violet and CNR cell with and without anti-reflection 
filmsare shown in Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5 along with reported 
experimental values. The comparison to the reported values is very good 
which substantiates the above calculations [3,5]. Although the compari-
sons are not satisfactory for wavelengths greater than 1.0 vm, there 
l ~ 
1 
I 
1 
• 
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I 
1 
. 
'.' 
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are several other reported values which do follow the calculations in 
these wavelength ranges [6-8]. Several calculated surface optical 
properties are shown in Table 3.1 and Table 3.2. 
~igure 3.1. The serrated surface of a CNR cell. 
o 
The optimum thicknesses of TaZOS are found to be ab?ut 600A and 
,C o __ 
700A for a solar cell under AMO and AMZ solar spectrums respecti~ely., 
A solar cell under an AM2 solar spectrum has a higher optimum thickness 
of anti-reflection films. This is because the AM2 spectral intensity 
peaks at higher wavelengths. The average surface reflection losses 
o 
weighted to the AHo spectral density are about 3.S percent for a 600A 
thickness of Ta20S' This value is very close to the reported value of • I 
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43 Table 3.1 Optical properties of a silicon solar cell. 
Spectral Optimum Surface Available Surface Condition Anti-ref. Loss Optical Generation 0 Current (A) (%) 
2 (mA/cm ) 
Si ANO No 36.4 34.2 1.1SE22 
AN2 No 34.7 22.4 1.62E2l 
S1 AMO No 13.6 46.4 2.93E22 (CNR) 
AM2 No 12.2 30.1 3.BSE21 
Si+S10 AMO BOO lS.6 4S.4 S.96E21 
AM2 BOO 10.4 30.7 1. 39E2l 
.-if 
J) S1+S102 ANO 1100 17.6 44.3 1.2sE22 , " ,~ 
• -iAM2 1100 l4.S 29.3 1.B3E21 
S1+Ta2OS ANO 600 13.0 46.B 1.33E22 
AM2 700 9.5 31.0 1.B9E21 
S1+Ta2Os AHO 600 3.5 SloB 3.29E22 , (CNR) 
AM2 700 1.8 33.7 4.2BE21 
2.5 to 3 percent [3]. It should be noted that the above optimum thick-
ness of anti-reflection oxide refers to -the perfect co.11ection of the 
input light intensity. 
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Table 3.2 •. Optical properties of CNR cell with an anti-reflection film 
of Ta2OS• 
">,w 
~ 
Spectral Thickness Surface Available Surface Wavelength 
Condition of 0 Efficiency Optical Generation of peak 
Ta20S (A) (%) Current Transmission 2 (llm) (mA/cm ) 
8i AMQ 0 86.35 46.40 2.93E22 1.05 
AMO 500 96.18 51.68 3.62E22 0.45 
AK) 600 96.48 51.84 3.Z9E22 0.53 
AMO 650 96.46 51.83 3.24E22 0.57 
AMO 700 96.36 51.78 3.26E22 0~61 
5i AM2 0 (I 87.84 30.13 3.84E21 1.05 AM2 500 96.98 33.26 5.00E21 0.45 
AM2 600 97.93 33.59 4.S8E21 ' 0.53 
AM2 700 98.16 33.67 4.27E21 0.61 
AM2 800 97.80 33.54 4.20E21 0.71 
AM2 900 97.05 33.29 4.40E21 0.80 
1 
l 
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3.3 Optical Genera:tion 
\ . a 
\.> 
(, (', In a solar cell, the number of absorbed photons can be represented 
u a 
N} (x) • N h-io.) [1 - exp(-a(A)x)] p 1a p (3.1) 
where Nphi(A) is the input photo~ density at wavelength A within the 
wavelength interval'AA and a(A) is the absorption coefficient at 
., wavelength A. If it is aS$llmed that each absorbed photon r.re;ai:es 
nA(A) electron-hole pairs, then the resulting current density is 
where T(>') is the surface transmission coefficient at wavelength A. 
The actual generation rate is 
or· 
Ie ;-. Ge(X,A) = T(A)·nA(A)·Nphi(>.)a(>.)exp(-a(>.)xJ. (3.4) 
Fer a full spectral irradf'knce, the generation rate at each spectral 
point must be added over the incident wavelengths· to give 
1.1 . 
G (x) = E\ T(>.)n>. (>')N h' (>')a(>")exp(-a(>')x). e >.=0.,18 p l. (3.5) 
f( 
If the incident lig,ht is .in other than the normal direction, the 
actual traversed path is lengthened by a factor of 1/ sin 81 and 1/ sin 82 '. 
of the device width for the first and second refracted light rays 
respectively. These factors are shown in Figure 3.6 as a function of 
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photon wavelength. Therefore the absorbed photon density 
becomes 
Npha(X) • Nphi(A) [l-exp(-a(A)x/sin6l)]+Nphi(X)Rl(A) [l-exp(-a(A)x/s in62)] 
(3.6) 
and the resultant generation rate becomes 
r 
(3.7) 
where Tit Ri ar~ the coefficients of transmission and reflection with 
respect to the i-th ~efracted light. 
The calculated generation rates are shown to Figure 3.7 and 3.8. 
It is seen that a CNR cell has a higher generation rate near the 
illuminated surface within about 20 ).1m, and has a lower generation rate 
at. distances d~/eper than about 20 ).1m. 
<::} This is because more carriers can (\ 
be generated near the sUI'face from the oblique trariemiss.ion of the 
incident light. The comparison of the generation rates for the plane 
and serrated surfaces is presented in Figure 3.9 at one particular 
wavelenkth of 0.9 ).1m and 100 mW power density without any anti-reflection 
film. The crossing pOint of the generation rates for both cases occurs 
around 40 ).1m from the illuminated surface. 
The maximum possible collection efficiency of a solar cell is 
plotted against the cell depth._~n Figure 3.10. The CNR cell has a ( 
steeper slope of the collection efficiency vs. width curve. This implies 
that~re carriers are generated near the irradiated surface. Therefore 
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52 a CNR cell is more radiation resistant ss compared to a conventional 
cell. This point will b~ discussed in more detail later. Table 3.3 
shows the cell widths where 90 or 95 percent of the available current 
densities can be potentially collected for both type cells. 
Table 3.3. Widths for 90 and 95 percent collection efficiencies. 
Width (llm) (llm) (llm) (llrn ) (J.lm) (1Jm) Collection Bare CNR CNR Bare Plan~ CNR Efficiency Plane No Anti-Ref. 600A Ta20~ Si (%) S. A=0.9 J,Jm A=0.9J.1m l. 
90 90 80 60 65 45 
95 250 240 210 80 60 
Available 
Current 34.2 46.40 51.8 Density 
3.4' Violet and CNR Cells 
The parameters of the violet and, CNR cells used in the present 
calculations are listed in Table 3.4. The parameters of this table are 
reasonable when compared to reference [2]. A CNR cell differs from a 
violet cell mainly in the surface transmission efficiency as a result of 
its specific, surface texture. Also, a CNR cell has a larger surface 
diffusion current density and space charge recombination current density 
due to the enlarged surface area of 2.83 times that of the original flat 
surface area. 
'1 
'I " ; 1 
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Table 3.4. Models df the v16let and CNR cell. 
Structure 
Base resisti vi ty 
Surface junction 
Surface ,doping density 
Device width 
Device area 
SRV 
Two-way reflection 
Anti-reflection film 
Sheet resistance , , 
Contact resistance 
Sun power density 
Temperature 
Surface diffusion length 
Base diffusion length 
Grid pattern 
Number of fingers 
Width of fingers 
Thickness of fingers 
+ n p (Cell A) 
2 n-em 
0.13 lJm ' . 
1020 lem3 , erfc:: 
2S0 lJm 
4 em2 
103em/sec 
Yes 
o 
Ta20 S' 600A 
5S0 ¥D 
10-4 n~cm2 
J 
J 
2 AMO" (135.3 mA/em ) 
27°C 
LD (MED)+LD (MIN) 
2 
LD(MAX)+LD(MED) 
2 
; 
n+pp+(Cell B) 
1.3 n· em 
210 lJm 
Two tapered bus bar 20 JUIl to 200 11m) 
60' 
20 lJm 
1.9 lJm 
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The predicted results of the computer analysis are listed in 
Table 3.5. Here the one-dimensional analysis refers to the solution of 
the fundam~ntal device equations in a one:dimensional model. However, 
it! is more realistic to simulate a practical solar cell by the gene~l 
two-dimensional program of Appendix 10.4. The calculated efficiency 
values can be compared to reported va1~es of 13 and 15 percent for 
violet and CNR cells respectively. The predicted spectral responses 
of violet and CNR cells are shown in Figure 3.11. The experimental data 
'fable 3.5.' "The'Eredicted result~ of tneviolat and CHRcllla. 
Model Violet-A CNR-A Ii Violet-B 
l-DIM 2-DIM I-DIM 2-DIM 2-nIM 
I (mA/4cm 
se 
2 164.4 " 151.5 185.6 171.1 154.0 
V (volts) 0.582 
oe 
0.582 0.585 0.582 0.590 
CFF 0.821 0.802 0.821 0.779, 0.803. 
-
2 1M (mA/4em ) 153.9 143.7 177.2 161.4 146.1 
VM '(volts) 0.510 0.492 0.504 0.481 0.500 
PM (mW) 78.5 70.6 89.3 77.6 73.0 
EFF (%) 14.5 13.1 - 16.5 14.4 13.5 
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of t~e ~pectral response are taken frolll refereJ'ct:; 11. The quantum yield 
i. then deduced from Equations 2.12 and 2.14. It is clear from 
Figure 3.11 that there is a general agr~ement between the calculation 
and the experiment. 
It has been pointed out that there are three diffe{ent forces 
.' 
acting on the charged particles in the diffused surface region [~]. 
They are the electrostatic force. an additional force due to the 
, \ position-dependent band structure and the diffusion force ftolll the 
optically generated carriers. In a solar cell. the short w~ve~en8th 
photons can generate large carrier densities near the surfac,e and the 
/F' diffusion force is quil1ie large in thb region. Our calculation shows 
that the minority current is in the direction of the collecting junction 
despite the large retrogate field force from the position-dependent 
band structure in the heavily doped surface layer. T9is suggests that 
the diffusion force can countera,ct the internal retrogate field force. 
Therefore,most of the carriers generated in the surface region can be 
collected instead of being lost by recombination at the surface. 
Within the base region, the calculation shows a much shorter 
collection width than the device width. Collection widths of 85 ~m 
and 95 ~m are calculated for type A Violet and CNR cells respectively. 
This is because the back surface ohmic contact is in competition with 
the p-njunction for the collection of the light genetated carriers. 
The avaHable device, short circ!uit current density over the above 
collection width can be readily calculated. These calculated results 
are 42.3 and 47.6 mA/cm2 respectively, which are about 90.5 and 92 percent 
Xf 
of the total available current density for violet and CNR cell~ 
respectively. These values are close to the predicted short circuit 
current densities of Table 3.5 indicating only a ~mall percentage 
of the availab~e,current density within the collection width is lost 
through bulk and depletion Jegion recombination. 
3.5 Models of the New 'Generation Violet and CNR Cells 
Since 1977 violet and CNR cells have been made by combining the 
technologies of the back surface field and the early violet cell of 
1973. The difficult back diffusion process can then be controlled 
and the back contact has also been made highly reflective in order to 
improve the long wavelength response [10]. 
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Typical parameters for such cells are listed in Table 3.4 as cell B. 
The base resistivity of a v.io,let cell is nominally b.etween 1 to 3 n· cm. 
However, measurements indicate that the majQrity of cells have a 
resistivity around 1.3 n·cm. The base diffusion length is taken from 
the measurement of reference [11] where a, typical value of 210 lim is 
given for the preradiated cell. The radiation damage coefficient ~ 
for the diffusion length is assumed to be 2.5xlO-lO at a doping 
, 16 3 density of 10 /em. 
The short circuit current density under radiation has been 
calculated and compa~ed to the reported measurements for a typical 
violet and CNR cell. These are the type B cells of Table 3.4. The 
results are shown in Table 3.6. 
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Tables 3.6. Comparison of the short circuit current density for 
typical violet and CNR cells. The experimental data are 
taken from reference [10]. 
Radiation 0 1013 101-' 1015 SxlO15 
Dose 
Experi~ent 39.11 38.31 36.45 3l.8 28.3 
(rnA/cm ) 
Violet Calcul~tion 40.62 39.56 36.46 31.57 27.28 Cell (rnA/em ) 
Agreement +2 +3.2 +0.02 -0.7 -3.7 
(%) 
Experiment 
(rnA/cm2) 46.98 44.43 41.9 37.27 33.83 
CNR 
Cell Calculation 45.85 
(rnA/crn2) 
44.81 41.91 37.08 32.92 
Agreement -2.4 +0.8 -0.2 -0.5 -2.8 
(%) 
__ ~ __ "",,~~>no<' ...... --.."''''r..",,*.i='_~_~~~_'''''"'-'~~'''':''_'''''''_' '-_~. ~~<_~ __ . _ .
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The calculated short circuit current density has been corrected for 
the 6 percent metal coverage a.nd the magnitude of the simulated AMO power 
2 density of 140 mW/cm. The small discrepancy at low radiation dose is 
perhaps due to the unknown base diffusion length for the particular cell 
measured. The discrepancy for heavily radiated cells may be due 
to an annealing effect before taking the measurement. However, it has 
been found from a comparison of baloon-flown cells and ground measure-
ment that solar cell res~onse is a few percent less in the space measure-
ment [12]. This is consistent with our calculation and may suggest 
that there are problems in the simulated solar spectrum in the short 
wavelength region. 
The calculation of spectral response under radiation is shown 
in Figure 3.12 for a typical violet and CNR cell. This is in very good 
agreement with Figure 8 of reference [11]. 
3.6 Conclusions 
The following conclusions can be draWn based upon the work in this <'~ 
section. 
(1) High efficiency silicon solar cells can be made by increasing the 
surface optical transmission .eff~ciency through a textured silicon 
surface. Such textured surfaces have bee~ found to produce the highest 
surface transmission efficiency, and it has also been found that the 
thic'knesSl of the a:l.ti-reflection film is not'very critical for near 
optimum surface transmission. 
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Figure 3.12. The calculated spectral responses for violet (dashed lines) 
and CNR (solid lines) cells under one Mev electron radiation 
doses. d - ideal spectral response for infinite cell depth, 
e - ideal spectral response for actual cell depth. 
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(2) It has been found that a high efficiency si1icoln solar cell can be 
made by combining the technology of the BSF structure and-the sha110,,, 
surface doping density. Good collection efficiency can be obtained 
with a practical base region diffusion length which has a value in the 
range of the device depth. 
(3) CNR cells are found to be more radiation resistant than a standard 
planar surface cell. This is due to the fact that more carriers are 
generated near the collecting junction in a textured surface cell. 
Hence it degrades slowly with high energy particle irradiation. 
3.7 Appendix A 
The oblique optical reflection and transmission coefficients from c 
an anti-reflection film on a silicon surface [13-].' 
a) Reflection at the boundary of an absorbing medium 
N 
Figure A.l The oblique optical reflection and transmission 
on a silicon surface. 
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~(' ':Let the medium have-the complex index of refraction N.n+ik and the 
+ ' .... * .... 
k .y • It.''Y o 0 
+ .... :to.... .... ........ k .~. K'Y • (k+ia)'Y. 
'0', 
k sine "ksin~. o 
The wave equatio~ can be written as 
I aE For plane harmonic waves we'have V'" -UC, - .... -iw, so 
at 
By equating the real and imaginary parts, we have 
++ 2 k'a = kacos~ • nKk • 
o 
\\ 
(,3.8) 
,', 
,;:, 
.., , (3.9) 
. i 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
. After some algebraic manipulation of Equations (3.12) and (3.13), it is 
found that 
(3.14) 
Snell law of refraction can be written as 
nl sine • Nsin~. (3.15) 
. , 
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Now ~ is a complex number and has no direct correlation to the angle ~. 
By Equations (3.14) and (3.15) 
N • kcosl/l+ia 
.<k cos~ 
! t'! 
1· .. 
(3.16) 
The boundary condition of \< ....... J continuity of the tangential components of 
electric and magnetic fields leads to Fresnel's equation for TE and TM 
~olarization. 
nlcose-Ncos~ 
YTE • Dlcose+Ncos~ , 
-Ncose+nlcoS~ 
YTM • Ncose+nlcos~· 
If there is an antireflection film, the transmitted and reflection 
amplitudes need to be added as Fig. A2 shows. In this figure, 
Figure A.2 The nml tiple reflection and transmission 'dcross an 
anti-~eflection film on a silicon surface. 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
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Where y'--y and t'=-t from the Fresnel coefficients of Equations (1.17) 
and (3.18). Henae the total reflected amplitude is Miven by 
-- ... (3.19) 
where Al is the change in phase of the beam on transversing the films 
and 
Finally, it is the energy instead of amplitude which is needed and the 
resultant total reflection and transmission coefficients are 
R III RR* 
n 
T = Real (-1.) TT* 
nl 
The exact coefficients of reflection R and transmission T could be , 
(3.20) 
(3.21) 
solved from Equations (l.lO), (3~12),(3.l3) and (3.16)-(3.19) using the 
app~opriate complex refractive index of n2 and n3 for TE or TM modes. 
The complete equation, however. is cumbersom~ and hopelessly complicated. 
The desired values of Rand T however can be calculated numerically 
using complex algebra. 
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! r 4. SHORT CIRCUIT CURRENT DENSITY AS A FUNCTION OF 
TEMPERATURE AND RADIATION INTENSITY 
4.1 Introduction 
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Although solar cells were convention~lly measured at room tempera-
ture, the operation of solar Fells is usually under varied temperature 
, 
and solar intensities. ~he cell temperature may vary from 60°C to 90°C 
in the earth's synchronous orbit, and. there 'are extreme temperatures 
of -120°C and +140°C near Jupiter and Mercury respectively. In the 
terrestri.al operation of solar cells, the consideration of temperature 
, , 
is also important because of the large temperature variations with 
respect to locations and seasons. Especially in a multi-sun concentrated 
system, a, high working temperature is usually inevitable from the higher 
input solar intensity. 
Tbe subject of the temperature dependence of short circuit ~urrent 
density is the main topic in this section. The material parameters as 
a function of temperature will be discussed, and a comparis~n between 
theory and experiment will also be presented. ' 
4.2 Material Parameters as a Function of Temperature 
Several important material parameters, which determine solar 
, 
cell operation as a function of temperature, are (a) intrinsic carrier 
"., I I·· 
.density (b) diffusion length and lifetime (c) absorption coefficient 
and refractive index (d) mobility and diffusion coefficient. 
(a) Intrinsic carrier density ni • 
The intrinsic carrier density ni is a function of temperature and 
bandgap energy. The general form is [1] 
--
. " 
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-E (T)/2kT 
n ·./NN e·g i c v (4.1) 
where mde and mdh are the density-of-state effective mass of electron 
and hole and E (T) is the bandgap energy at temperature T. The empirical g . 
, 
form of the temperature dependent intrinsic carrier dens~ty, which 
satisfies the above function of temperature, is ~8ed in this work [2] 
The open circuit voltage of a solar cell is found to decrease 
with temper~ture. This is due to the strong 1:emperature dependence of 
the intrinsic carrier density. In the first order model the open circuit 
voltage can be defined by 
kT Isc (T) 
V (T). n.- ln [ .1 
oc" q Is (T):.I (4.4) 
where I (T) is the saturation current density which is proportional to s ' . 
2 ,: 
ni and ni in Sho,ckley' s diffusion current model or Sah t s recombination 
current model respectively. The diode factor n is 1 or 2 for the above 
models respectively. Henc~ the reduction of open circuit voltage as 
a function of temperature can be derived from Equations 4.3 and 4.4 with 
the same resUlt for both cases. 
(4.5) 
or' 
(4.6) 
1 
H j 
.. ' 
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However, both current mechanisms may exist stmultaneously in a practical 
silicon solar cell. In this case AVOC(T) can be derived assuming an 
abnormal diode factor A and the. dominance ot diffusion current near 
(4.7) 
where A is between 1 and 2. Therefore the AV OC (T) v~lue is usually 
lower than -1.9 mV/Ko depending on the A value of a practical solar cell. 
The experimental m~asurements always show a negative temperature 
coe~fici(~nt of Voc(T) wi~h a value of -2.2, to -2,3 mV/Ko for 10 ~-cm 
and 2 ~-cm silicon ce~l respectively [3]. These values are in agreement 
with other repoTts. Luft reported a value of -2.13 to -2.~9 my/oK for 
10 n-cm cell~ [4]. A value of about-2.2 mV/Ko was reported by Yasi [5] 
for a 2 ~-cm cell. For GaAs, the reported data is between -1.9 and 
-2 .. ,,2 my/oK [6,7]. 
, 
The negative temperature coefficient of the open circuit voltage 
~n partly be compensated by the small positive temperature coefficient 
. , ' 
of short circuit' cu~rent. However, this compensating effect is small due 
,to the very small temperature coefficient of the short circuit current 
denSity. 
(b) Diffusion length 
The magnitude of, the dU'fusion length is determined by the carrier 
lifetime and the diffusion coefficient as, 
L =~. 
n nn 
(4.8) 
A similar formul'a can be written for holes hy substituting sub-index p 
for n. The diffusion coefficient is calculated from Einstein relation 
. ,for non-dege~eratesemiconductors as 
.. 
7: ''!i~'',.!,}{~~;~~: :~r~~:~q~;:~'F ~:~'i"Fffi""+,?,*:* ;r~~~;:'~'~; ~}' "'~r~'l' '~'-"""-""'~"~'. '< -;'~~ ~"T~'~ 
>'!.: ~------~'.;.' ~":,,,----~.;...;." '~~/",:""~' .....;....------------_. 
kT . 
D • -" n ql"n' 
where the mobility Pn is generally dete~1ned for silicon by the 
acoustical phonon BClitter1ng me.chanism and the. :Impurity scattering 
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(4.9) 
mechanism. The component 'of lattice scattering has the theoretical 
te~perature dependence of T-3/2 , while'a:temperature dependence pf 
T-2 •S and T-2•7 is experimentally observed for electrons and holes 
~ ,'f"'r,,; , \ I "1 _ , 
in a lightly doped material I8J . The component of impurity scatter-' 
ing"has a tempetature ,dependence of T+3/2. 
In'this work total mobility is calculated from lattice scatterj.ng 
c :::1:1' __ J ' 
mobility J.lL and impurity scattering mobility J.lI , as 
where 
and c'! 
llLn = 2.lxl09T-2,Scm2/V'sec (electrons), 
9 -2.7 2 llLp = 2.3xlO T em lv-sec (holes). 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
(4.13) 
For an indirect bandgap material such as silicon, lifetime is primarily 
controlled by defect levels located in the forbidden bandgap. If the 
single defect level of Shockley and Read's model is assumed, the lif~time 
of the minority carriers can be shown to be 
T = T II + exp(Et-Ef }/kT] p po n (4.14) 
in the n-type region and similarly 
., 
~.; __ ., __ • _ . _..,. ~;::'!:_ •. ~_ .. < __ ; .-.;?-~'l"_'--'-T -·;c~'r:~ ~:",!""T "'-~""f _,,-",",,;;ww~ __ ~~~_~~---.. ___ .~.,..,.,....-r_...,--.............. r __ ~:i-:,,".j ..... ~-/ ~~ -y~~ ... ~-.T" 
in the p-type region, where T and 't'! are equal to 1/(1 vthNt· and po 7;10 . . p 
l/onVthNt re~pe~tively •. Hence the cartier lifetime depends on the 
relatiive locati~n of the trap level with respect to the quasi-Fermi 
level and the intrinsic enefgy level. In early reports, the lifetime 
was found to incr~ase exponentially with temperature as Equation 4.14 
" 
and 4.15 fora shallow trap level [9]. However, more recent measurements 
indicate the dominance of a deep recombination level near the' intrin-' 
aic eneJ:gy level and this 'implies that the above exp9nential terms 
of Equations4.l4 and 4.15 can be neglected [10]. The lifetime will then 
be approximately constant for operation near rooDl'temperature. These 
considerations suggest a relatively constant diffusion length as a 
function of temperature for the deep recombination level model of a 
! 
sUicon solar cell. The published results of the measured diffusion 
length as a function of temperature demonstrate the almost constant 
diffusion length except at very low temperatu~e [11]. 
(c) Absorption coefficient and refractive index 
The temperature dependence of the absorption band edge in a silicon 
material is a well established physical phenomenon. The temperature 
dependence of tIle absorption coefficient can, in general, be obtained 
by the appropriate displacement along the horizontal and vertical axes 
in the absorption-wavelength curve. The horizontal displacement is 
I basically due to the bandgap shrinkage as temperature increases. The 
'empirical value of the bandgap temperature coefficient for silicon is 
about -2.4xlO-4 eV/oK at temperatures above l50Ko [1]. 
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Since silicon is sn indirect bandgap .ateria1, the photon 
excitation of the absorption mechanism requ.ires phonon participation 
for the conservation of JDOmentum and energy. Therefore the temperature 
functional dependence. of the vertical shift can be deduced from the 
phonon statistics assuming McLean's model of two phonon interaction 
with en~rgies at ~emperatures .of 212°K 14nd 670 0 K respectively Il2]. 
The absorption coefficient will then increase or decrease with 
temperature beyond the 3000 K curve by a factor f~in the vertical 
direction of [13] 
1 1 1 + -2=l~,2~/T~ + 670~ 
e -1 e -1 f • ------~~~--------~----1 + 1 + ~~1--,.",...... 
e212/300_1 e670/300;"1 
(4.16) 
Since the absorption coefficient is determined by the direct bandgap 
for photon energy greater than the direct bandgap energy, vertical 
movement of the a-A curves is n~gligibl~ for these high energy photons. 
Several absorption-wave1ength curves at different 'temperature can 
then be obtain,ed by the appropriate horizontal and vertical movement 
with respect to that at room temperature. These are shown in Figure 4.1. 
Measu1;'E!9 data"of Dash and Newman [14] on the photon absorption of 
• I / 1/2 silicon are replotted in Figure 4.2, as a versus (t1v-E ) at g 
temp~ratures of 3000 K and nOK [15]. The straight line matching of the I 1/2' a -(~v-E) relation is a well known characteristic of the indirect g 
optical transition. Our analysis predicts a good fitting to the 
~ ~,'" experimental data ex(:;ept in the short wavelength range, wherlo!. the 
direct bandgap photon transition becomes dominant over the indirect-
bandgap photon transition • 
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Figure 4.1. Absorption coefficient as a function of temperature by 
the proper horizontal and vertical movements in the 
a-A plot. 
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The gene;T."al eorrelation between calculation and experiment 
I 
shows the ability to determine the absorption coefficient as a function 
of temperature by suitable horizontal and vertical translations of the 
a-A curves. Since the major portion of the sol,ar spectral intensity is 
located at photon energy below about 2.5 eV, the deviation of the 
predicte~ absorption coefficient for higher energy photons has only small 
effects on the predicted short circuit curre~t density. 
The temperature dependence of the refractive index is taken from 
reference [16] for the wavelength range from 0.18 ~m to 1.1 ~m. 
However, the temperature coefficient of .the refractive index has a very 
small value of 5xlO-3 %/Ko. 
4.3 The Temperature Dependence of Short Circuit Current as a 
Function of Base Doping Density and Radiation Dose 
The variation of the short circuit current as a function of 
temperature can be. conveniently defined by the normalized temperature 
coefficient KI of the short circuit current 
dIsc(To) 
dT (4.17) 
where T is a convenient reference of temperatur~ such as O°C or 27°C. 
o 
S'everal reported experimental results for conventional silicon solar 
i~ells h.ave been comp Hed in Tables 4.1 and 4.2 [3,4,17,18]. 
\, '1 
, Th~\orettcal calculations were made to compare with this experimental 
data.'~'t)~ qCP:fusion length was kept constant with respect to the 
1\ '. 
tempett4t';tre, "'arj,ation in the calculation. (A few calculations using con-
stant lifedme ,'~re also attempted. However they have given identical 
results.) A modified generatipn rate, which is calculated from the lin-
. " . " 
early horizontally and vertically shifted absorption coefficient, was used • 
. ., 
~: ,'~ !!~,~;:;" 
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A violet-cell model has been assumed to be a typical structure of 250 ~m 
thickness, 0.12 ~m junction depth, and 0.5 ~m high-low junction with a 
o 
600 A thickness of Ta20S for an anti-ref1ec~~on film. Th@ base layer 
has been assumed to have a doping density of 1016/ cm3 and the surface 
20 3 ' layer has a doping density of 10 Icm with a profile of a complementary 
error function. The model of the conventional cell has been assumed to 
have a structure of 300 ~m thickness and 0.25 ~m junction depth with an 
o 
800 A thickness of SiO. The base and surface doping density are assumed 
to have values of 1.3xl015/cm3 and 2xl020/em3,respectively. The one MeV 
electron radiat;ion damage coefficient I). is assumed to be 9xlO-11 
el cm 4 and 2. 5xl 0-10 el cm 4 for 10 S'2-cm and 1. 3 S'2-c'm p-type s iUcon 
'I 
substrates respectively. 
Several characteristics of the calculated normalized temperature 
coefficient of short circuit current are found tG he in agreement with 
experimental measurement. The I -T curves were found generally not sc 
to be a linear function of temperature. The nonlinear behavior 
intensified at larger radiation doses. This characteristic haa been 
reported previously [19]. Also it was found, that the normalized 
temperature coefficient of short circuit current has a larger value at 
a heavier radiation dose. This is due to more photon-generated carriers 
available' near the surface through the absorption coefficient change 
with temperature'. Hence the rate of increase of short circuit current 
with temperature is higher for the solar cells with a shorter diffusion 
length after radiation bombardment. 
The compiled data are shown in Figure 4~3 along with the calculated 
'( 
results. In Tables 4.1 and 4.2, the temperature coefficient of short 
',~ 
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Table 4.1. Normalized temperature coefficient of s.hort circuit current d~i~y ~~~., ~O n-:-cm conventional. 
silicon solar. cell. 
TEMPERATURE (CO) 
T flT 0 0 
a. Faith [3] 0 0-200 
. 
b. Luft ,[4] 28 10-80 5.93 
c. Luft [4] 
.28 10-80 7.2 
d. Curtin [17] 25 . 15-55 5.3 
e. RCA .[17] 5.0 
f. Martin [18] 23 13-54 6.2 
Mean Value 5.9 
Standard Deviation 0.77 
':~~:)l '; 
- 2 1Mev Electron Radiation Dose (e lem ) 
1013. 1014 1015 5x1015 
7.0 11.0 16.0 22.0 
10.2 13.1 
,. 
12.0 16.5 
-
10.0 13.0. 
5.0 10.0 15.0 
.. <~:::.-' .. - 14.6 
6.0 10.8 14.1 16.5 
1.0 0.72 2.2 3.9 
c;. 
.1.916 
25.0 
20.7 
31.3 
20.0 
. 24.2 
2.7 
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Table 4.2. Normalized temperature coeff;,1cient of, short jl 
, + circuit current for 1~3 n-cm, n p silicon solar 
._-----------------./'/ 
cell; 
( (, 
TEMPERATURE (OC) " 
T l1T o 0 
a. Faith [3J 0 0-200 
b. Curtin [17] 25 15-55 4.5 
c. Martin [18] 28 13-54 6.2 
Mean value 5.4 
.:~, Standard Deviation 0.85 
, 
- 2 1 MeV Electron Radiation Dose (e J em 
1013 1014 1015 5x1015 
7.2 
5.6 
6.4 
0.8 
7.6 
9.5 
8.6 
0.9 
-:JI 
10.5 
13.0 
11.8 
1.3 
20.0 
18.0 
13.9 
17.3 
1.9 
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.Figure 4.3. Normalized temperature coefficient of short circuit current density as a function 
of one MeV electron radiation. 
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circuit current was measured within the'temperature range AT and 
normalized to ISC(T
o
)' Despite the minQr differ.ences of these measure~ 
ments, the mean \Falue and standard deviation of the normalized 
temperature coefficient K.r were calculated and shown in Figure 4.3. 
On the other hand, the numerical calculation was performed in two 
temperature ranges of 27°C to 77°C and 27°C to 127°C respectively. 
The normalized temperature coefficient KI was then calculated within 
these temperature ranges and normalized to ISC (27°C). Therefore, a 
mean value and standard deviation of KI can be calculated with respect 
to the above temperature ranges. 
The predicted value of KI is higher than the measured \Falue at the 
pre-irradiation condition. This discrepancy could be due to an improper 
initial diffusion length used in the calculation. However the comparison 
between measured and calcula,ted values is pretty good at high radiation 
dose density where the diffusion length is primarily determined by the 
radiation damage coefficient ~ irrespective of the initial value 
assumed. 
4.4 Discussions and Conclusions 
Although the small positive temperature coefficient of short circuit 
, , current has been a well known experimental result, the physical' 
explanation has been uns'atisfactory. Wysocki and Rappaport discussed 
the dependence of 9iffusion length on temperature [20). Luft suggests 
that it is the increase in the minority carrier lifetime with tempera-
ture which improves the red response of the lo'ng wa\Felength photons. 
; 
I 
1 
I 
• j 
• 
..,". 
~-. 
~. 
I ..... 
He also surmised that the higher normalized temperature coefficient 
after heavy radiation bomb.ardment is' due to the stronger tempera-
ture dependence of the carrier lifetime for the heavily radiated cells 
80 
than for the lightly radiated cells. However, the .temperature dependent 
absorption coefficient and generation rate were found to have the 
dominant influence in this wot;k and these were not considered by 
these previous Ruthors,'. 
One factor, which may affect the temperature coefficient of short 
circuit current, is the reduction of the Jorbidden bandgap and 
consequently its effect on long wavelength response~ However, the 
chances of collecting these long wavelength photons are very small due 
to the low absorption coefficient of lO/cm or less. The short circuit 
current. contributed from this spectral range can be calc'ulated by the 
Equation [21] as 
qN h0ctLn 
- p ~ 
J SC (A) - 1 + ctL
n 
(4.18) 
The calculation shows a negligible effect because of the small solar 
spectrum density and small absorption coefficient in this long wave-
length ;ange. Another factor, which has been suggested as responsible 
for the temperature dependence of short circuit current, is the high 
temperature annealing effect of the minority carriers [55]. However, 
the above cited experiments except reference [3] were carefully performed 
near room temperature to avoid any annealing effects. 
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5. KELDYSH-FRANZ EFFECT AND SILICON SOLAR CELt,S 
5.1 Introduction 
The effect of high doping density on limiting the efficiency and 
open c;i.r~ui,t voltage of a silicon solar cell has been recognized for 
many years. Experiments have shown that a low resistivity cell does not 
produce high open circuit voltage. This is not consistent with the 
simple" theoretical predictions. However it is generally believed that 
increasing the output voltage is a key factor for obtaining a high 
efficiency solar cell [l,2J. Therefore,the real physical limitations of 
low ~pen circuit voltage need to be identified for low resistivity 
solar cells. 
Many hypotheses have been given to explain the inconsistancy 
between the predicted and the achieved voltage performance of a low 
resistivity silicon cell. The heavy doping effects have received much 
attention [3J. There are also other explanations and speculations, For 
example, it has been suggested that an excessi''lTe recombination current 
occurs in a heavily doped cell and the open circuit voltage is thereby 
reduced. However, tl\:\ measured short circuit current and diffusion length 
of low res'istivity cells has shown that this is not the primary factor in 
limiting the cell performance [3]. Recently the so-called Keldysh-Franz 
effect has been postulated and examined [4]. 
The purpose of this section is to investigate the low output voltage· 
performance of a l.ow resistivity silicon cell and to assess the relative 
influence from the ~eldysh-Franz effect. The Keldysh-Franz effect is i' ii 
modeled by an equivalent bandgap reduction in the depletion region from a \i; 
f 
I 
II ~"r' ----____ ...... _._1 ___ 0IIII ••• _______________ ..... _* _________ .... __ _ 
high internal electric field. Therefore the temperature dependence of 
the forward and reverse dark I··V characteristics can be calculated and 
used to identify the real V limitations by several proposed physical 
oc 
effects. 
5.2 Keldysh-Franz Effect 
In 1958 Frflnz [5] and Keldysh [6] independently calculated and 
84 
predicted the so-called Keldysh-Franz effect; which is tunneling assisted 
Ii 
light sbsorption. The essential i&ea of this theory is that the elec-
~', :1 
trons tunnel into the fo'rbidden \pap.d before optical absorption can occur. 
~ 
~:his .results in a bro-aR-ening of absorp.tion and can be trea'ted like a band-
gap shift with the electric field of 
(5.1) 
This shift of' the fundamental absorption edge has been observed for many 
semiconductors such as Ge, 8i, GaAs, etc. The space charge recombination 
current density will thereupon increase by a factor of exp(bEg(E)/2kT) as 
q~i 2sinh(qVJ /2kT) I • W • f(b)'exp(qbE (E)/2kT). R T' +T D (Vo-VJ)q/kT g po no 
(5.2) 
Therefore the recombination current becomes important for high bandgap 
and 11ea'V'ily doped materials and at low temperature because of this 
Keldysh-Franz effect. These phenomena are generally consistent with 
the experimental observations. 
In this work an empirical value of the bandgap reduction as a 
function of internal electric field has been taken from the work of 
. 
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Britsyn and Smirnov[7). Their results have confirmed the functional 
dependence of the Keldysh-Franz eff~ct on the electric field strength. 
5.3 Junction Analysis and the 'Electric Field in the Depletion Region 
, 
At a p-n junction there exists a stronginterl'l.al electri~ field from 
the potential barrier. It is known that such an internal electric field 
can alter the bandgap through the Keldysh-Franz effect. Thus the forward 
or revers~, dark current density will be increased by the enhanced deple-
tion region recombination current density. From Equation (5.2) it is 
clear that the recombinati()n current density is higher at low resistivity 
and low temperatures. In order to predict the importance of Keldysh-
Franz effects on a silicon solar cell, tl1e complete' Poisson equation 
must be numerically solved. The effective electric field is calculated 
for the unperturbed or perturbed bandgap along the p-n junction. The 
forward and reverse dark current densities are next determined. The 
effective electric field in the depletion region '1s plotted in Figure 
5.1 for the model cell of Table 5.1. 
Table.S.l •. Materialand.dimenaional.parameters. 
Table 5.1 Material and Dimensional parameters 
Cell Thickness 
Cell Structure 
n+'Thickness 
n+ Doping concentration 
.p Doping concentration 
Diffusion length in p region 
Diffusion length in n+ region 
Surface recombination velocity 
250 )JI!I 
+ 
n p 
llJm 
4xl020/cm3, erfc 
, .,$1. 
5xl017/cm3, (0.1 fa-em) 
100 lJJIl 
(Ln(MED) + LD(MIN»/2 
103 em/sec 
The characteristics of the electric field in the depletion region 
is changed after considering the Keldysh-Franz effect. The peak. 
, 
electric field is reduced; while the strong field region is broadened. 
This is a direct consequence of the bandgap var1ation with the electric 
field in the depletion region. The peak electric field is located near 
the n+p metallurgical boundary where there is the greatest bandgap 
reduction. Therefore the peak electric field will be decreased due to 
the lower forbidden barrier height. 
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The dark current density is presented in Figure 5.2 and 5.3 for the 
forward and reversed biased conditions respectively. The higher current 
density after considering the Keldysh-Franz effect is basically from the 
enhanced recombination current density in the depletion region. It is 
estimated from Figure 5.2 that the reduction of open circuit voltage due 
the Keldysh~Franz effect is approximately 6, 8 and 11 mV at temperatures 
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Figure 5.1. The elecJ;ric field in,l'the depletion region of a n+p solar 
cell. 
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5.4 Heavy Doping Effect 
It has been recognized that the heavy doping effects on minority 
'~--\\ carriers can be treated by either an effective in.trinsic carrier I" 
concentration or by an effective doping density [2,8]. The reduced 
effective surface doping density of a conventional silicon solar cell 
is found to be responsible for the low voltage output of a low resistivity 
cell [1]. This also ieads to the reduction of the emitter efficiency and 
eurremt gain f3 of a transis tor [9]. 
Figure 5.4 showsCth,,( ~ffective surface doping profile as a function 
of temperature. The characteristics of the effective doping density can 
be used to explain the influence of emitter doping on the temperature 
sensitivity of the emitter efficiency of a transistor (9]~ .. However, this 
point will not be discussed here. The reduction of the output voltage of 
a highly dope~ cell is a consequence of the lower effective surface 
doping density which greatly increases the surf~ce back injection cur-
. rent density. At the same time short circuit current density is decreased 
by the retrograde field. near the surface • 
.. 
The percentage of the surface injection current density to the total 
current density is shown in Table 5.2 at forward voltage of 0.5, 0.6 and 
0.7 volts for temperatures of 300 0 K and 350 0 K respectively. It is clear 
that the back injected current density has an abnormally large value for 
a low resistivity cell. 
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Figure 5.4. Effective surface doping density as a function of temperature 
and distance from the surf.ace. 
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92 Table 5.2 Percentage of surface injection current to the total. current density asa function of temperature. ", 
T 
V(volts) 
0.5 
0.6 
0.7 
, 5.5 
31.4 
38.6 
!i 40.5 
II 
i! 
I, 
I' 
. Ii Discussion~{o' and Conclusions 
55.9 
71.9 
72.3 
Although the so-called Keldysh-Franz effect was originally 
investigated for the optical absorption properties of a semiconductor 
or insulator, this effect on the efficiency of a heavily doped silicon 
solar cell is not clear. Our calculation shows that this effe,ct is not 
yery important as compared to the heavy doping effect for a cell with 
0.1 S2-cm base resistivity. On the other hal;ld, the Keldysh-Franz effect 
is found to be important in a first order calculation which assumes 
an unperturbed bandgap structure. However our mddel takes into account 
the perturbed bandgap with an effective electric field. The effective 
electric field is thereupon reduced because of the smaller bandgap in 
the depletion region. Therefore, these calculations predict a small 
influence due to the Keldysh-Franz effect for a silicon solar cell. 
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6. THIN SILICON SOLAR CELLS 
6.1 Introduction 
For years there has been a great interest in experimentally pro-
ducing very thin solar ae11s in the range of 50 J..lm. Such cells can be 
used to minimize power loss in the base region under large solar concen-:-
tration. They are also required to produce lightweight space solar 
power systems. The interest in thin solar cells is alga enhanced by 
the economical consideration that there is less kerf loss from the ingot 
cutting process. The cost from the silicon wafer can thereupon be 
minimized. Recently thin silicon solar cells have been fabricated using 
an improved low kerf loss ingot cutting process [1] and by non-
preferrential etching in a NaOH solution [2]. 
These new technological breakthroughs are inevitably leading to new 
in"terest in a" "better understanding of thin cells, where there are more 
interactions between the incident photons and the back surface. High 
injection effects and the high-low junction leakage current can be 
studied in such structures. There are also reflections in the Qpt~al 
spe"ctrum between the front and back surfaces in such a thin cell. The 
purpose of this section is to investigate the physical behavior of a 
thin solar cell. The conversion efficiency of a thin solar cell under 
one MeV electron irradiation is also included for cells of several base 
resistivities. 
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6.2 SOme Characteristics of ,~ Thin Solar Cell 
A thin solar cell is a good structure for investigating the physical 
properties of the interactions between the front and back surface, due 
to the incident photons as well as the injected carriers. 
6.2.1 Optical Interactions Between the Long Wavelength Photons and t~e Back Surface 
A good BSF cell requires a high optical reflectance at the back 
surface and it shou~d also provide a low surface recombination velocity \~""" 
in order to improve the long wavelength response. Unfortunately, these 
two requirements are experimentally found to be in conflict with each 
other [3]. An optically absorbing alloy interface is usually found to 
provide a higher electron barrier and a lower surface recombination 
velocity than an optically reflecting interface. The 'optical 
reflectance for alloy contacts has been measured in the range of fifty 
to eighty percent depending on the alloying time and temperature for 
wavelengths from, 1. 3 llIll to 1. 4 llm [3]. 
It is known that the available optical current density is a function 
of device thickness and the optical reflectance at the alloyed back 
surface. Hence it is possible to calculate an' ideal CJUlec..tiQ~ effi-
ciency as a function of device thickness and the back surface reflecJ:ance 
for a particular solar energy spectrum. Table 6.1 shows this character-
istic for AMOand AM2 solar spectrums • 
Table 6.1. Available current density as a function of back surf:ace 
reflectance for a device thickness of 50 ~m. 
. Refle~tance 
o Solar 
Spectrum 
Surface Thickness (A) 
plane 
AMO CNR 
135.3 (mW/cm2) plane 
AM2 2 
74(mW/cm ) 
CNR 
plane 
CNR 
plane 
CNR 
bare 
bare 0 
Ta205,600~ 
Ta205 ,600A 
bare 
bare 0 
Ta205,700! 
Ta20S,700A 
o 0.5 0.8 1.0 
Available current density 
(mA/cm2) 
28.8 29.7 30.2 30.5 
37.4 38.2 38.7 39.0 
39.7 4.0,.7 41.2 41.6 
45.2 46.1 46.4 47.0 
17.9 18.5 18.8 19.0 
.. 25.5 26.2 26.5 26.8 
25.8 26.5 26.8 27.1 
28.9 29.6 29.9 30.2 
Table 6.1 shows that the improvement in the available current den-
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sity is only a few percent even for a perfectly reflecting back surface. 
On .. the other ,hand, it has been. shown that the minority carrier collection 
depth is a strong function of the back surface recombination velocity. 
The collection depth is usually found to be much shorter than the device 
width due to recombination at a poor high-low junction. The reduction of 
the collection depth results in a smaller short circuit current for a 
thin solar cell. Also a poor high-low junction enhances the interaction 
between the injected carriers and the back alloyed surface and produces 
a low open circuit voltage and low conversion efficiency. Therefore, it 
can be concluded that a good high-low junction is much more important 
than good optical reflectance in improving the conversion efficiency of 
a thin solar cell with cell thickness of 50 ~m or more. 
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6.2.2 The Interaction of the Injected Carriers and the Back Alloyed it< Surface 
; 
, 
i; 
.. 
It has been shown that the high-low junction theory is an adequate 
model for a BSF cell [4,5]. It has also been found that the high-low 
Junction barrier height can be lowered for high injection operation [6]. 
Hence the high-low junction leakage current cannot be neelect~(d-~for a 
., 
solar cell 1'7i th long base diffusion length and short cell thickness [7]. 
Figure 6.1 shows the prediction of open circuit voltage as a function of 
the back surface r.ecombination velcoity of a 10 Q-cm cell with the para-
meters of Table 6.2. Curve (a) is calculated using an ideal SRV which is 
a function of the material characteristics on both sides of the high-low 
junction. Curve (b), (c) and (d) are calculated by increasing the SRV 
values by two, ten and one hundred times the ideal SRV va1u~s. Reductions 
in the SRV can occur in a real solar cell from 10w lifetime or from a 
high doping density at the high-low junction. It can also occur if there 
is local'surface damage, such as dislocations, etc. 
Since open circuit voltage is a di.rect indication of the interaction 
between the injeGted carriers and the back alloyed surface, it can be 
concluded from the result of Figure 6.1 that a good high-low junction 
barrier is important for obtaining high output voltage of a thin BSF cell. 
In Figure 6.1 an exact numerical calculation of V is also oc 
presented which shows good agreement with the predictions of first 
order models. 
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Figure 6.1. Open circuit voltage as a function of base diffusion length 
and high-low junction SRV for thin solar cells with a base 
resistivity of 10 Q-cm. HL junction theory(---), HL junction 
plus leakage current theory (----), exact numerical calcula-
tion under congHion a (ll). 
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6.3 Numerical Calculations . 
Since there are severa~lcomplicated physical interactions between 
incident photons, and minority carriers with the front and back surfaces, 
an exact numerical calculation is necessary to c1ccUl"lately predict the 
performance of a thin solar c·ell. In order to determine the best 
mate~ial parameters for optim~m operation, a series of caiculations ,'/ 
have been performed. The model parameters are listed in Table 6.2. The 
radiation damage coefficient KL is deduced from experimental measurements 
and shown in Figure 6.2. The results of calculation CI.re shown in 
Fi~ures 6.3 .to 6.6. 
Table 6.2. Material parameters of thin 
Structure 
n+density (#/cm3 ) 
n+ thickness (~M) 
p density (n-cm) 
p thickness (~M) 
p+ density C#/cm3) 
p+ thickness (~M) 
Base diffusion length 
Surface diffusion length 
SRV (em/sec) 
Anti-reflection oxide ' 
Double reflection 
Radiation coefficient 
:( 
n pp 
1. 5xl020(erfc) 
0.15 
100, 10, 1, 0.3, 0.1 
\. 49.35 
1019 (Gaussian) 
0.5' 
(LD(MAX)+LD(MED)/2. 
(LD (MED )+LD (MIN) /2 
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Figure 6.2. 
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~ Efficiency dependence on I Mew electron doses and cell resistivities. 
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Figure 6.4. Short--circuit' current dependence orCI Mev electron radiation doses and cell resistivities.1-' 
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Figure 6.3 shows the conversion efficiency as a function of radia-
tion dose. TIle optimum material is found to have a base resistivity from 
1 n·cm to 0.3 n·cm for a pre-irradiated cell. However, an optimum base 
resistivity is located between 0.3 n'cm to 0.1 n'cm after irradiation. 
The conversion efficiency is found to be essentially the same for 
15 3 different material parameters after a radiation dose of 5xlO e/cm. 
Figures 6.4 and 6.5 show the short circuit Gurrent and open circuit 
voltage as a funqtion of radiation dose. It·is clear from' Figure 6.5 
that high injection and an ineffective high-low junction are the causes 
of low open ,nircuit voltage for a 100 n-cm cell. 
FigUre!.J.6 shows the ratio of the peak power densities to unirradi-
ated power density as a function of radiation dose in order to determine 
the radiation degradation for a thin solar oell. The results show that a 
low resistivity cell has the highest ratio of peak power despite its 
higher radiation damage coefficient. Also the degradation rate is found 
to be smaller for high resistivity cells ~s indicated by the smaller 
slope of the curves in Figure 6.6. However, the conversion efficiency is 
lower at high radiation doses for these high resistivity cells. 
6.4 Conclusions 
The characteristics of thin BSF silicon solar cells have been 
analyzed in this section. It is found that a good high-low jill1ction is 
more important than an alloy junction of high optical reflectance for a 
thin solar cell with cell thickness of 50 ~m or more. The optimum cell 
resistivity is identified to be from 1 n-cm to 0.3 nocm before irradiation 
and from 0.3 n-cm to 0.1 n-cm after a medium dose of one MeV electron 
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radiation. The radiation degradation is found to be smaller for a high 
resistivity cell due to the smaller radiation damage coefficient. How-l,) 
ever, the conversion efficiency is lO\'ler for these high resistivity 
cells after heavy radiation. 
1/ 
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7. OPTIMUM "SOLAR CELL DESIGNS FOR CONCENTRATED SUNLIGHT 108 
7.1 Summary 
. A computer program has been developed to perform a two-dimensional 
calculation of silicon solar cell performance in order to evaluate the 
importance of series resistance on the conversion efficiency of 
concentrator solar cells. It is shown that' the optimum concentrator 
power density for a specific grid design or the optimum grid design 
fora specific concentrator power density can be quantitatively predicted 
by this model. 
7.2 Introduction 
For a successful exploitation of terrestial solar en~gy'~ tne coat 
of a photovol taic system must Be drastically- reduced from today-f's' 
price. Multi-sunlight concentrator sys-tems provide a poss:ilile. approach. 
to-solving this problem. Hence it is essential that an optimum cell 
design is achieved in order to economically utilize the solar energy-. 
It is known that the collection efficiency is a major factor in 
limiting solar cell efficiency at low sQlar concentrations. Howeve:r:> 
series resistance becomes more important at high solar concentrations. 
Therefore the optimum cell design depends on the solar intensi~ at 
which a solar cell is operated. Similarly, the optimum solar concentration 
n 
should be used for a specific solar cell designed to be operated under 
concentration. 
This section describes uhe application of a di~tributed ~~sistanGe 
and current model to the optimum design of concentrator cells and the 
grid pattern for multi-sunlight operation of a solar cell. A comparison 
between model and experiment is also attempted. In -,addition, the model 
is compared to a first order model of lumped series resistance. 
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7.3 Solar Cell Model 
A detailed two-dimensional model has been reported elsewhere 
(Appendix 10.4). 
7.4 Comparison Between Model and Experiment 
A numerical model of a 2 cm2 baseline silicon solar cell has been 
made and compared to experimental values [1] •.. The cell is rectangq~q~ 
in shape with dimensions of 1 cm by 2 cm. The front grid pattern 
consists of 39 fingers, 0.005 cm wide and 0.98 em long spaced evenly 
across the 2 cm cell dimension. The fingers are connected at one end 
by a common bus bar. The front metal of silver has a resis,tivity' of 
about 1. 59xlO -6Q .. cm 3 and a thickness of 3 ]lm. Baseline cells with base 
layer resistivities of 0.3 Q·cm and 10 Q·cm have been simulated at solar 
intensities ranging from ~ne to ninety AMI powe~ densities. The dark 
current density is described by a single exponential voltage dependence 
-12 2 
-11 2 with a saturation current density of 5.6xlO A/cm and 4.5xlO A/cm 
and an equivalent diode factor 1.05 and 1.04 for 0.3Q~cm and 10 Q~cm 
cells respectively. The surface sheet re~istance is assumed to have a 
value of 120 Q~ for a junction depth of about 0.25 ~m to 0.3 ~m. The 
-4 2 metal contact resistance is assumed to have a small value of 10 Qocm. 
The short circuit current densities under one AMl solar spectrum are 
28.0 mA/cm2 and 30.5 mA/cm2 over the active areas for 0.3 Qocm and 10 Qocm 
cells respectively. 
The comparison of model and experiment is shown in Figure 7.1. It 
is seen that the predicted optimum concentrated solar intensities are very 
close to the experimental values where the peak efficiencies occur at 
about 20 ~ 25 AMl and 5 AMl solar intensities for 0.3 Qocm and 10 Q·cm 
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cells respectively. Figure 7.2 shows the absolute total power losses 
from metal coverage, sheet resistance, finger resistance, base resistance 
and contact resistance as a function of solar intensities for a 0.3 n·cm 
cell. Figure 7.3 shows the relative percentage of-the power losses from 
each component of the total series resistance. It is shown in this 
figure that the optimum concentrated sunlight occurs at the' point where 
a compromise occurs b~tweenthe three major series'resistances of sheet, 
finger and base resistances. Also the relative power loss from the grid 
coverage area is lower when the power losses from the series resistances 
become higher at large solar concentration. 
7.5 Comparison Between the Lumped Resistor Model and the Exact Numerical Model. 
The first order model usually assumes a constant lumped resistance 
connected in series with a solar cell. Therefore the photovoltaic 
current-voltage characteristic becomes 
q(V-IR) 
I = Io [exp( A kT s ) -,lJ I sc (7.1) 
where I is the saturation current density and I is the short circuit o sc 
current density. 
It can be shown that the lumped series resistance can be represented 
by the following equation (Appendix A) 
R 
s 
= 
RM·SF 
WF·T 
2 RST·SF 
12· A A 
(7.2) 
ft' 
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Figure 7.2 Absolute power losses of a 0.3 Q'cm solar cell by the grid 
coverage, fingers, surface sheet and base bulk resistances. 
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The above five components of RS are i;he' finger', surface laye.~~ 
base layer, surface contact and bottom contact resistances respectively. 
RM and RST are metal and sheet resistivities respectively. RSC and RBC 
_-~J' 
are the surface and bottom contact resistivities respectively. SF, WF and 
,. 
LF are the spacing between the fingers, th~:i width of the fingers and the 
o 
length of the fingers. RB is the base resistivity and WD is the 
cell thickness. As and AB are the surface and bottom contact are~s 
respectively. AA is the total active area. 
The comparison of the lumped resistance model to the distributive 
resistance and cUI:Tent model i~ shown in Figure 7.2. It is found that 
the lumped resistance model Gverestimates the power ,loss in a nonlinear 
behavior. Thi~ discrepancy is due to the fact that 'the total current 
,~, 
density is assumed to flow through the total lumped resist~r of a 
solar cell in the lump-ed resistance model. In fact, the resistance 
and current elements of a solar cell are distributive parameters and a 
distributed resistor and current model is a more realistic model. 
In order to determine the discrepancy of the lumped resistance 
model, a more detailed comparison between both models is necessary. 
The numerical calculation of model cell D-7-1 with parameters. as 
given in Table 7.1 is shown in Table 7.2. 
Model (a) assumes that there are voltage drops across. f~ngers, 
sheet surface and base bulk regions. The overestimation of the efficiency 
loss by using the lumped resistance model is found to be anout 6 percent 
at fifty suns concentration level. Model (b) assumes there is only base 
layer bulk resistance. The overestimation of the efficiency ~oss is 
/' found to be about 4. 4 percel~:=. 
" 
Mbdel (c) assumes an additional base 
,. 
ii 
q cont~ct resistance, and the over~.stimation by the lumped resistance 
'\ 
model' i.s- aBout 4.3 percent at fi,f~i'suns concentration. lev:al.. 
~ " < ' ~ .. '.':~.2--.; .• :~"~ .• :' :~,._. '-;:~ .. ,,~,....:,":,:':1;;, .::::; l::-.~:;;:-.":.t~':';':::~:~t-;:.-:::~.:;:::;:;;::;::,~c::,:,:::-:-, ~:-:---. , _,. ' :-,.., .. , ..•• ~.--.,. 
-:c- ~ .• - ) i'-.,~:..."";·"~:::':;-.. -~_-_-;::-.:.-...";:;:!...~:.:-..;.,=::.:.:~"C<.".","""",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,"r.~' ~"""""--"--'-~_'! _" •• "."_ 
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Table 7.1 Material parameters of C~llD-7-'1. 
Structure 
Surface doping density 
Surface junction depth 
Base doping gensity 
Base width 
Surface Diffusion Length 
Base Diffusion Length 
Surface Recombination Velocity 
§,l]:P power density 
1/ 
Anti-reflection film 
Baseline s'tructure 
Width of fingers 
Thickness of Fingers (T) 
Sheet Resistance (RST ) 
Surface Contact Resistance 
\\ Base Contact Resistance (REd) 
Base bulk resistance 
t \0 
n p (1. 0 n-crn) 
1.5xl020 #/om3, erfc function 
0.3 J.lM 
1.6x1016 #/cm3 (1.0 n-cm) 
250 J.lM 
(L(MED)tL(MIN»)/2 
(L(MAX)tL(MED»/2 
. 103 cm/sec 
AM2 (74 mW! cm2) 
o 
Ta205, 60.0, A. 
39. f~gers 
50 J.lM 
3 J.lM 
92 n~ (calculation) 
10-4 n-cm2 
10-4 no cm2 or 0.05 no cm2 
0.025 n 
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Table 7.2. Comparison of the Lumped and Distributive _~esis.~~r Models. Model a (T = 3 ~m, RST = 92 nAO, RBC = 10 n·cm), 
1-) 
'._" 
Model b (T = 30,000 ~m, RST=O.Ol nAb, ~c=10-4 n.cm2), 
Model c (T = 3 ~m, RST = 92 n(l, RBC = 0.05 n.cm2). 
Sun Numbers· 1 5 50 
Models Efficiency (%) 
Exact Model a. .l.', 15.44 16.60 ~7.48 
Lumped R Model a. 15.23 16.43 16.48 s 
Overestimation (%) 1.4 1.0 5.7 
Exact Hodel b. 15.48 16.74 18.53 
Lumped R Model b. 15.26 16.56 17.71 s 
Overestimation (%) 1.4 1.1 4.4 
Exact Model c. 15.41 16.42 15.49 
·""Lumped RS Model c. 15.20 16.26 14.83 
Overestimation (%) 1.4 1.0 4.3 
Therefore,it can be concluded that the overestimation of the effi-
ciency loss by using the lumped resistance model comes from the over-
estimation of the voltage drop across the base bulk region, surface sheet 
and fingers resistances. However the lumped resistance model is still a 
good model at low series resistance and low solar concentration. 
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7.6 The Optimum Concentrator Intensity for Some Grid Designs 
1/ 
Since the peak efficiency of a .high-intensity solar cell is a trade-
off between good collection efficie~cy and small series resistance, there 
exists an optimum concentrator intensity for a specific grid design. 
The purpose of this section is to calculate the optimum mUlti-sun power 
density of some standard grid patterns. The results are summarized in 
Figures7.1 and 7.4 to 7.7. A summary of the grid designs is shown in 
Table 7.3. 
Figure 7.1 shows one example of the efficiency as a function of 
solar concentration level for the baseline cell. The other baseline 
structures have similar characteris.tics. In these calculations, the 
grid coverage areas are kept constant while the number of fingers are 
varied. Also two different sheet resistances are used in the calculation~. 
The optimum solar concentration level is higher for cells with increasing 
numbers of fingers as shown in Table 7.3. 
If the voltage drop across the series resistance R can be found 
s 
at the current density of maximum efficiency under the optimum solar 
concentration, a design equat~on can be derived in a first order model. 
Table 7.4 shows the lumped series resistance, the voltage across Rand 
s 
the ratio of the peak-efficiency current density to the short circuit 
current density at the optimum solar concentration for several cell 
models. 
The average voltage across the series resistance is about 46 milli-
volts under the optimum solar concentration. The ratio of the peak-
efficiency currentder..sity to the short circuit current is about 0.95. 
Hence the design equation can be given as 
(7.3) 
~" 
~. ,. 
- <t> _ k,*: .I - 3 2&££ £; 2:S .. e E .. ~ 
Table 7.3. Summary of grid design for·the va~ious cell configurations. 
i 
a 
2 Cell geometry (cm ) 1x2 
No. of Fingers 39 
Width of Fingers (]lm) 50 
Thickness of Fingers (ian) 3 
a' h 
1x2 1x2 
39 30 
50 65 
3 3 
h' c c' 
1x2 1x2 1x2 
30 20 20 
65 97.5 97.5 
3 3 3 
d d' e 
1x2 lx2 2x2 
10 10 60 
195 195 20 
3 3 3 
e' 
2x2 
60 
20 
3 
f 
5cm 
Dia. 
240 
13"'56 
4 
Space hetween ringers (]lm) 462.82 462,82 477.82 477.82 510.32 510.32 1805 1805 313.3 313.3 varied 
Base doping density (Q-cm) 0.3 
Device Thickness (]l mY 250 
Sheet Resistance (QAO) 45 
Width of Bus Bar (]lm) 200 
Thickness of Bus Bar (]lm) 3 
No. of Bus Bars 
Concentration Design 
Level 
1 
40 
0.3 
250 
120 
200 
3 
1 
25 
0.3 0.3 0.3 
250 250 250 
45 120 45 
200 200 200 
3 3 3 
1 1 1 
30 19 22 
0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 
250 250 250 250 
120 45 120 120 
200 200 200 20+ 
200 
3 3 3 3 
1 1 1 2 
10 7 2 7 
.. 
0.3 
250 
120 
20+ 
200 
15 
2 
25 
03 
250 
120 
1800 
4 
1 
20 
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Table 7.4. The voltage across the lumped series resistor at the optimum solar-concentration. 
Cells a a' b b' c c' 
lumped series resistance 0.02748 0.04087 
un 
0.03303 0.05566 0.04999 0.10090 
vOltage drop (mV) 46.8 47.4 45.9 48.8 46.3 46.5 
I MAX 
0.957 0.957 0.956 0.953 0.953 0.952 Ratio -1--SC 
d d' 
0.14164 0.34524 
45.8 44.7,; 
0.955 0.,94'9 
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where ISO is the short circuit current density at one sun power density, 
NS is the designed solar concentration level and RS is the lumped series 
resistance of Equation (7.2). A very similar equation has been reported 
elsewhere [2J.. However the numerical interpretation is different 
despite the closeness of both equations. 
Figure 7.4 shows efficiency as a function of illumination 
intensities for the violet-type cells. These cells have two tapered 
common bus J:ar.s and 60 fingers even.ly spaced across the cell dimensions. 
ln this case the one-sun efficiency is much higher than that of the 
baseline cells due to the smaller grid coverage area and the better 
collection efficiency of the violet cells,. It also shows the peak 
efficiency can be greatly increased by reducing the conducting resistance 
of the tapered bus bar. For curve e' of Figure 7.4, the violet cell is 
I 
assumed to have a conducti~g bus bar with a thickness of 15 ~m instead 
of 3 ~m. 
If the voltage across the common bus bar is plotted against the 
voltage at one terminal of the bus bar, the curve looks like the 
illuminated I-V characteristics. In fact, the voltage difference between 
two, terminals of the bus bar is proportional to the current density and 
the bus bar resistivity. Figure 7.5 shows th~se cbaracteristios for the 
simulated violet-type cells under several solar concentrations. It is 
found that the optimum solar concentration level occurs when the voltage 
across the bus bar has a value of about kT/q. However, the cell efficiency 
is reduced at a higher solar concentration or a larger voltage difference 
across the bus bar~ This value is also a good-parameter for'the design 
,of optimum solar concentration for a violet cell • 
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Figure 7.6 gives an example of a solar cell with very low sheet 
resistance, thicker· conducting metal and lower base resistance. The 
optimum solar concentration level is found to be close to 70 AMl solar 
power density·. t '; 
) Figure 7.7 shows a comparison between calculations and the 
experimental values for the large area, high intensity silicon solar 
cell of Sandia Labs [1] This cell has an effective area of 
15.2 cm2 , and the active area is about 13.38 cm2• The finger width is 
56 ~m at the bus bar and tapers to 13 ~m near the center of the cell. 
The photolithographic defined metallization consists: of approximately' 
4 ~m of silver and a thin aluminum underlayer. The predicted optimum 
solar concentration level is about 20 'V 25 which is ver'j close to the 
measur~d values. 
7.7 . Conclusions 
1\ 
The effects of series resistances on the mul.ti-suhlight operation 
of a solar cell have been examined by a distriputive resistor and 
current model. A number of conclusions can be made based on this work. 
(1) An exact numerical calculation can be made to predict the optimum 
illumination intensity of a specific cell design without fabricating 
the cell. Similarly, this technique can be used to design the optimum 
high intensity solar cell with respect to the specific solar concentrator. 
(2) High efficiency solar cell operation can be achieved with a low 
sheet resistance design at a high concentration level. A first-order 
equation is also given which can be used to design the optimum con centra-
tion level at low series resistance and/or low solar concentration levels. 
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(3) The lumped resistance model is found to overestimate the power 
losses. This discrepancy is shown to be due to the overestimation of 
the total series resistances of the. surface sheet. finger and base bulk 
in the first order model. 
(4) An exact solar cell model provides a valuable analysis technique 
for desigtiing the optimum solar cell under multi-sunlight operation. 
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7.8 Appendix (B) •. The Lumped Serie"s Resistance 
LF 
'3 
Y 
FINGER 
'- I-
~!--------------~I----~~ K SF 
The lumped series resistance usually consists of five components 
which include finger, surface sheet, base, surface and bottpm contact 
resistances. If it is assumed that the space between fingers is much 
less than the length of the fingers and there is negligible voltage 
127 
drop across the bus bar, the lumped finger and sheet resistances can be 
derived as follows. 
Let the voltage drop along a finger be !J.V(,~!) at position y. Then 
y 
= J 
o 
SF i(LF-y)' 2 
where i is the current density. The overall average voltage drop across the 
;finger beomes 
!J.V(y) = iRM'SF 
WF·T 
LF2 
• - = I' 3 
R ·SF M 
RM'SF LF2 
Hence the effective finger resistance is equal to WF'T'A 3 
A 
Similarly, the voltage drop along the sheet resistance is 
128 
LlV(x) I . , 
The overall' average voltage drop acro~s the. sheet resis.il:amce becomes 
SF/2 i'R 'SF2 2 1 RSF'SF ~) ! iiV(x)dx = ST I, - = SF/2 = 12 l2'A 0 2 A 
Hence the lumped sheet resistance is 
RST'SF 
where RST is the surface l2AA 
sheet resistance and AA is the total active area, 
'. ~j t;it~ ·.1· 
, .. 
, . 
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8. NON-UNIFORM ILLUMINATION EFFECTS ON SOLAR CELLS 
8.1 Abstract 
A computer program has been developed to calculate non-uniform 
illumination effects on a solar cell. The non-uniformity of illumination 
is found to change the conversion efficiency by modifying the resistance 
losses of the top surface layer. It is shown that a non-uniformly 
illuminated solar cell can be operated near its peak power density by a 
suitable design of the top surface sheet resistance and grid pattern. 
8.2 Introduction 
, Recently, solar concentrator systems have become popular as a means 
of economically utlizing terrestrial solar energy in the near future. 
However there are some problems which are not expe:r>ienced in "a non-
concentrated solar system. For example, the input spectral intensity 
is usually distorted from the reflection and refraction of the different 
wavelengths in an optical concentrator system. At present, it is not 
clear how the distortion in spectral intensity affects the conversion 
efficiency. It is also unclear as to how intensity variations across 
the concentrated solar'cell changes the solar cell characteristics. 
In fact, there are two different kinds of non-uniform illumination 
in the operation of a solar cell. The space-flight cells generally have 
an abrupt light-dark boundary caused by the satellite body or antenna, etc. 
On the other hand, a concentrator cell usually has a steeply varied 
illumination across the solar cell. The degree of non-unifbrmity generally 
increases with the concentration level. 
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A cemputer pre gram has been develeped te calculate the char.acteristics . (). 
'::"''0£ an abruptly illuminated cell with the illuminated beundary p~rpendicular 
te the finger centact. Twe extreme cases 'Of calculatien are pessible fer 
the illuminated area en the near-side 'Or far-side 'Of the bus bar. Fer a 
cencentrater cell, the cemputer pregram has been used te calculate twe 
nen-uniferm illuminatiens in 'Order te determine the effect 'Of a varying 
intensity acress the selar cell en the cell cenversien eff~ciency. The 
first medel assumes a c~sine intensity pre~file with the maximum intensity (f' 
'\-farthest away frem the bhs bar and zere intensity at the bus bar. The 
secend case uses a similar cesine intensity prefile but with the maximum 
\ 
j 
I 
intensity at the bus bar and zere intensity at the eppesite edge 'Of the ., 
cell. 
This sectien describes the applicatien 'Of a rnedified,distributed 
, ---! 
resistance and current medel te calculate the characteristics 'Of such 
f) 
nen-unifermly illuminated cells. In additien, it is shewn that the 
efficiency lesses due te the nen-uniferm illuminatien can be minimized 
by a preper design 'Of the cencentrater cell. 
8.3 Selar Cell Medeli?g 
A detail twe-dimensienal medel 'Of a selar cell has been reperted 
elsewhere (Appendix 10.4). 
8.4 Cemparisen Between Uniferm and Nen-Uniferm Illuminatien 
The characteristics 'Of a nen-unifermly illuminated cell catil be 
demenstrated fer a lx2 cm2 baseline selar cell. This cell has a grid 
pattern 'Of 39 fingers and a cemmen bu,s bar at 'One ,edge 'Of the cell. 
1 
I 
i 
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The contact fingers are assumed to be made from silver-titanium 
o 
with approximately 3 ~m of silver deposited over a 500 A titanium qdhe-
0) 
sion layer. The 50 ~m wide fingers are 0.98 cm,long and evenly spaced 
across the 2 cm cell dimension. This cell has a base resistivity of 
and the saturation current density is 5.6xlO-12A/cm2 with a 
diode factor of 1.05. The surface sheet resis"tance'is "a£out"'12'O u/g 
for junction depthsof 0.25 ~m to 0.3 ~m~ and the metal contact 
-4 2 
resistance is assumed to have a negligible value of 10 n·cm. The 
short circuit current density of an AMI solar spectrum is 28.0 mA/cm2 
in the active area. 
The cell efficiency as a function of solar concentration for the 
general non-uniform illumination is shown in Figure 8.1. The cosine 
illumination,which has a maximum intensity near the bus bar,produces 
the highest.efficiency due to the lowest power loss~s in the top layer 
and contact grid resistance. On the contrary, the cosine illumination 
which has a maximum intensity farthest from the bus bar has the lowest 
efficiency at all illumination levels. The uniformity of the illumination 
influences the cell efficiency by modifying the resistance power losses 
in the top layer and grid resistance. Therefore, the efficiency of a 
solar cell depends on the current distribution on the cell surface due 
to a non-uniform illumination. 
In Figure 8.1, a calculation is also shown for the same baseline 
cell which has a grid thickness of 6 ~m. It is interesting to note 
that the uniform illumination produces a higher efficiency at high 
concentration than the case of maximum illumination near the grid contact. 
This is because the sheet resistance losses counterbalance the reduced 
grid resistance losses in such a favorable cosine non-uniform illumination. 
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Figure 8.1 Cell efficiency as a function of the concentration level. 
Surface sheet resistaijce is 120 QA] and the grid thickness 
is 6 ~m(a) or 3 ~m (b) in the calculation. 
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"134 Mor~ evidence of the competition between grid resistance losses and 
surface sheet resistance losses can be obtained from the comparison of 
the two cases in Figure 8.1. The power losses in the top surface 
layer consist of the two components of sheet resistance and grid 
resistance losses. The power losses in the surface sheet resistance 
dominate over that in the grid resistance at high intensities of 
illumination. Therefore the total power loss of a non-uniformly 
illuminated cell is higher than that of a uniformly illuminated cell, 
despite the smaller grid resistance loss in this case. From Figure 8.1, 
" it is clear that the calculation of a non-uQiformly illuminated cell 
can be used to show the dispersion of the conversion efficiency as a 
/~) . function of the concen:;:ratl.on level and the non-uniformity of illumination. 
Figure 8.2 shows a solar cell design for mUlti-sun operation. The 
effect af non-uniformity of illumination is shown to be reduced to a 
negligible minimum with a design of low surface sheet resistance. 
Figure 8.3 shows the results of the efficiency as a function of the 
active area for two cases of abrupt illumination. The results are 
plotted as a ratio of efficiency Versus the ratio of the active area. 
where the ratios of efficiency and active area 'are referred to the fully 
illuminated solar cell. It is clear that the cell efficiency is nearly 
proportional to the active area and is not a strong function of the 
illuminating profile. This is because the cell efficiency is limited 
for low intensities by the collection efficiency instead of the power 
losses in the series resistance. The power losses in the grid resistance 
is small and the conversion efficiency is only a function of the active 
area. 
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Figure 8.2. Cell efficiency as a function of the concentration level. Surface sheet resistance 
is 10 QAo and the grid thickness is 3 ~m in the calculation. ~ w ~ 
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Figure 8.3 Ratio of the conversion efficiency as a function of the 
ratio of the illuminated area for the abrupt illuminated 
cell. ( 0) dark area near bus bar ; (D), ( X) light area near 
bus bar. The surface sheet resistance is assumed a value 
of 500 Q/a for (X) points instead of 120 Q/o for (0) and 
(0) • 
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8.5 Conclusions 
Some of the characteristics of non-uniform illumination on a solar 
cell have been analyzed in this chapter. Several important conclusions 
can be made as follows: 
(1) The conversion efficiency can be analyzed as a function of the =~ 
ce:j..l structure, grid pattern, illumination level and the non-uniformity 
of illumination by the two-dimensional solar cell model. This phase of 
work is important in the design of solar cells under concentration and 
in the design of concentratisn systems. 
(2) The power losses in the surface sheet resistance, bulk resistance, 
contact resistance 'and grid resistanqe can be accurately predicted with 
the model developed in this work. 
(3) The 'effects of non-uniform illumination on cell conversion 
efficiency have been analyzed for a few solar cell designs. It has also 
been shown that the effects of non-uniform ill'umination can be reduced 
to a negligible amount by an appropriate ~esign of the surface and grid 
resist~nces. 
(4) Perhaps, the most impo~tant conclusion is that the non-unifonn 
illumination is found to decrease the cell efficiency at high concentration 
levels irrespective of the illumination profile, if the surface sheet 
resistance is the dominant loss factor. I 
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9. HIGH-Lalv JUNCTION EMITTER SOLAR CELLS 
9.1 Abstract 
This section discusses the physical characteristics of a recently 
proposed solar cell - the HLE solar cell [1] which has been predicted to 
give a substantial increase in the output voltage and the converstion 
efficiency of a highly doped junction solar cell. However, our calcu1a-
tion predicts the negative results. The discrepancies have also been 
identified as high injection effects and heavy doping effects in the 
emitter-high-low junction of the HLE solar cell. 
9.2 Introduction 
High efficiency has been predicted for solar cells with low base 
resistivity near about O.lQ-cm [2]. Unfortunately, the measured conver-
sion efficiency is substantially less than the theoretical expectation 
for these highly doped cells. This has been found to be due to the 
~\ 
discrepancy in the values of the output voltage and open circuit 
voltage. In fact, the measured value of open circuit voltage is about 
150 mV less than the predicted value from the simple .Shockl.ey diffusion 
. theory for a 0.1 Q' cm cell. 
Phys~cal studi~s have recently sho~ that the discrepancy 
of the VOC performance of a highly doped solar cell is due to heavy 
doping effects in the heavily doped surface layer [3]. Therefore, there 
is excess surface recombination current which is usually much larger than 
" the base layer injection current density for a highly doped solar cell. 
,) 
.1 
i1 '4 
tl 
\ . 
. In order to reduce the abnormally large back injection current 
density, a high-low junction emitter solar cell has been proposed and 
predic ted to achie've high V DC following a similar reason of a high-low 
junction base solar cell [1]. 
This section will discuss the physical operation of a high-low 
'e~itter silicon solar cell. The results of the numerical calculation 
will be presented for several structures of 'the proposed high-low 
emitter celis. 
9.3 Numerical Calculations 
>,' 
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A HLE cell has an additional high-low junction located in the sur-
face region of a conventional cell. Figure 9.1 shows a schematic struc-
+ ture of a HLE cell with a structure of n np. The back injet.::tion current 
Na 
Ne 
Xs Xe 
Figure 9.1. A structure of a HLE junction solar cell. 
density is expected to be reduced from the minority carrier confinement 
in the surface n-type region due to the small SRV at the emitter high-low 
junction. The open circuit voltage will thereupon be increased from the 
resultant smaller junction saturation current density. Before discussing 
the physical fundamentals of the emitter high-low junction cell, the 
numerical calculations will be presented for several proposed 
models of Table 9.1. 
,/ 
1 
, 
1 
1 
1 
~ ~ :1.1. 
/1 
140 Table 9.1. Structures of models a to j of the proposed EHL junction solar cells. NB, Xs ' and XB are equal to 5xl017 /cm3 , 0.25 mm and 200 ~rn, respect1vely. 
3 NS (·/crn ) 
Model a 
Model b 
Model c 
Model d 
Model e 
Model f 
Model g 
Model h 
Model i 
Model j 
2xl019 
2xl019 
2xl020 
2xl020 
2xl020 
2xl020 
2xl020 
2xl020 
2xl020 
2xl020 
3 NE ( /crn ) 
1014 
1014 
1014 
1014 
1014 
1014 
1016 
1016 
. 1018 
1017 
XE ().lm) 
o 
1 
10 
o 
1 
10 
1 
5 
5 
10 
Efficiency 
16.59 
14.77 
12.23 
16.25 
14.58 
11.60 
15.40 
14.94 
13.70 
12.78 
o ~;/ Cells a-j are assumed to have a 595 AUlhickness of Ta205 at one AMO 
solar intensity'. The SRV of the diffused' surface is assumed a value of 
3 10 em/sec. The base diffusion length is assumed to be 100 ).lm, which is 
close to L(~)at a base resistivity of 0.1 Q·cm. The surface diffusion 
length is taken to be (L(MED) + L(MIN»/2. Therefore, the minority car-
riers of the surface epitaxial layer have been assumed a diffusion length 
of 55 um. This value is very close to the experimental value at an 
n-type doping density of 1014/cm3 [4]. 
The results of the numerical calculations are summarized in Figures 
9.2 and 9.3. It is seen in Figure 9.2 that the cell conversion 
efficiency is lower at a wider width of the constant doped n-layer. This 
is a direct consequence of the high injection effects in the lightly 
doped n-layer. In Figure 9.3, it is clear that the cell with a wider 
n-layer has a high slope in the dark I-V characteristics. Therefore, the 
cell curve factor is degraded and the conversion efficiency is lower. At 
the same time, the back injection current density is larger for cells 
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Figure 9.3. + Dark I-V characteristics of n np celIe, h, j, and k of 
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with a wider epitaxial layer. This is due to the ineffectiveness of the 
SRV at the EHL junction and the low carrier lifetime or diffusion length 
of the n-type material. The back injection current density can be 
conveniently represented as xE f Aqpdx 
o J = + AqP(~L)SHL' (9.J.) 
l' 
where the first term is the recombination current density in the con-
stantly doped layer. It is clear that the back injection current densjty 
is higher for a wider epitaxial layer of xE' if the second component of 
Equation 9.1 can be neglected. 
9.4 Physical Mechanisms of an Emitter High-Low Junction Solar Cell 
It has been established that the carrier transport through a conven-
tional p-n junction can be described by the Shockley diffusion theory or 
Sah's recombination current model. However, a high-low junction can be 
described by the HL junction theory or the HL junction theory plus the 
junction leakage current model [5,6]. In these models, a high-low junc-
tion has the advantage of confining the lninority carriers in the lightly 
doped region where the carrier lifetime is supposed to be higher than 
that of the highly doped layer. Therefore, the junction saturation cur-
rent density is lower and the corresponding V will be higher than its oc 
conventional counterpart. 
In order to determine the validity of the. high-low junction model, 
a comparison between experiment and model is attempted and shown in 
Figure 9.5 for a high-low junction base solar cell of Figure 9.4 and 
Table 9.2 [7]. 
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Table 9.2. Parameters used in the calculation of V variation with 
Resistivity 
Q'cm 
0.01 
0.1 
1.0 
10 
Resistivity 
Q'cm 
10 
10 
to 
10 
substrate resistivity. oc 
(~; 
Substrate 
(j 
Diffusion' 2 
toefL (em /see) 
3.2 
9.3 
22 
33 
Diffusion Length 
().1m) 
10 
50 
». 125 
(\150 
Epitaxial Layer 
Diffusion 2 
Coeff .. (cm /see) 
33 
33 
33 
33 
Diffusion Length 
( m) 
80 
80 
80 
80 
Width 
().1m) 
250 
250 
250 
250 
Thickness 
().1m) 
10 
10 
10 
10 
I 
t 
I 
~ ! 
I 
" 
{ 
I 
I 
I ; 
, '1
1 
• :,J 
i :'. 
The calculations of Figure 9.5 are based on the following equations 
for Shockley's model and HL junction model: 
J = qft1~ 
s J. 
D ( P 
N' 
! ntN dx 
D o 
H 
8+tanh ..E. qAD L 
= T n(xn+ ) -----n\-'1"""1, 11 p n 
1+8 tanh L 
n 
D N L W t n (x ) 8 = -E.!. ...£ -E. tl -L [1 + P HL:J L N D co 1 L, N pt p+ P p+ p 
(9.2) 
(9.3) 
(9.4) 
(9.5) 
where Jx ' JUL and JULL are the saturation current densities for Shock.ley' s 
model, HL junction model and HI" junction plus leakage current model, 
respectively. Sand SHL are the normalized and unnormalized SRV at the 
HL jUl1ction,respectively. These values are fUnctions of the material 
parameters 011 both sides of the lIL junction, lilhil'e Np and N
p
+ are the 
majority carrier densities on both sides of the lIL junction. 
It is clear from the calculation of Figure 9.5 that the high-lolil 
junction theory is a good model for a high-lo~iI junction cell. The con-
finement of the minority carriers in the lightly doped layer requil."es a 
highly reflecting lIL surface or a low SRV at the lIL junction. 'rhis can 
be easily achieved in a high resistivity BHL junction solar cell. On the 
other hand, this lllay not be true for a EIiL junction solar cell. Since 
the EHL junction is located near the illulllinated surface, SHL will then 
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Figure 9.5. Comparison of experiments and HL junction theory for the 
experimental cells of Table 9.2. 
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be increased by the optical generated ma,jority carrier density in the 
-lightly doped n-type region. This is shown in Table 9.4. Therefore, the 
carrier confinement in the n-type region is deteriorated. On the other 
hand, for a BHL solar cell, the interaction between the base HL junction 
and the optical generated carriers is negligible due to the depth of the 
BHL junction from the illuminated surface. In this case, SHL is pri-
marily a function of the material parameters at both sides of the HL 
junction. 
The predictions of V from the first order model are shown as Tables 
oc 
9.3 and 9.4 for cell (c) of Table 9.1. These are compared to the value 
of 0.565 volts from the exact numerical -calculation. 
9.5 p+p~ 'Emitter High-Low Junction Solar Cell 
Since the previously proposed n+np solar cell is not more efficient 
than the conventional junction solar cell, we now propose a similar EHL 
+ junction solar cell with a p pn structure. The new models are shown in 
Table 9.5. The structures of these cells are similar to those shown in 
Figure 9.1. In the numerical calculations, the solar cells are assumed 
o 
to have a 595 A thickness of Ta205 at one AMO solar intensity. The SRV 
of the top surface is assumed to have a value of 103 cm/sec. The base 
diffusion lengths are assumed to be 30 ~m and 60 ~m, which are close to 
LD(MED) for the n-type base doping densities of 5xlOl7 /cm3 and 1017 /cm3 
respectively. + The surface p and p layers are assumed to have a diffu-
sion length of (LD(MAX) + LD(MED»/2. 
The results of the numerical calculations are shown in Figure 9.6, 
which shows the dark I-V characteristics for cells of Table 9.5. The 
dark current densities are found to be nearly equal at high forward volt-
age irrespective of the doping density in the p-type layer. This implies 
" 
• \It + . .-1 
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Table 9.3. Parameters used in the calculation of V for cell (c) of 
oc Table 9.1. 
Shockly's model 
HL junction model 
HL junction plus 
leakage current 
model 
Shockly's model 
HL junction model 
HL junction plus 
leakage current 
model 
Doping 
Density 
1014 
1014 
1014 
Doping 
Densitv //or 
,// 
1019 
1019 
1019 
EPITAXIAL LAYER 
Diff. 
Coeff. 
12 
12 
12 
SURFACE LAYER 
Diff. 
Coeff. 
2 
2 
2 
c 
Diff. Length 
( ).Un) 
55 
55 
55 
Diff. Length 
( lJTl) 
2.5 
2.5 
2.5 
Width 
( ).Un) 
10 
10 
10 
Thickness 
( lITl) 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
Table 9.4. Calculated Vocfrom the first order model. Model A uses the 
extrinsic doping density of the n-type region in the calcula-
tion of Voc while Model B takes into account the light--
generated carrier density in n-type region. 
MODEL .A 
SRV at HL junction 
(cm/sec) Voc (volts) 
Shockly's Model 
HL junction Model 0.80 
HL junction plus 0.80 
leakage current 
Model 
(3.41) 0.504 
(5.7) 0.503 
SRV 
MODEL B 
at HL junction Voc 
(cm/sec) (volts) 
S S 0 
0.416 
8.0 1.29 0.563 
8.0 12.8 0.562 
In Table 9.4, model B takes into account the light generated carrier 
density which is equal to G1. Th~ calculated value of the light generated carrier density is about 10 5 /cm where G has a value of about 102l/cm3 
in the n-type region. 
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149 Table 9.5. Structures of models a' to f' of p +~n junction so1ar .. ce11. NS' XS' ~ are equal to 2x1020 D/cm , O.25mm and 200pm, 
respectively. (~) 
Model a' b' c' d' e' f' 
NB 
3 
sx1017 5x1017 5x10l7 5x1017 5x1017 ,1017 
, , (If/cm ) ~ 
t' 3 
1014 1014 1016 5x1017 ' 1017 
j NE (If/cm ) ,I .. 
, , 
(if! cm3) 0 10 20 10 ! ~ 10 10 
Efficiency (% 14.53 ls:~ 76 15.84 15.66 15.00 15.30 ! . 
'" 
1 
-I , 
1 
~ Table 9.6. The photovo1taic characteristics of emitter high-low junction j I ; solar cell of Table 9.1 and 9.5. 
1 
<j ., 
1 Model c h· j b' . d I e' f' k j 
Structure + + + p+pn p+pn p+pn + n+n~p+ n np n np n np pp_n 
I (MA/2cm~ 79.82 77.9'4 62.62 75.21 74.92 71.24 77.70 85.16 sc 
V (volts) oc 0.565 0.630 0.660 0.678 0.678 0.678 0.649 0.566 
2 IM¢>1A/ 2cm ) 73.84 74.19 59.84 72.39 7,2.09 68.20 73.03 80.25 
2 33.08 40.43 34.59 42.64 42.39 40.58 41.41 37.15 
.,. PM(MW/2cm ) 
CFF 0.733 0.823 0.837 0.836 0.834 0.841 0.821 0.771 
EFF (%) 12.22 14.94 12.78 15.76 15.66 15.00 15.30 13.73 
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Figure 9.6. Dark I-V characteristics of p+pn cell a', b', c', and e' of 
Table 9.5. 
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151 that the suppression of the dark emitter recombination current density 
and the total saturation current density is primarily determined by the 
+ base recombination current density in a p pn solar cell. Therefore, the 
open circuit voltage of these cells are relatively constant as shown in 
Table 9.6, which contains the detailed photovoltaic characteristics for 
some cells of Tables 9.1 and 9.5. 
+ + Finally, a novel n npp solar cell is modelled which has both 
emitter and base high-low junctions. Both n-type and p-type layers are 
assumed to have a doping density of l.3xl015 /cm3• The p-type base layer 
has a diffusion length of 300mm and the n-type surface is assumed to have 
a diffusion length of (LD(MED~ + LD(MIN))/2. The emitter and base high-
20 3 19 3 low junctions have doping densities of 2xlO /cm and 10 /cm and 
depths of O.2S:J,lm and 0.5J,lm, respectively. The calculated results are 
shown as Model k in Table 9.6. It is found that this cell does not show 
higher efficiency despite its high short circuit current density. 
9.6 Discussions and Conclusions 
This section will discuss the validity of the calculation of V 
oc 
from the p-n junction saturation current'density and the corresponding 
short circuit current density. In fact, V isa series combination of oc 
the voltages across the p-n junction, surface region, base region and HL 
junction at the open circuit condition. Among the above components, the 
Dember voltages across surface and base regions are usually very small. 
The voltage across the HL junction is also small unless under high inten-
. 
sity illumination where V reaches the junction built-in voltage [8]. oc 
Therefore, it is a good approximation to calculate V from the junction 
. oc j,' 
saturation density and short circuit current density for a solar cell 
under one AMO solar density. 
1-:;' 
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+ It can be concluded that the proposed n np junction solar cells do 
not yield a higher output voltage as expected from the incorporation of 
an additional high resistivity emitter layer in a conventional solar 
cell. The results show that the highest open circuit voltages are 
obtained for low resistivity emitter layers. + On the other hand, a p pn 
junction solar cell can produce a higher open circuit voltage than an 
+ n np cell irrespective of the doping density in the surface layer. This 
is due to a more effective high-low junction and a higher diffusion 
length for the p+p high-low junction. 
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Appendix 10.1 COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL SOLAR CELL PERFORMANCEI~ 
C. R. Fang and J. R. Hause~ 
No~tn Carolina State Unive~sity Raleigh, NC 27650 ABSTRACT 
This pape~ p~esents the ~esults of a detailed comp~ison between the theo~etically p~edicted pe~formance of silicon sola~ cells and the expe~i­mentally obse~ved pe~formance. The comp~ison has inCluded the da~k I-V cha~acte~istics, the spec-t~al ~esponse cha~acte~istics and the I-V ch~ac­te~istics unde~ AHO illumination. In general it has been found that the agreement between theory 'and expe~imental behavior is very good. This good agreement has been obtained for a variety of cells fabricated with junction depths ranging from 0.1 ~m to more than 1 ~m and for base layer resistivi-ties from 10 Q'cm to 0.1 Q·cm. 
INTRODUCTION 
As interest has increased in solar cells in ~ecent ye~s, c;nside~able progress has been made in thoroughly understanding the physics underlyicg solar cell ope~ation. The discrepancies between simple theol'ies of open circuit voltage and exper-imentally fueasured values have been of much inter-est and. study [lJ. The presence of high doping band gap reduction effects has generally become accepted as the ~eason for the low open circuit voltage of low resistivity base layer solar cells [2], although the~e is still some controversy over this effect [3]. 
The present study was undertaken to determine how closely present theory agrees with experiment with respect to sola~ cell performance. It is known that theoretical predictions ~e in general agreement with experimental results. However, no detailed compa~ison has been reported between theory and experiment for a range of specific sol~ cells. 
ANALYTICAL APPROACH AND DEVICE PARAMETERS 
The analysis has been performed using a detailed numerical solution of the semiconductor transport equations as applied to solar cells. Details of the approach and analysis have been presented elsewhere [4]. In general the analysis used is quite free from the normal simplifying approximations made in semiconductor device 
........ ,-_ ..... _,... This sectionhasbeen'published in the,Proceedings of the Thi~teenth Photov6ltaic Specialists Conference. 
"i 
analysis. A summa~y of the majo~ features of the analysis include the following: 
(a) Optical generation is calculated directly from available empirical measurements of a specific irradiance spect~um, including the effects of anti-reflection films and wavelength dependent absorp-tion and index of refraction coefficients. 
(b) The optically generated current is cal-culated directly from the interplay of the above generation rate and the device operation Le. there ~e no assumptions pertaining to collectioneffi-ciency. 
(c) Recombination is included within the analysis, not only for the bulk regions, but also for surface and depletion regions. 
(d) Both ~.rift and diffusion components of current flow ~e included. This allows the appear-'ance of high injection effects, resistive loading, and the effects of any Dember type potentials. 
(e) A diffused impurity profile is included in the surface region through an empirical or erfc impurity distribution. 
(f) Band gap shrinkage due to heavy doping effects j.s included in the diffused surface region. 
(g) 'A non-ohmic contact is included at the irradiated surface through a finite surface recom-bination velocity. 
Several device parameters are of major impor-tance in the modeling of solar cells. The most important of these are reviewed here to discuss the values and models used in the analysis. The lifetime or diffusion length is pp.rhaps the single most important device parameter. The diffusion length is known to decrease in general with increa~ing impurity concentration. Howeve~, widely varying values as shown in Figure 1 have been reported for the diffusion length at any given doping density [3,5-8]. At low doping densities (below 1017/cm3) measured diffusion lengths cover a range of values as large as two orders of magni-tude. At large doping densities (1019/ cm3 or above) the scatter in the experimental values appears to be much less as seen in Figure 1. This is likely due to the dominance of Auger recombination at large doping densities. 
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For solar cells which have good efficiency 
values, the base layer diffusion length must be 
above the center curve labeled L (MED) in Figure 1 . . 
Diffusion length values about miHway between the 
In(MA'lO and Lti(MED) curves of Figure 1 are typical 
or the val,1,les for the cells studied in this work. 
For the base layer of the cells studied here, 
measured diffusion lengths were available. In most 
cases it was found that the calculated solar cell 
properties agreed well with the experimental data 
when the measured diffusion length or a value close 
.,~o the measured value was used in· the analysis. 
"rhe BSF cells studied were found to be an exception 
to this rule. For these cells goo'C! agreement 
between theory and experiment could only be obtained 
using diffusing length values considerably larger 
than those measured by the X-ray technique. This is 
d~scussed in more detail in a later section. 
For the diffused surface layer experimental 
data was not available for the diffusion length so 
the data of Figure 1 was used as a starting point 
in the analysis. The surface layer diffusior./': 
length was adjusted to obtain the best ag~)ement 
between theory and experiment in the short"wave-
length region of the spectral response. Spec~fic 
values used in the analysis are discussed in connec-
tion with the results., ·In general, the best agree-
ment between theory and experiment was obtained 
when the surface diffusion length was taken some-
w~ere betwee~ the LD(MED) ruld LD(MI~) curves of 
F~gure 1. S~nce the surface layer ~s heavily 
doped, the region of Figure 1 of importance for the 
surface is around 1019/cm3 or abOv.~~ In this region 
the difference between the solid CU1:'Ves is not 
nearly as great as at lower doping densities. 
The properties 6f the surface layer of any 
silicon solar cell plays ,an important part in the 
performance of the cell. In this work, the analy-
sis has been found to be sensitive to the doping 
profile used in the surface layer. 'As an approxi-
mationCi.Gaussian or erfc profile is frequently 
used for'a diffused lay~r. Experimentally it is 
known that a phosphorous diffused layer has an 
impurity profile which dirf~~s significantly frem 
the simple Gaussian or erfc profile [9J. Near the 
surface a region of nearly constant doping appears. 
This is follo~ed by a rapid drop in carrier concen-
tration to a regio~ deeper into the diffused layer 
which follows fairly closely an erfc profile., Tsai 
[9] has given cu~ves from which the surface doping 
density C , the width of the constantly doped layer 
Xc and th~ doping density CE at the boundary of the 
constantly doped and erfc doped region can be esti-
mated using the diffusion time and temperature. 
In the early stages of this work simple erfc 
or Gaussian doping profiles were used in the theo-
retical calculations. With such profiles it was 
found to be very difficult to obtain good agreement 
between theory and experiment in the spectral 
response data. In most cases good agreement ,.,as 
never obtained with the simple doping profiles. 
After an impurity profile such asthat found by Tsai 
[9J was used in the calculationa, it became much ' 
easier to obtain goqd agreement between theory and 
exper';'l!1ent. 
'-, 
Not only the doping profile, but also heavy 
,doping bandgap reduction effects appear to be 
important in the diffused surface layer. It has 
now been pointed out by several workers that the 
bandgap reduction effect appears to be the physical 
origin of the low open circuit voltage of low 
resistivity base layer cells [2,10]. As discussed 
previously, bandgap reduction effects were included 
in the analysis performed here and appears to be 
essential for obtaining good agreement between 
theory and experiment unless one uses very small 
diffusion lengths within the surface layer. The 
combination of the correct doping profile and 
bandgap reduction effects leads to a thin surface 
layer wh~~h behaves almost identically for carrier 
collection as the "dead layer" model of Lindmayer 
[llJ. 
The Keldysh-Franz effect has recently been 
proposed as an important effect in solar cells 
[3J. This effect was included in some of the 
theoretical calculations using experimental data 
for the bandgap reduction due to an elecn.ic field 
[12J. The major effect has been to increase the 
calculated dark current from a cell at low volt-
ages by a factor of 2 to 5. The effect has typi-
cally been very small for voltages above about 0.5 
volts forw<",I'd bias. The Keldysh-Franz effect can 
only be of major importance in solar cells domina-
ted by' depletion region current and the cells 
studied in this work did not show this character-
istic. 
An accurate modeling of the optical processes 
~s important to obtaining good agreement between 
theory and experiment in spectral response data. 
In general the optical processes associated with 
surface reflection and bulk absorption are well 
known and characterized for silicon. Oneregion 
where some uncertainty still exists is the long 
wavelength absorption coefficient around 1.0 ~m. 
This is difficult to .::,'~)erimentally measure 
~eca~s: of lopg wavelen~th free carrier absorption 
~n s~l~con. At the beg~nning of this work the 
data of Dash and Newman [13J was used for a in the 
long wavelength region. However, it was soon 
found that good agreement between theory and 
experiment could not be obtained at 0.95 ~m and 
1.0 ~m using this data. The reported range of 
absorption coefficient values in this wavelength 
'range is shown in Table 1. As can be seen there 
are very significant reported differences with 
Dash and Newman's values being near the largest 
reported. After using several potential values, 
good agreement between theory and experiment was 
obtained using the values in the last row of 
Table 1. These values can be seen to be well with-
in the range of reported values and we believe 
these values are more accurate than most of the 
reported experimental values since they give good 
agr:ement benTeen theory and experiment for a wide 
var~ety of solar> cells. ' 
In \'iaddi tion to absorption coefficient an 
accurate modeling of surface reflection is needed. 
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Some cfi the cells studied nad ba~e si1!con s~faces \~hile others had a Ta 0 coating of about 5951\ in 
thickness. At the be~iRning of this Nork a compari-
SCN! Nas made be'b~een theory and e~perimontul' data for tho t~ansmission coefficient of a bare surface 
and a Ta 0 coated slll'face. The agreement Has Hithin ~oHt 1% except in the 0.9 to 1.1 \1m region Nhere large r diff~1'ences occ\\l."red. The origin of the discrepanoy her's is not knoNn. HOHQVer, the 
excel...'lent agraement else\~here, give confidonoe in the accurate modeling of surface reflection and tr~smission properties. 
A complete charactel.\i.:::ation of sol.11' cells 
requiros that acoount be taken of the tNo-dimen-
sional effeots associated ,dth the contact grids. SpectX'al response measurements made at 101'1 light le~els are not greatly affected by the contaot gr,l.d except fot' the area reduction factor. 1-I0\~- 7/ ~ver, the dark and light I-V charac'teristics are lnfluenced by the shee't resistance, contact resist~nce and t\~o-dimensional pl.'opet'ties. Values ~f efflciency and c~ve factor are especially lnfluenced by 'b;,o-dlmensional e,ffects. In this Nork a tl;,o-dimensional grid modfill Has used to accura~ely model these effects. Details of the analysl~ and model are discussed elseNhere C19J. ~ t\iO-dl.monsi?nal modeling of the contact effects ~s necessary ~f good agreement is to be obtained betNee~ th~ol:'y and exp,edmont for efficiency I 
open Clrcult voltage, and curve faotot'. 
RESULTS OF CONPARISON 
1\ few general comments are needed to explain the manner in which the comparison betHeen theo- ' 
reticnl and experimental results has been made, The experimental datu Nhich '~as used cons3.sts of three different: types of meaSurements. l'hese are 1) dark curl'ent I~V characteristics, 2) short 
cit'cuit specn'al response data and 3) light I-V 
chc!lttlctet'istics under simulated MIO I 1 slln illu-
mination, In addition to this general breakdolm t,~o types of dm'k c\\l."rent data Has available, I The first technique simply measures the terminal I-V characteristics of a solar cell in the dark. The sQcond tecl'tlique meaSUl:'es open cireui t vol t-
age V oc and sh(;l,·t: circuit current I at various intens;l.ties of illum:inution and plo~~ the result-ing pairs of nUmQers, i'hese tHO tochniques Hill be ~'efel.'red to as the dark I-V tochnique and the ! -Voc technique, For an ideal one-dimen~ional s~X.;rl.' cell witll no set'ies resistancQ bC.)tll tech.-
niques should give the same curve, since at th" 
open circuit volt",:,', condition the internal dark 
current exactly equals the short cit'cuit solar generated ourl'ent. The tHO curves diffel' Hhell 
sot'ies rasistunce and 'b~o-dimensional effects 
ara considered. At high our~ent densities the I c - V oc technique tends to be much close~ to the itleal one-dimensional theQt'y since the voltage is measured under conditions of' ::.oro not CUl't'ent flol;' in the solar cell, ~'he differences be'b~een 
the tHO measurement techniques Hill become cleal:'et' 
after the discussion of tho specific examples, 
In oomparing the theory,and exoerimental data 
not all devico paramete~s CIl'e Oof major importance 
In encn set of measurements, For example the spoc-tral reuponse depends very little on sheet resis~ tanco, contact resistance and other ~o-dimensional propeX'ties of the coll. Also as just discussed till) Isc-Voc measurement is relatively insensitive to ti~o.-dl.mensional effects, ThE\ device pal'atneters of 
most importance in these charactoX'istics are the device diffusion lengths l doping profile, surface 
recombination velocity, and heavy doping models. 
'l'hus the Isc -V cc data an~ thtl- spectral rospOI'ISe data has beE\n compared Nlth the results ef tho \Cnl,!-dimonsional calculations, The parameters of sheet l'esistance.. contact resistance zlnd grid structure 
were then included along with the one-dimensional 
resUlts in the two-dimensional computer program tlr.<l 
cQmpaX'ad witn. tne dark I-V charactcristics and 1:ho Hgfi:t: I~V cnaractel'!st.i:cs, For almost all of the davtces a comBination of sheet resistancQ and cOon" tact resistanoe was required to accurately deuCL'~bu 
the 'b~o-dimensional nature of the cellS, 
The solar colls studied can be broadly di vict\'l''.I into three catogories of cells based Upon tho 
resistivity of tllQ case layer and the type of coll design. Tho first catQgory consists of n + ~p eoll>3 Hith 0.1 n·cm base layers and a finishod thickness 
of eithe!" 6 mils ot' 10,2 mils. '1'ho second categol''.' 
consists of n+-p colls with 10 n'cm bilSO layers an,! 
a thick'TloSS of about. 10,5 mils, The third typo or 
cell is a back sut'face fi()ld (nSF) cell Hith a 
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16 n· cm base layer and a thick'Tless of about 6.5 mils. 
The first 'b~o categorios of cells I{ere 1 em bv 2 om and \Ised a ten fingor gl,'id pattet'n Hhile tho thil'Cl category of cells 'I'<1re 1 Col by 2 cm and used 
a nine fingor grid pattern, '1'able 2 gives paral1\e~ tors foX' the 'bl'0 diffoX'ent gird pattet'ns usod en the cells. The first t\~o categol'ias had a bare 
silicon surface ).thile the thil'Cl oategol'Y colls 1;'01'0 
coated , .. i th 595 i\ of 'ru20 5 and a 5 mil Teflon FEP cover. 
The solar cells \~ere fabl'icated and measured at tho NASA-L(Mis Reselll'ch Centor, Cleveland; Ohio, The n-t:ypo sux'race layo1'S \"oro phostlhorous diffused. 
using paOla' The temperuture and duration of the diffusion process are descdbod for each type of 
o()ll in the folloHing seotions, 'rho top and oot1:011\ 
contacts "'ere. made using aometal mask Hith evapo~ 
rated aluminum (200 '" 500 A) folloHQd by evaporatod 
'silver of a fe,,, \-1m, 'l'he Qontacts I~et'e sinterod at 
temperutUl.'Os of 550 to 6S0oC in H'l' Fot' oach cell the base layer diffusion length ",lis measurod at NASA L~Nis by the X~l'ay method, 
lvithin each class of cells tho measured OhI.l1'-
<lctoristics Here consistent and cet'tain cells con~ 
sidel;'od to be typical of each typo NOl'Q selected fOl' detailed study. Tha majol' di.fi'el'ences in any givon categol;'y of cells Here in tho dark ourrent 
. values at lo\~ Voltages. Those differences do no'\: greatly influenca solar cell pal.'fornlancQ since 
opet'ation is at lal'get' voltages Hhere 'the di.ffol'~ 
encas betl{een cells is reduced. 
CELLS NI'rH 0,1 n'CN SASE LAYERS 
Results rOl' ~o different cells \~i thin this gane-rnl categol'Y aro presented, These cells Horo 
I' 
i' 
fabricated on 0.1 n·cm (Sxlo17/cm3) Boron doped 
wafers. Various device parametet's for the two 
cells I~hich are D-l and 0-2 are listed in Table 3. 
The major diffet'ences between the two cells are the 
cell thickness, ,6 mils and 10.2 mils, and junction 
depth, 1.0 ~m and 0.72 ~m. The base layet' diffu-
sion lengths of 60 ~m and 105 ~m are the e~peri­
mental values which wet'e also used in the compu-
ter calculations, 
A comparison of the calculated and experi-
mental dat'k I-V characteristics is shown in Figut'e 
2, The comparison between i:heot'y and experiment is 
very good faI' voltage values of 0.lJ.5 volts ot' 
largeI'. Thet'e is a large diffeI'ence betwee~ 
theory and expet'iment at 10N voltages and this is 
typical of all the solar cells studied. It might 
fit'st be suggested that this difference is due to 
the Ft'anz-Keldish effect Hhich Has neglected in 
the calculations. HONe Vel' the current is much 
lat'geI' than that calculated including the Ft'anz-
Keldish effect. Also the voltage dependence of 
this excess CUI't'ent is not con~listent Idth the 
Franz-Keldish effect., 1 
The triangle points in nlg,lt'e 1 SOOI. toe cur-
t'ent Nhich Nould result from a p~e resistot' of 
2.57 Kn in parallel with the solar}cell. As can 
be seen from the figure this volt~ge dependence 
fitS' the ~cesS' current alrooat exactly-. The pt'es-
ence of such a shunting t'esistance has been seen 
in all cells studied. The magnitude of this resis-
tance has been obset'vad to vat'y gt'eatly from cell 
to cell 1,1i thin a particular category. This shunt-
ing resistance has not been studied in any detail 
in this NOI'k, but it has also been obseI'ved by 
pI'evious HOt'keI's [20J. The physical oI'igin of this 
I'esistance t'emains somel.hat of a mystet'y. It may 
be due to shunting pt'ecipitates fot' example Nith-
in the jUnotion dep~etio~ region. 
The dotted curve in FigUI'e 2 illustt'ate the 
sensitivity of the calCUlated dark I-V charactet'-
is tic to the diffusion length (ot' lifetime) in 
the diffused sUI'face layeI'. Values calculated 
using the Ln(MEO) curve of FigUI'e 1 are definitely 
belol" the expeI'imental CUI've. The best fit I'/as 
obtained using values mid\o(ay betveen Lo(HEO) and 
LD (~lIN) of FigUI'e 1. The final select~on of base 
layer and sUI'face layer 9.-1.ffus,{,on lengths must be 
made from comparing not ~nly the dark current data 
but also the spectral t'esponse data. A small SUI'-
,face layet' lifetime cannot be distinguished from 
a small base layeI' lifetime ,'Jsing dark current 
data alone since both lead to lat'ge dark curt'entS. 
HOI-reveI', differences can be seen between these two 
cases in the spectI'al t'esponse calculations. 
A compaI'ison beu-reen the theot'etical and 
expeI'imental spectral response calculations is 
shown in Figure 3. The parametet's l~hich give good 
dark cUt't'ent calculations are also seen to provide 
good spectt'al response calculations. CUI'ves at'e 
also soolm or the relative contI'ibutions to the 
spectral t'esponse from tne base layet', depletion 
layer and sUI'face layet'. Tne spectral I'espons~ 
calculations prove to be a sensitive test for 
aCCUI'ate device pat'ametet's. 
Tne spectral response at 0.9 - 1.0 ~m is 
detet'mined almost entiI'ely by the base layet' 
pt'opet'ties. Value~ at this point at'e vet'y sensi-
tive to the base layeI' diffusion length and long 
wavelength absoI'ption coefficient. The coI't'ections 
to the long wavelength absot'ption coefficient dis-
'cussed earlieI' Here identified studying the long 
Havelength spectt'al t'esponse. Befot'e the abSOI'P-
tion coefficient values of the last line in Table 
'1 Het'e used, it I~as not possible to accurately 
match the daI'k cut't'ent data and long wavelength 
spect:t'al t'esponse, not only of this cell,but of 
all the cells studied. 
The spectI'a1 t'esponse at 0.4 - 0.lJ.5 ~m is 
determined almost entit'ely by the sut'face layet' 
propet'ties. which include not only surface layet' 
lifetime. but also surface t'ecombination velocity. 
doping pI'Ofile and bandgap t'eduction effects. 
Because of the interaction of all these effects 
it is difficult to attribute a given spectral 
t'esponse value to anyone of these effects alone. 
Initial calculations weI'e made foI' the cells 
using an et'fc'doping pI'Ofile in the sUI'face 
,~ayel'. With this ty-pe of doping profile it 
proved difficUlt to obtain a good match of spec-
tI'al response at all Navelengths. In genet'al the 
spectI'al t'esponse would be too laI'ge at 0.4 -
0.lJ.5 )lm if a good fit Nas obtained at largeI' wave-
lenths. Reasonable combinations of diffusion 
length, surface recombination, surface doping ~tc. 
could not be found to match the data. Howevet', 
Hhen an impUI'ity profile modeled aftet' the expeI'i-
mental Nork of Tsai was used, good agt'eement such 
as shown in FigUI'e 3 became I'elatively easy to 
obtain. The paI'ameters desCt'ibing the sUI'face 
doping profile at'e listed in Table lJ. foI' this 
device and the otheI' devices studied. 
In the final analysis the only device pat'am-
eters which Net'e adjusted someHhat to obtain the 
good agt'eement betHeen theoI'Y and expeI'iment seen 
in Figures 2 and 3 Het'e the sUI'face I'ecombination 
velocity and the sUI'face layet' diffusion length. 
The final values used and repot'ted in Table 3 aI'e 
,quite consistent Nith the diffusion length data 
,of Figut'e 1 and otheI' t'epot'ted values of sUI'face 
t'ecombination velocity [7J. 
In calculating the light I-V cha:r.acte:t>istics 
'and the ovet'all efficiency at ANO, additional 
,paI'ameters desCt'ibing toe contact gI'id (Table 2) 
and values of SllI'i'ace layet' sheet t'esistance and 
contact t'esistat'lce must be introduced into the 
,u,o-dimensional model. Toe 0-1 solat' cell and 
other devices with tne 1.0 ~m junction depth 
weI'e found to oave very low values of sheet 
t'esistance and contact I'esistance. Values used 
in tHe analys-is- are given in TaBle 5 fot' this and 
tne otner cells- studied. FigUI'e 4 ShOHS a com-
paI'ison B'etNeen the solat' cell poweI' quadt'ant I-V 
cfiaracterkstics and the theot'etical calculations. 
Again tne agreement betNeen theoI:'y and expeI'iment 
is vet'Y' good, 
The second cell .tn this categot'y fot' Hhich, 
data is repoI'ted (D-2) is similaI' to that just 
discussed except for the shallowet' junction depth 
an~ inct'eased base layer thickness as shONn in 
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Table 3. Tables 3 and 4 also show that essentially the same parameters were used in the theoretical 
calculations as for cell D-l. A larger diffusion length of 105 \1m I{as measured in this cell and this 
valuQ was used in the calculations. 
Figures 5, 6 and 7 show a comparison beuieen theory and experiment fOr this cell. In Figure 5, 
a significant difference is seen in the experimen-tal dark I-V and I -V measurements at voltages 
of 0.6 and 0.7 vol¥~. °rhe I -v data agrees Hell Hith the one-dimensionalcca£gulations lihile the u{o-dimensional calculations including sheet 
resistance and contact resistance is required to describe the dark I-V data. 
Several curves are shown in Figure 5 to illustrate several different theoretical models. The solid curve gives a good fit at large voltages 
using the parameter.s of Tables 3 and 4. A dashed 
curve shol{s the effect of including the Keldish-Franz effect in the device. Above about 0.5 volts the Keldish-Franz effect is seen to have little influence on the curves. The curve including the Keldish-Franz effect combined Nith a shunting 
resistance of 5 kn does appear to give the bent fit to the low current data for this particular 
cell. 
The, dotted CU1've ShOHS a calculation using the 
same parameters as the solid curve but neglecting heavy doping bandgap reduction effects. 'rhe cur-
rent can be seen to be much too small at high 
voltages. Iii thout the heavy doping effects a very It:)\{ surface layer lifetime liould be required to get agreement betNeen theQry and experiment. 
The parameters Hhieh give a good fit to the 
.dark current, also give good spectral response 
calcUlations as seen in Figure 6. Hithout heavy doping effects the spectral response is also seen to be much ~o large at short Navelengths. 
A comparil3on beu{een theory and experiment for the light I-V characteristics is giVen in Figure 7. In this case it is seen that the inclusion of the shunting resistance and the Keldish-Franz effect gives the best fit to the 
experimental data. For both of the u{o-dimensional 
,calculations sheet resistance and contact resis-tances of 2l nip and 0,12 n respectively Here 
used in the calculations. 
CELLS HITH 10 \l' CH BASE LAYERS 
The second general class of cell studied Here fabricated on 10 \l'cm material of 10.5 mils thick-
ness. Additional data on the cells is contained in Tables 3 and '+. The junction Has diffused at 850°C for 30 mins, resulting in a junction depth 
of about 0.57 \1m. Parameters used in the calcula-tions to describe the doping profile at'e given in Table 4, 
Basically ~he same modelS and device param-
eters Here used foro these cells as for the 0.1 
n· cm cells. A detailed comparison beu{een theory 
and expel:'iment is sholm in Figures 8, 9 and 10. In Figuroe 8 a large difference is seen at large 
currents oetween the I -V characteristic and the standard dark I-V ~Rarg8teristic. This indi-
cates a very large sheet resistance and/or contact 
resistance. The difference between the curves is 
accurately descriged by a sheet resistance of 1500 nip and a contact resistance of 1.12 n. These values are both very large and much larger than can be tolerated in high efficiency solar 
cells. No attempt Nas made on this cell to des-
cribe the 10N current region by either the Keldish-Franz effect or a shunting resistance since this has little effect on the characteristic above about 0,4 volts. 
The comparison beb-leen theory and experiment for the spectral response is sholm in Figure 9. Good agreement is again seen over the entire wave-length range. Included for comparison are calcu-lations for an erfc doping profile at various sur-face recombination velocity. (SRV) values. A good 
. fit to the short liavelength values could not be 
obtained for the erfc profile even with very small 
values of SRV. 
A reasonably good overall fit to the light ~-V 
characteristic is shoHn in Figure 10. The agree-
ment in this case is not quite as good as fOr the 0.1 n·cm devices. The largest error beuieen theory 
and expel:'iment occurs in V Nhich has about a 2% 
error. This is probably d~g to a theoretical dark 
currerit Hhich is slightly too large. This in turn 
could be due to a diffusion length used in the base 
or surface layers Nhich was slightly too small. In general, hOHever, the agreement between theory and 
experiment is good considering the large values of 
sheet resistance and contact resistance for these 
cells. 
CELL HITH 16 n'CM BASE LAYERS 
The final general class of cells studied were BSF cells on 16 n-cm base layers. Relevant device data is given in Tables 3 and 4. The devices had 
a very shalloli junction depth of about 0.2 \1m. Because of the very shalloH junction depth, the diffusion profile lias modeled by a single erfc profile, The back surface field region Nas made by alloying Al. This p + layer lias modeled as a Gaussian doped region of 1019/cm3 doping density 
ar.d 0.5 11m in width. A Ta20S antireflecting layer of 595~ lias pres<'nt on th.e cells and this was included in tne computer calculations, 
The terminal I-V cnaracteristics are sholm in Figure 11. Two theoretical curves are sholm. The dotted curve waS' calculated using the experimental diffusion lengtn value of 160 ~m. This is seen to give a current much. larger than the experimental 
values, 'l'ne dark current could not be made to 
agree liith experiment until the base layer diffu-
sion length I{as increased to about 460 \1m. The 
resulting curve is the solid one in Figure 11. For the non BSF cells studied the measured diffu-
sion length was found to give a good theoretical 
calculation. HOlievet>, the failure of the X-ray 
measurement technique to give a reliable diffusion length value is not too surprising in the present 
case. The cell thickness of 6.5 mils corresponds to 165 pm Ii_hich almost exactly equals the mea~ured 
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diffusion length. Tbe X-ray technique is known to become unreliable when the diffusion length becomes larger than the cell thickness [21J. The 460 ~m dif~ fusion length value is also 'consistent with the 
expectation that 16 O'cm material should have a larger diffusion length than 10 O'cm material. This inconsistency between the mea~ured diffusion length 
and the calculated performance was observed for all thin BSF cells studied in this group. 
Comparisons of spectral response and light I~V data -are shown in Figures 12 and 13. The agreement is again very good. For this cell ~ sheet resis-tance value of 380 % and a negligible contact 
resistance were found to give a good match to both the efficiency and the dark current I-V data. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This work has involved a detailed comparison 
of the experimental performance of three types of 
solar cell designs with the theoretical results 
calculated with a detailed numerical analysis of 
solar cell performance. The analysis included a two-dimensional analysis of sheet resistance and 
contact resistance effects. 
In general it has been found that an accurate 
modeling of all the physical effects present and 
of the device doping profile leads to theoretical 
calculations \.hich are in very good agreement with 
experimental results. The most important physical 
effects which were found to be necessary in order to obtain good agreement be~,een theory and 
experiment are: 
1. The base layer and surface layer lifetimes 
or diffusion length~. 
2. rne doping prof}le within the diffused 
,surface layer. 
3. The presence of heavy doping bandgap 
reduction effects. 
~. An accurate modeling of the absorption 
coefficient and surface reflection. 
5. An accurate mod~~lng of the two-dimen-
sional nature of the surface sheet resistance and 
metal contact resistance. 
The good correlation of theory and experiment 
. obtained here give confidence that the theoretical 
calculations can be extended to other device 
structures and device designs and accurate results 
obtained. 
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TaBle 1. Comparison of reported aDsorption coeffi-
cient values at long wavelengths [18J. 
Absorption Coefficient (~~-l) 
1.1 Ilm 1.0 Ilm 0.95 Ilm 
[13J Dash & Newman 7 100 220 
[l~J Vedam 270 
[15J Runyan 67 170 
[l6J Vol'fson & Subashiev 
- 6~ 150 
[17J Macfarlon 3.9 7tf 20~ 
This Nork 3.9 7~ 204 
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Table 2. Parameters for the two grid pattern$. 
Parameter 
Length of fingers (cm) 
Width of fingers (em) 
Thickness of metal (em) 
Spacing betl-leen fingers (cm) 
Bus bar width (em) 
Resistivity of metal (n'cm) 
1 cm by 
'2 em 
10 finger 
cell 
0.9736 
0.02 
0.00019 
0.18 
0.0264 
1.S6x10-6 
1 cm by 
:2 cm 
9 fiDger' 
cell 
1.949 
0.0055 
0.00019 
0.1056 
0.051 
1.S6xlO-6 
Table 3. Device parameters. 
Table 4. 
Parameter 
X. (11m) 
J 
C (em- 3 ) 
s 
C
E 
(cm- 3) 
Xc (11m) 
Parameter 
D-l 
Base layer resistivity 0.1 n'em 
Thickness (mils) 6.0 
BSF Cell NO 
Surface profile empirical 
Lsurface L:·'. "'L m~n med ~ase(lIm) 60 
Junction depth (11m) 1.0 
SRV (em/sec) 105 
Anti-reflection layer absent 
:"Value actually used in calculations. 
Parameters of surface diffused layer. 
Cell Number 
D-l D-2 D-3 D-LJ. 
1.0 0.72 0.57 0.2 
LJ.xl0 20 LJ.)(1020 2X102O 2X102O 
8xlO19 8X1019 2xlO19 2)(1020 
O,LJ. 0.20 0.07 0.0 
Cell number 
D-2 D-3 D-4 
0.1 n"cm 10 n· cm 16 n'cm 
10.2 10.5 6.5 
NO NO YES 
empirical empirical 2x102Oerfc 
1 4:<L +L • L , ¥Lmin+Lmed) m~n 2 min med' 105 230 160(460:',) 
0.72 0.57 0.2 
105 2xl04 Sx10 3 
0 
absent absent S9SA Ta20 S 
101. '0'. 1020 IMPURITY CONCENTRATION (CM-a) 
Figure 1. Hodel of the diffusion length and com-parison to experimental data. All experimental data are for p-type material except those marked by triangles, 
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Fi~ure 2. Dark I-V characteristics of Cell 0-1. 
CELL 0-1 
a a MI!ASURI!O 
CALCULATED 
BASE LAYER RI!:SPONSE 
SURFACE LAYER RESPONSE 
DEPLETION LAYER RESPONSE 
0~--~~~---=0.~6----.--~0.~8--~=-~I~.O~------­
WAVELENGTH (pm) 
Figure 3. Spectral response of Cell 0-1. 
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Figure 4. Gomparison of theory and experiment for 
the photovoltaic I-V characteristics of Cell 0-1. 
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Oark I-V characteristics' of Cell 0-2. 
D-Z 
EXPERIMENT 
CALCULATED. PARANETns 
OF TABLE 3 
WITHOUT HEAVY DOPING EFFECTS 
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Figure 6. Spectral response of Cell 0-2. 
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Figure 7. Comparison of theory and experiment for 
the photo voltaic I-V characteristics of Cell 0-2. 
Curves a and b are for the parameters of Table 1. 
Curves c and d include a shunting current and 
Franz-Keldysn effect. 
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Appendix 10.2 A TWO DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS OF SHEET P.ESISTArICE Arm 
CONTACT RESISTANCE EFFECTS IN SOLAR CELLS~ 
C. R. Fang and J. R. Hauser 
North Carolina State University 
Raleigh, NC 27650 
ABSTRACT· 
Most studies -of contact resistance' and Gheet 
resistance effects in solar cells have modeled 
these effects in terms of ' a lumoed resistance in 
series with an ideal solar cell: The two-dimen-
sional nature of the distributed sheet resistance frOm the surface layer, howe',er, makes the accu-
rate modeling of a solar cell more involved than 
a simole series resistance. If an ideal one-dimen-
sionai solar cell has a dark current which varies 
as e~(qV/kT), the terminal cu-~ent of a cell including sheet resistance will have a voltage dependence which approaches exp(qV/2kT) at large 
currents due to the sheet resistance ohmic volt-
age drops. This effect cannot be accurately 
modeled by a lumped resistance. In this work an 
analytical model and detailed numerical calcula-
tions have been studied for describing the sheet 
resistance and contact resistance effects in 
solar cells. 
INTRODUCTION 
The imoortant effecis of contact resistance 
and the she~t resistance of the surface layer have been recognized for some time. Series resistance 
effects are especially important in determining peak efficiency and curve factor of a cell and are 
of lesser importance in determining short circuit 
current, open circuit voltage and spectral 
res?onse. Analytical studies have been conducted by several workers [1,2] developing expression for 
the series resistance to be used in modeling solar 
cells. As discussed later these aooroaches all have limited application because th~ two-dimen-
sional nature of the sheet resistance cannot be 
accurately modeled by a lumped resistance unless 
one is considering only small changes in voltage 
about some operating point. 
Figure 1 shows a typical solar cell structure 
with a conventional contact finger geometry. The !~ont surface metal consists of a main bus bar to, w~ich metal fingers which collect the c~~ent are at~ached. Such a structure has the following 
major sources of resistance: 
1. Bus bar metal resistance, 
iCThis section .·h,asbeen published in 
the Proceedings of the Thirteenth 
Photovoltaic Specialists Conference. 
2. Finger metal resistance, 
3. Front surface contact resistance between 
metal grid and semiconductor, 
4. Sheet resistance of the semiconductor layer at the surface, 
5. Base layer bulk resistance, 
6, Back surfa~e contact resistance between 
metal and semiconductor. 
In particular solar cells any or all of these could provide the major source of series resistance, but for solar cells operating at 1 sun, the two major 
sources of resistance are usually contact resis. tance and surface layer sheet resistance. This 
assumes that the contact metal grid structure has been designed with sufficient thickness of metal that voltage drops along the contact fingers are 
small. This is readily done at 1 sun intensity. 
For multi-sun ooeration it becomes more and 
more difficult as the intensity is increased to 
achieve a good contact grid design. The spacing between the grids must be decreased as well as decreasing the width of the contact stripes. Ohmic drops along the contact fingers tend to become more important under multi-sun conditions. The base layer resistance can also become more important. However for BSF (back surface field) cells in which the base layer is less than a diffusion length, 
conductivity ~odulation effects in the base tend 
to minimize base layer resistivity effects, even 
under multi-sun conditions. 
The major emphasis of this work has been on the contact resistance and sheet resistance as they dominated the solar cells studied. The two-dimen-
sional computer analysis, however, was designed to include all of the effects discussed above except for any bus bar resistance, i.e., the bus bar was 
assumed to be at a constant potential. 
SOLAR CSLL MEASUREMENTS 
There are three f1.mdamental sets of terminal I-V measuremencs which are influenced in different 
ways by the series resistance and two-dimensional 
effects. In the =irst ~ethod the terminal I-V 
characteristic. is ~easured under a steadv illumin-
ation. These measurements ~ay be made f~r AHC, AM2 or scme o~~er soect~ and ~~der 1 sun or 
::l:.:lti-Sll.11 cO:1ditions·. Zn a.~y case by varying the 
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load resistance the power quadrant of active 
solar cell operation is obtained. The important parameters determined from this are short circuit 
current, open ~ircuit voltage, efficiency, fill factor, etc. This is of course the most impor-tant final test of solar cell performance. For 
the first order model of an ideal solar cell in 
series with a cell resistance, this curve is described By the equation 
1=1 -I {exo[q(V-IR )/kT]-l}, sc o' s 
where I • I and R are constants for the cell 
and illa~ina~ion co~ditions. 
In the second technique the dark forward I-V 
characteristics are measured by applying a ter-
minal voltage and observing the current. If a 
solar cell can be described as an ideal diode in 
series with some resistance, the current in this ~easurement can be expressed as 
1=1 {exp[q(V-IR )/kT]-l}, o s (2) 
where I and R are constants. o 5 
The third method referred to here as the I -v method uses a varying illumination level 
a5a mggsures open circuit voltage and short 
circuit current. A plot of the corresponding points then gives an I-V curve, which according 
to the model of an ideal cell in series with a 
series resistance can be expressed as 
I =1 {exp(qV /kT)-l}. sc 0 oc (3) 
Thi5 method has been used independetly by Heeger [3J, Wolf [1] and Queisser [4]. The advantage of this technique is that the effects of series resis-tance are eliminated, according to first order theories. 
Figurt;> .2 shows experimental data measured on 
one particular solar cell by the two techniques discussed above. Attention should be directed to the regions of the curves for which voltage >0.5 
volts. Below about 0.5 volts the curves are-dominated by depletion region currents and shunt-ing resistance currents and the ideal diode theory does not apply. The Isc-V c data is seen to follow 
almost exactly the expecte8 (See Equation (3» 
exp(qV/kT) dependence as indicated by the solid 
curve. The standard dark current curve, however, is seen to follow almost exactly an exp(qV/2kT) 
cependence. This cannot be described by Equation (2) for any constant value of series resistance. 
The type of behavior seen in Figure 2 has ~een observed on a wide range of solar cells. The ! -v data at large currents follows almost the i~gal°aiode behavior. Deviation from the ideal 
exp(qV/kT) behavior are always observed at low cu.~ents and are again observed at high currents 
where high injection effects begin to occur. In the region where the standard dark current data begins to deviate from the I -v data the slope 
of the curve on a semilog gr~~ ~gnds to be almost 
exactly one-half that of the I -v data. This type of behavior can only be e~~l~ged by the 
model of an ideal diode in series with a resistor, 
165 ~~ for example Eq~ation (2), if one assumes that R is a function of current level. A series r~sistance which varies with current level has indeed been found and reported by several workers l.J"E)~ever, the almos:/: exact factor of 2 .i~ the slope of the two curves leads to the SUsp1c10n that there is some fundamental physical process 
responsible for this and that the effect is not 
simply a current dependent resistance. This is indeed the fact as shown in the next section where the two-dimensional nature of t},e sheet resistance is shown to account exactly for this factor of 2 In·.slope. 
DISTRIBUTED SHEET RESISTANCE 
The sheet resistance of the surface laye~ of 
a solar cell is one of the most important, if'not the most important, contribution to the resis-
tance effect in solar cells. Figure 3 shows a 
cross sectional view of a solar cell illustrating the distributed nature of the surface layer sheet 
resistance. Consider the dark I-V characteristics 
of the cell generated by applying a voltage to the terminals as in Figure 3. The current which 
crosses the p-n junction must flow in a direction transverse to the p-n junction to reach parts of the junction away from the contact. This causes 
a potential drop along the surface layer Vex). This in turn causes regions of the junction away from the contact be be less heavily forward biased. For large voltages and high terminal 
currenta, the current density is crowded into an 
area near the contacts and uniform current density 
no longer occurs. 
The current crowding problem described above for solar cells is almost identical to that which 
occurs in bipolar transistors due to base current flow transvers to the p-n junction. In fact for 
analysis purposes the solar cell looks like a 
transistor with zero current gain. The current 
crowding problem has been extensively studied for transistors and the results can be readily applied 
,to solar cells [6]. 
The current crowding problem can be thought 
of as giving rise to some ~ffective width, L f& in Figure 3, over which one can consider unifo~ ~ injection at the junction to occur. The current 
on each side of a finger can then be expressed as 
where L~ is the length of the finger and L If is the efrlctive distance over which current f ow 
occurs. Of course at low voltages L ff+SF/2 , 
where S is the spacing between the f1ngers. Equatio~ (4) neglects the current due to the area 
under the fingers and bus bar. This is usually 
small due to the small metal coverage factor. 
As the current density increases, the effec-tive width decreases. ~en severe current crowd-ing occurs, it has been shown that [6J 
(5) 
-, 
...• i i 1 
1 
1 
where. P is the sheet resistance of the surface layer. Sthis shaHS that the effective wid~h , decreases inversely with total current. Combin1ng ~quations (4) and CS} and solving for the total terminal current gives 
I =/AJoIT exp(qV/2kT}, (6) 
where 
L:: ~ )12 i, 
,. q PST (7) 
with h equal to the perimeter of the contact grid pattern. Since current crowding can occur at'Ound the entire. metal surface, it is clear that h should be the total perimeter of the contact grid which includes bcith the contact fingers and the bus bar. 
Equation (6) has the correct vol tag: depen-dence to describe the high current exper1mental results as shown in Figure 2. The difference between the I -v data and the conventional dark current data ~g s~gn h1 this model to be due to the sheet resistance, but the effect cannot be simply expressed as a constant resistance in series with an ideal solar cell. The current IT. has a simple physiCal interpretatj,on in terms or the measured I-V characteristics. If one solves the ideal current equation 
( 8) 
and Equation (6) simultaneously, one finds that I is the intersection current of the two curves. Ttis provides a simple means of determining sheet resistance from experimental I-V data. Two curves are drawn as shown in Figure 4. One curve fitting the! -V data and a second curve with, 1/2 the slopes8f ~fie I -V data to describe the conven-tional dark I-Vcda~~. The intersection of the two curves then determines I and from this the sheet resistance is calculatedTas 
2kT h2 1 
PST = q IT A' (9) 
where h is again the total perimeter of the metal area and A is the total solar cell area. This technique has been used tO'estimate the,sheet resistance of a number of solar cells w1th very good results. The values obtained in this manner have been used in a detailed two-dimensional numerical calculation with good results as dis-cussed in detail in the next section. 
A large metal sheet resistance can lead to a second type of current crowding along,the length of the metal fingers instead of perpend1cular to the metal fingers as occurs when the semiconductor surface layer is the limiting factor. This could occur for an imorooerly designed contact structure or perhaps in c~lls operating under multi-sun conditions. This distributed cutoff effect along' the fingers will also lead to a dark curre~t which varies as exp(qV/2kT). The presence of this effect can be predicted quite readily by calculat-ing the exoected voltage drop along the contact fingers at' any given current level" If the expected voltage drop assuming a uniform current 
. ..,.. , 
coll~ction aiong the fingers exceeds kT/q volts, then one can expect a distributed resistance effect due to finger resistance. 
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In prinCiple, a solar cell could have distri-~uted resistance effects due to both the semicon-ductor surface and the grid fingers acting simul-taneously. In such a case the dark I-V charac-teristic ,.,ould be expected to have a slope of 1/4 that of the Isc-Voc data. This would ~ead to a current depenoence of exp(qV/4kT). This type of behavior was not observed in any of the cells studied in this work. Typically one 01' the othet' distributed resistance effect will dominate , and for the cells studied in this work, the semicon-ductor sheet resistance was founa to be the domi-nant effect. 
After accounting for the distributed sheet resistance effect, the experiment.\l data of Figure 4 shows a derivation at large currents from the predicted exp(qV/2kT) voltage dependence. This excess voltage is identified as R;'I in Figure 4. For all the cells studied in this~work, it has been found that this ex'cess voltage can be accu-~ately described by a constant resistance in series wi th the terminal current. There are several potential sources for this resistance such as bus bar resistance, metal finger resistance, and front and back surface contact resistance. For the solar cells studied ,in this work, the metal-semi-conductor contact resistance has been identified as the most likely source of this resistance. Detailed evaluations of this resistance are dis-cussed in a later section. 
An analytical model describing both the low current and high current distributed resistance behavior of a solar cell can be constructed from the two limiting cases of ~quations (6) and (8). Solut~on of the equation 
12 + lIT : IoITex~(q(V-Rs 'I)/kT), (10) 
where I = AJ p~vides an approximation to the curren to at al~ voltages. Mso included in Equa-tion (10) is a lumped series resistance R' to describe the ~on-distributed resistance s~ch as contact resistanc~. 
It should be pointed out that although a simple analytical model can be used to describe the terminal dark I-V characteristic, no such sim-ple model is available for describing the distri-buted sheet resistance effects on illuminated cells. The model of a diode in parallel with a current source cannot be employed for the complete cell when distributed resistance effects are domi-nant. The only known technique for accurate calcu-lations unde~ these conditions is a two-dimensional numerical technique. 
COMPUTER CALCU~TION5 
A detailed two-dimensional computer model has been uSed to also s~dy distributed resist~ce effects in solar cells. The model w'hich has been used consists of a ·~~o-dirnensional array of ideal one-dimension~l solar cells interconnected by series resis'tallce. A:J a!'rav of llX and ;IY points 
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between two grid fingers are used to locate an ele-
ment of the two-dimensional array. The number of 
grid points in the X-direction is NX and the corre-
sponding numbe~ in the Y-direction is NY. Figure 5 
shows the equivalent circuit of the increme~tal two-
dimensional model where the current source and 
diode is that of a one-dimensional model including 
both optically generated current and forward bias 
current. For the present work this current was 
calculated from the tabulated current 'IS. voltage 
, values obtained from a one-dimensional computer 
analysis. RST is the sheet resistance of the semi-
conductor surface layer and R is the contact resis-
tance between the metal-semicgnductor interface. 
The collecting metal is also assumed to have a 
finite resi~tance RM which is included betwe~n array 
elements located on the edges of the grid fingers. 
The distributive resistance elements can be 
calculated from the.following equations: 
a. Sheet resistance: RM-l=~Tl=RST ~~, (10) 
b. (11) 
c. Contact resistance: R~ = Rc/Ac' (12) 
d. Metal resistance: RM = ~ ~ , (13) 
where AX and I1Y are the spacing~ between grid po5nts 
in the X-.and Y-~rection respect~vely, RST is the 
sheet reSl.stance l.n n/square, RC l.S the contact 
resistiVity in n.cm2, and RM is the metal resistiv-
ity in n· em. AC is the incremental area of the 
metal contact and T is the thickness of the metal 
contact grid. 
Any bulk resistance ~l in Figure 5 which 
arises from the bulk resis¥l.vity of the base layer 
need not be included here, since it is already in-
cluded in calculating the one-dimensional I-V char-
acteristics. Also the distributive base resistance 
~2 in Figure 5 can be usually neglected, since 
most solar cells are covered with an ohmic contact 
over the entire back surface. 
The bus bar is assumed to be at a constant 
potential which equals the terminal solar cell vol-
tage. The voltage of all other grid points can 
then be calculated from the simultaneous solution 
of the node voltage equations at each grid point. 
Details of the solution method are discussed else-
where [7]. The input data to the two'-dimensional 
computer program consists of the one-dimensional 
I-V data plus structural data on the contact fin-
ger arrangement. An iterative solution tecfinioue 
based on a modified Newton-Raphson technique nas 
been used to solve the nonlinear coupled node equa-
tions. Calculations have typically Deen made until 
the voltage is accurate at each array point to less 
than 10-4 volts. 
The t-r'lo-dimensional program provides calcula-
ted values of voltage and current density at each 
node point between the ISrid fingers as well as pro-
viding terminal I-V calculations including the dis-
tributed resistance effects of the solar cell. 
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COMPARISON OF THEORY AND EXPERIMENT 
The results of the two-dimensional calculations 
have been compared with experimental data for a num-
ber of different solar cells. Results are reported 
here for three specific solar cells with widely 
varying sheet resistance values. 
The first requirement for modeling the distri-
buted resistance effects is to have an accurate 
model or representation for the intrinsic p:t'Op~rties 
of a one-dimensional solar cell neglecting these 
effects. In this work this was obtained from a 
computer modeling of the one-dimensional solar cell. 
Details of this work are reported elsewhere [8J. 
For the purpose of this work it can be stated that 
the one-dimensional calculations were found to agree 
very well with the experimental I -V data such 
as shown in Figure 2. Thus for t5g pafposes of thlS 
present work, the I -V data can be taken as the 
one-dimensional sol~ cgI1 I-V characteristics used 
in the two-dimensional computer calculations. 
Figure 6 shows measured I-V data for a good 
solar cell in which there is lit-tle difference in 
the measured I -V data and the conventional dark 
current I-V da¥~. °fhis cell had a junction depth 
of 0.7 urn and a base layer of 0.1 n'cm resistivity. 
The sheet resistance and contact resistance values 
which give the best agreement between theory and 
experiment are 21 n/o and 0.12 n, respectively. 
The calculated points in Figure 6 show very good 
agreement between theory and experiment. 
Figure 7 shows the corresponding agreement 
between theory and experiment for the same cell 
under AMO, 1 sun illumination. The agreement is 
again very good. Because of the small resistance 
values, good agreement can also be obtained for 
this cell using a lumped series resistance model. 
Data for a solar cell with a larger value of sheet 
resistance nas been previously shown in Figure 2. 
Tills .particular cell had a jllnction depth of about 
0.3 )J1n, resulting in a sheet resistance of about 
94Q nA:J. W!ien tIiis was used along with a contact 
resistahce of 0.2 n good agreement be1:Ween theory 
and exneriment was obtained from the two-dimensicna.l. 
calcUl~tions. Figure 8 shows the good agreement 
Between theory and experiment in this case. 
FinallT data for a solar cell with a very 
large sheet resistance and contact resistance are 
shown in Figure 9. This data can only be explained 
by severe current crowding. This cell had a junc-
tion depth of 0.07 urn and the value of sheet resis-
tance which best describes the experimental data is 
8200 nA:J. The sheet resistmlce is somewhat larger 
than would be expected from a junction depth of 
0.07 urn. However, with such a shallow junction, 
the junction deoletion region may occupy a large 
part of the layer accounting for the large sheet 
resistance. The contact resistance at the front 
and/or back surface was also found to be large at 
a value of about 2.84 n. Some of this large value 
may arise from the back surface contact to the 
10 n· em base layer of 'this particular cell. 
Although not shown. even with such large 
values of sheet resistance and contact resistance, 
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the agreement between theory and experiment for the 
illuminated characteristics are very good. For 
such large resistances it is not possible to obtain 
good agreement'between theory and expe~iment with-
out the use or the detailed two-dimensional compu-
ter analysis or the distributed resistance effects. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
In this work the two-dimensional nature of the 
sheet resistance and contact resistance effects in 
solar cells has been discussed. One of the major 
results or this work is the demonstration, both 
~eoretically and experimentally, that the distri-
buted nature of the semiconductor sheet resistance 
causes the terminal dark I-V characteristics to 
exhibit an exp(qV/2kT) type dependence even when 
the one-dimensional characteristics of the cell 
exhibit an exp(qV/kT) type voltage dependence. Tr.e 
analytical model developed also prtivides an easy 
method for estimating the sheet resistance of a 
solar cell from the terminal I-V data. 
When the distributed nature of the sheet resis-
tance is imoortant in the terminal I-V charClcter-
istics it is not possible to accurately model a 
solar cell by an ideal diode and current source in 
series with a fixed resistance. A 't".;o-c1imensional 
computer analysis using an array of grid points can 
be used to accurately model the solar cell. The 
results of such an analysis are in agreement with 
the,analytical model developed here for the dark 
I-V characteristics of a cell. The computer analy-
sis has been found to be in very good agreement 
with experimental results of sheet resistance and 
contact resistance effects for a wide variety of 
solar cells. By comparing theory and experimen.tal 
results it has been possible to determine semicon-' 
ductor sheet resistance and metal-semiconductor 
contact resistance for a number of silicon solar 
cells. 
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Appendix 10.3 
Irnpuri ty Gradients and H(tgh Efficiency Solar Cells1: 
C. R. Fang and J. R. Hauser 
North Carolina State University 
Raleigh, NC 27607 
ABSTRACT 
One potential means of improving the efficiency of solar cells 
especially after space irradiation is to incorporate built-in fields 
into the device through the use of impurity doping gradients. 
Previously published papers have indicated an improved minority 
carrier collection efficiency and improved efficiency when doping 
gradients are present. In this work a detailed numeri,cal calculation 
of solar cell performance has been used to study various types of 
170 
doping gradients. In general the predicted improvements in performance 
have been less than previously reported due to various device effects 
such as high injection and the dependence of .lifetlme on doping density. 
1:This section has been accepted for pUblica"tion in Solid-State Electronics. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
There have been a number of theoretical investigations into the 
efficiency of drift field solar cells in !'ecent years [1-4J. In these 
earlier investigations the emphasis has t;,en on the calculation of 
collection efficiency as a result of including drift fields, with some-
what different approximations in lifetime, mobility and other important 
parameters. Wolf [lJwas the first to demonstrate that a surface drift 
field helps the short wavelength response and to show that a base field 
can considerably reduce the effects of radiation damage and increase 
the useful life of solar cells. In 1967 Bullis and Runyan [3J found 
that there exists an optimum field width which is approximately twice 
the diffusion length or about 25 ~ whichever is shorter in n+-p cells 
for maximum collection efficiency. Van Overstraeten, ~ al. [4J have 
shown that the advantage of the drift field is mainly determined by the 
layer close to the collection junction. To obtain higher collection 
efficiency, the magnitude of the drift fiefd should be high, at its optimum 
width and the doping density should be as low as possible. 
In considering impurity doping gradients, it is useful to distinguish 
two somewhat different types of doping gradients. First, if the doping change 
is very rapid, space charge regions form. On the other hand if the change 
in doping density is very gradual, a state of quasi-neutrality exists at 
every point and a j:lUil t-in electric field is produced throughout the bulk 
of a solar cell. A gradient sl.tfficient to give rise to a space charge 
region will be refer>red 1:1 hel:'e as a high-low junction while a gradual 
change in doping will be ref~r"'~:'\ to as a drift field region. 
't; J. .,_.'''_~".~. -m::;~:=:~-::"':"·':-;-_:.J;,. :.:-•. :::., __ ' •. - . __ .>-:-. ::;::~-:..-, 
.0: - ~ _ll:; ~';':";~~""':""c.:;." . l1['J \\.\\--., ' .... ,' .• ,j\, . . ••• '~ __ j' i<i-' ___ ... _ ... __ ... _ ..... :~. ___ .... _""t; .... ·~.... _'.;;$ ...: ~< .. :', .... " .Jo&.!,. ,.*= . ..ri...oJ.al6.dt:''''l$J' ~/~:; .... :»M'~IO!.o.""'~i_.J"'"". 
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Despite the theoretical predictions of the drift field enhancing 
the collection efficiency, the advantages of drift fields are still 
unconfirmed experimentally, especially with regard to total conversion 
efficiency [5]. The purpose of this paper is to explain the physical 
mechanism governing the operation of drift field celJs and the discrepancies 
of those earlier results. The emphasis is on maximizing the total conver-
sion efficiency as a result of including the base field. In this paper 
the major mechanisms which tend to limit the conversion efficiency due to 
the incorporation of drift field in Si solar cells are discussed. 
The use of a high-low junction in solar cells is a more recent 
innovation than the drift field concept. However, the advantages of such 
abrupt doping gradients have been experimentally demonstrated and incor-
porated into the design of high efficiency solar cells. Basically the 
high-low junction near the back surface prevents minority carriers from 
reaching the nack ohmic contact and thus acts as a minority carrier 
reflecting boundary [6J. 
.. ' II. FIRST ORDER THEORY 
The structure. of the basic solar cell to be considered here is 
shown in Figure 1. + The n surface layer is a thin (0.1-0.5 ~m typically) 
heavily doped layer which may have a doping gradient. The p-type base 
layer is shown with a high-low junction near the back ohmic contact and a 
wide, drift field region. Because of the major !'ole of the base laye!' 
prope!'ties in dete!'mining sola!' cell perfo!'mance, the discussion he!'e 
concentrates on the base laye!'. 
Within the d!'ift field !'egion of the base, excess mino!'ity ca!'!'ie!' 
elect!'ons (n) a!'e cont!'olled by the basic d!'ift-diffusion and continuity 
~~~ 
" J 
;.>~:,. 
equations which when combined into a single equation fo!' steady state gives 
j 
•.. 
" 
-
2- dD -
D d n + [ n + II E] dn + [d ( E) 
n dx2 Ci:X n dx dx lln L ]n + G = 0, T 
n 
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(J ) 
where G is the optical pair generation rate. For a general doping profile 
Equation (1) must be solved by numerical techniques. Also the dependence 
of mobility II and lifetime T on doping density complicates the solution. n n 
The special case of a constant electric field (exponential doping 
profile) with constant T and II has been frequently used for drift cells n n 
and provides certain insight into drift cell operation. If the simpler 
equation for these conditions 
d2- dn n 
D ---E.+ II E---+ G = 0, 
n dx 2 n dx Tn 
is considered, an exact solution can be obtained of 
where (qE/2kT) . 
The basic theory behind the drift field solar cell is that the electric 
field increases the collection depth for optically generated minority 
+ carriers within the base layer since L >L . 
n 
The value of a constant drift field can be written as 
where W is the width of the drift field region and N
2
, Nl are the doping 
densities at the ends of the drift field region. The ratio N
2
/N
l 
is 
limited in value to around 105 in practical cases and this sets an upper 
(2) 
(1+ ) 
(!J) 
limit to the field \vhich can exist. From Equation (5) it is seen that the 
~, ::;:"'V .. ' . '" '~::~ ... " ;:; .II1II.:" ...... ,. '="-"',' : tL _." ... "" •• , •.• ..-.,., .~Iii-iii·'i""." .".. ",.,~ . , ,_, ... ______ ...... liIoi __ ...... _ .. · .. ·~'!:,; __ ... ·'iiIi·--__ ·"Iiiiii· .._'·:;;:'~~, :::.' .... :~:':':O;-... '''''.''':.::;~ .. ''-''o!!.,,~=-=-=-=.-=: 1O! ~~ ..... __ 
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largest field occurs when W is as small as possible. However, if W becomes 
+ less than L , Equation (4) begins to lose meaning since the field doesn't 
exist over the assumed dimensions. Thus by setting W larger than or equal to 
L+ and combining Equations (4) and (5) a limit on L+ can be established as 
L + < Ln 0/1 + R. n(N2/Nl ). (6) 
With a ratio of 105 for N2/Nl this gives L+ <3.54 Ln Thus an enhancement in 
collection depth by a factor of about 3 for the conditions stated above 
is the most that can be realized due to doping density limitations. 
Previous studies of drift field cells have concentrated on the 
improved collection efficiency. Equally important in determining solar 
cell efficiency is dark forward current and open circuit voltage which, 
according to first order device models, are related as 
J dark = J o exp(qV/kT) 
v = kT R. n ( J / J ), 
oc q sc 0 (8) 
where J is short circuit current density and J is a function of device 
sc 0 
geometry, and material parameters. For a drift field cell with constant 
mobility 
J 
o 
2 
n. 
-~- > 
Nl 
qD 
n 
For a large open circuit voltage, J should be minimized. A large drift 
o 
(9) 
field requires that N2 be large and Nl be small, while Equation (9) shows 
that this is far from the condition for minimum dark current where Nl should 
be as large as possible.· Thus large drift fields and minimum dark current 
i j 
l 
" 1 
I 
I 
1 
, 
1 
-_9r"-- ;-.,. .. 
li 
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are incompatible objectives. For many potential drift field designs, 
it appears that increases in dark current almost completely eliminate 
any increased collection efficiency due to the drift field. 
The previous considerations have been for cells with a base layer 
thickness large compared with a diffusion length. These considerations 
must be modified considerably if the cell thickness is comparable or 
less than the diffus~bn length. 
,\" 
For such thin cells, the diffusion 
", length is not the major:factor determining collection efficiency and a \ 
back surface high-low junctl\on 
)/ 
"d 
has been found to be effective in increasing 
the efficiency of such cells. 
The purpose of a high-low junction such as shown in 
\) 
',( 
;\', ~,~\ 
Figure 1. is to 
prevent minority carriers created either by light or forward injection 
from recombining at the back surface. The high-low junction interface 
can be characterized as a low surface recombination boundary to the base 
layer. The high-lOW junction is most effective for solar cells in which 
the base width is less than a diffusion length. As discussed elsewhere 
[6-8], the high-low junction can be very effective in reducing back surface 
losses, giving a collection depth approximately equal to the total cell 
thickness. An ideal high-low junction minimizes dark current and maximizes 
short circuit current and open-circuit voltage simultaneously. 
III. NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS 
In order to investigate in detail the ideas discussed above, a series 
of calculations have been made of solar cell performance with various types 
of drift fields and high-low junctions. The analysis consists of a detailed 
numerical solution of the semiconductor device equations. Details of the 
, , 
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Figure l. Structure of the solar cell with base drift field. 
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modeling and solution techniques have be~n discussed elsewhe~e [9]. 
The solutions include all types of nonline.a~ device effects such as 
high level injection as well as doping and field dependences of device 
.pa~amete~s • 
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In any ~Q~pa~ison of sola~ cell pe~fo~mance with and without ~ift 
fields, the type of cell and the pa~amete~s which a~e held constant in 
the analysis a~e ve~y important. In this wo~k the app~oach has been 
as follows. Since a unifo~mly doped base laye~ solar cell with a back 
su~face high-low junction has so fa~ demonst~ated the highest expe~imental 
efficiencies, the app~oach has been to take this cell. as a ~efe~ence cell 
and to see if othe~ types of dopingg~adients imp~ove the efficiency. 
The analysis has been pe~fo~med fo~ a cell with the device pa~amete~s 
listed in Table I. The density of 2xl019/c~3 is chosen as a constant 
su~face density, since this is app~oximately the highest doping density 
obtainable afte~ conside~ing hea\~ doping effect which doesn't p~oduce 
any ~et~og~ade su~face field [9,10J. 
SiO is used as the anti~eflectiGn lay'e~ in its optimum thickness of 
800 A where it allows 45.4 mA/cm2 cu~~ent. density to be available fo~ 
collection. Despite the sho~t wavelength abso~ption in SiO, it makes 
little diffe~ence in the collection efficiency of the base laye~ since 
most of the sho~t wavelength phot:ons' a~e absorbed in the su~face laye~s. 
To avoid p~oblems in inte~p~eting the ~esults, heavy doping effects we~e 
not conside~ed th~oughout this work. Howeve~, such effects as bandgap 
~eduction would not significantly change the ~esults because of the low dopL"lg 
density used fo~ the su~face laye~ in the calculations. The i~~adiance condition 
used is AMO and total optical ~eflection at the back ohmic contact was assumed. 
~ , . 
\ 
~'. j qr 1 
~~'"1 
"~ 
TABLE I. DENICE STPUCTURF.: PARilHf.TERS 
Overall cell thickness 
n°l- sUl"face thickness 
p base thickness 
p+ thickness 
n+ surface doping 
p base dop5.ng 
p+ doping 
Lifetime model 
Surface recombination velocity 
Antireflection layer 
Irradiance 
150 }.lm 
0.2 }.lm 
144.8 }.lm 
5 }.lm 
2 x 1019/cm3 
Optimized 
1019/cm3 
Iles [lOJ 
103 cm/sec 
o 
SiO, 800 A 
AMO 
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TABLE II. RESULTS OF SOLAR CELL CALCULATIONS FOR DIFFERENT 
DIFFUSION LENGTHS AND DIFFERENT DRIFT FIELDS 
EB LD Nl (cm-
3 ) N (cm-3 ) J V n CF J J R 2 sc oc 0 
V/cm) (mA/cm2) (Volts) (%) (mA/cm2) CA/cm2) 
0 Max 5.6xlOJ.6 5.6x.1016 42.40 0.690 18.19 0.841 4. 44xlO-13 2. 87xlo-10 
10 Max 3.24xlO,l7 9.9xlO14 42.79 0.693 17.79 0.812 1. 45xlO-12 3.73xlO-10 
20 t1ax 6. 49xl017 6.04xlO12 42.82 0.698 17.60 0.798 6. 24xlO-ll 1.1lxlO-9 
0 t1ed 9xlO16 9xlO16 35.82 0.623 13.70 0.830 7 . L~3xlO-13 2.96xlO-9 
10 ~1ed 3.6xlO17 1.lxlO15 40.83 0.561 13.71 0.810 7.19xlO-ll 1.92xlO-8 
20 t1ed 7.2xlO17 6.7xlO12 42.09 0.524 11.79 0.724 4.29xl0-9 7.7xlO-8 
0 Min 5xlO17 5xlO17 22.63 0.613 8.39 0.818 4.69xlO-12 2.77xl0-8 
10 Hin 2.9xlO18 8.8xlO15 27 ;13 0.501 '1.91 0.787 4.l2xl0-1O 3.39xio-7 
20 Hin 5.8xlO18 5.4xlO13 31.29 0.385 6.35 0.713 7.53xl0-8 1.83xlO-6 
", 
.. 
f.. 
i;:~, 
~~ ,_, u _._. _ ~ __ _ 
.j~:,~~,"?,) ~ .. 
:j 
~ I 
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Anothe~ ve~y impo~tant facto~ in any sola~ cell study is the assumed 
~elationship between diffusion length, o~ lifetime, and doping density. 
Th~ee diffe~ent ~elationships as shown in Figu~e 2 have been used in this 
wo~k. These c~ves ~e based upon expe~imental data by lIes, et al. [llJ 
with the top and bottom cu~ves ~ep~esenting limits nea~ the top and bottom 
of measured diffusion length data, while the middle cu~ve rep~esents values 
nea~ the cente~ of the measu~ed ~ange. These cu~ves a~e convenient fo~ the 
150 ~m cell thickness since the th~ee cu~ves ~ep~esent, at light doping 
densities, cases whe~e the diffusion length is much la~ge~, app~oximately 
equal and much less than the total cell thickness. The behavio~ of the 
cell and the impo~tance of d~ift fields depends on which of these th~ee 
cases is conside~ed. 
Fo~ a given cell thickness and 'given diffusion length cu~ve~ the~e 
is an optimum unifo~m base laye~ doping density which ~esults in maximum 
efficiency, and this condition was fi~st dete~mined. Table II (EB= 0 case) 
lists the optimum unifo~m doping density fo~ maximum efficiency and the 
co~~esponding device p~amete~s fo~ the thpee diffusion length cases. Also 
shown in Table II a~e pe~formance parameters for cells with d~ift fields 
(EB) of 10 and 20 V/cm. For each different LD case the average doping density 
remains constant as the field increases. 
Nl and N2 a!'e the doping density nea!' the high-low junction and p-n 
junction respectively. It is clea!' that the collection efficiency as 
measUX"ed by I indeed inc!'eases afte!' building in the drift field with sc 
the la~ger inc!'ease fo!' the lowe~ base laye!' diffusion length. Fo!' the 
minimum LD case I inc!'eases f!'om 22.6 rnA to 31.3 rnA as the d~ift field sc 
inc!'eases. 
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Figurp. 2. Nodel of the diffusion length as a function of the doping density. 
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Figure 3 shows the minority carrier current density as a function of 
position in the base region for the calculations of Table II. It can be 
seen in the table that the increase in collection efficiency is very 
limited for the maximum diffusion length used here which is already 
larger than the base width. Figure 3 shows that the collection distance 
can be effectively expanded all across the base layer with the appropriate 
drift field for the case of the medium diffusion length. The curves for 
the minimum diffusion length indicate~a much smaller increase in collection 
depth. Since collection occurs only over part of the base, this suggests 
that an improved cell can be obtained by grading only ovel' part of the base 
layer near the p-n junction. This has been verified and is discussed later. 
With the inclusion of the base field, the doping density near the p-n 
junction (N2 of Table .3) is inevitably reduced assuming that the average 
doping density remains constant. This reduction in doping density has 
profound effects on the cell operations. In analyzing the calculated results 
the dark current was approximated by an equation of the form 
J = J
o 
exp(qV/kT) + J R exp{qV/2kT). ClO) 
The J
o 
and JR values which give the best fit to the calculated dark current 
curves are listed in Table II. The forward injection current density as 
evidenced by the J term increases as a result of lowering the injecting o 
barrier, and this typically results in a reduced open circuit voltage as also 
seen in Table II. The depletion layer expands which leads to a larger' space 
charge recombination current density as evidenced by the increased J R term. 
Third, and perhaps most importantly is the fact that high inj ection may 
easily occur at a voltage ~ell below the operating voltage of the maximum 
power point. 
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183 In Table III the transition voltage VA between the low and high 
injection regions is calculated from the equation 
v ~'; = 2 kT R. n (N In.). H q 2 1 (11) 
The table also shows the transition vol tage V~'; where the depletion region R 
current equals the ideal injection current density. It's clear that the 
cell is operating at a voltage well above the high injection limit fOJ:' 
the case of 20 V/cm for both the maximum and medium diffusion length cases. 
The high injection effect is the major reason for the reduction of the curve 
factor CF in Table II and the overall drop in conversion efficiency. 
Although there is a small reduction in CF due to the increased depletion 
region recombination curl:'ent density, the major reduction is due to the 
deterioration of the open circuit voltage as a result of a much higher 
forward injection current density. The increased dark current which is 
predicted by the approx:i.nate model of Equation (9) due to a decreased N,l 
is definitely verified by the computer calculations. 
From the results of Table II several conclusions can be drawn with 
regard to solar cells with the same average base doping levels. First~ a 
drift field enhances the collection efficiency with the largest changes 
occurring when the diffusion length is much less than the base layer thickness. 
Second, almost all of the increased collection efficiency is offset by 
increases in dark current and a reduced open circuit voltage. Third, for 
large drift fields, operation near the p-n junction tends to be in the 
high injection region which further tends to reduce efficiency due to a 
reduced curve factor. 
~. 
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Table IV shows calculations:,ifor cells with the same electric field 
but with different average base layer doping densities. In comparing 
this data with that of Table III, it is seen that the highest efficienqy 
results from a compromise between retaining a large open circuit vOltage 
and achieving an enhanced collection efficiency due to the drift field. 
The calculations have shown that for high~st efficiency the doping density 
near the p-n junction should be kept near the value which gives highest 
efficiency for a uniformly doped base layer. 
A series of calculations have been made to determine the optimum drift 
field conditions for highest effieicny for the three different lifet~me 
cases. The general impurity profile considered is shown in Figure 4. The 
+ 19 3 
n' surfaci?- layer is taken as uniformly doped at 2xlO / cm .' The back surface' 
+ 19 3 P layer is also uniformly doped at ~O /cm. The base region was assumed 
to-have a constantly doped region near the back p+ region of varying doping 
density NW. The graded doping region was varied in width and type of doping 
profile to study the· effects on overall efficiency. The types of doping 
profiles studied were 1) constant, 2) exponential and 3) erfc. The erfc 
profile gives the largest electric field at the p-n junction while the 
exponential profile gives a uniform electric field. 
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0 
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Hin Ln 
E =10 B 
E =10 B 
EB=10 
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TABLE III. COMPARISON OF TRANSITION VOLTAGES V~ AND V~ WITH THE 
OPEN CIRCUIT VOLTAGE V AND THE MAXn1UH POWER VOLTAGE V 
oe m 
4 V'" Vi; VM " D R H 
(volts) (volts) (volts) 
Max 0.334 0.780 0.600 
Max 0.286 0.572 0.597 
Max 0.148 0.309 0.594 
. 
Med 0.428 0.805 0.450 
Med . 0.288 0.577 0.444 
Med 0.149 0.315 0.413 
Min 0.448 0.893 0.309 
Min 0.346 0.685 0.427 
Min 0.165 0.422 d~301 
'C, 
TABLE IV. CALCULATED PARAHETERS FOR CELLS WITH 
DIFFERENT AVERAGE DOPING DENSITIES 
N1 N2 J V CF sc oe 
-3 (em ) -3 (em ) 2 (rnA/em) (volts) 
i~ 
1.14x1017 1. 15xl015 42.63 0.689 0.839 
3.02xlO17 5.6x1016 42.28 0.694 0.844-
1.37xl020 5x1017 23.28 0.617 0.818 
6.87xlO18 2.5x1016 26.61 0.530 0.790 
1.37X1021 5x1018 18.53 0.674- 0.824-
V 
oe 
""C-~volts) 
.-
0.690 
0.693 
0.698 
0.623 
0.561 
0.524 
0.613 
0.501 
0.385 
n 
( 9,,) 
18.21 
18.29 
8.69 
8.23 
7.60 
. ,-,,',;,) 
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Table V shows calculated results for cells with the maximum LO values 
for different doping profiles. For these large values of LO the diffusion 
length is larger than the cell thickness and therefore the drift field 
width was taken as equal to the cell thickness. The field is seen to have 
little effect on cell efficiency giving an increase from 18.19% for a BSF 
cell to only 18.29%. Larger fields than those shown in the table were 
found to give lower efficiencies because of reductions in open circuit 
voltage. 
Calculated results using the medium diffusion length case are shown in 
Figure 5. In this ser'ies of calculations the doping density was varied 
16 3 18 3 
exponentially bet\'leen 9xlO Icm at the p-n junction to 10 Icm at the 
edge of the dl~ift region (N). The width of the drift region was varied 
from 20 1..Im to 100 j.lm with the results shOlm in Figure 5. The peak 
efficiency is seen to occur when the drift field exists over about 40 1..Im. 
This peak value of 14.64% is slightly better than the 13.70% obtained without 
the drift field. 
Similar calculations to those shown in Figul"'e 5 have been made with the 
graded region doping varying between 9XI016/cm3 and 1019 /cm3. The results 
as a function of width of graded region are similar to those of Figure 5. 
The major differences are a peak efficiency of 14.70% fol"' a graded region 
width of about 80 1..Im . 
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Doping Profile 
Constant 
Exponential 
Exponential 
Erfe 
Erfe 
Ln IV 
(Jlrn) 
Max 144.8 
Med 80 
Min 10 
f 
I .. 
:ii~ 
TABLE V. COMPARISON OP CEIJLS IHTH DIFFERENT 
DOPING PROFILES (\'1=144. 8 ~rn, MAX IJD') 
Nl N2 J V CF se oe 
-3 (em ) -3 (em ) 2 (rni\/em ) (volts) 
5.6xl016 5.6xl016 42.40 0.690 0.841 
3.02xl017 5.6xl016 42.28 0.694 0.844 
1.15::-:10 18 5.6xl016 42.20 0.69$ 0.8 1+4 
1017 5.6xl016 L~2. 73 0.692 0.835 
1018 5.6xl016 41.72 0.699 0.845 
-
TABLE VI. MAXINUM CALCULATED EFFICIENCIES 
E Ji\ V CF :J1iC oe (V / em) -c' .. '. 2 (volts) (rnA/em -) 
3 L~2. 28 0.694 0.844 
(0) (42.40) '(0.690) (0.841) 
15.3 36.61 0.650 0.836 
(0) (35.82) (0.623) (0.830) 
77.9 2L~. 70 0.635 0.820 
(0) (22.63) (0.613) (0.818) 
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n 
(%) 
18.19 
18.29 
18.29 
18.21+ 
18.20 
n 
(%) 
J.8.29 
(18.19) 
14.70 
(13.70) 
9.50 
(8.39) 
~:. 
190 Calculations for the medium diffusion length case using an erfc 
doping profile between the same doping limits as used for the exponential 
doping have also been made. The results are very similar to those shown 
in Figure 5. . 16 3 18 3 For an erfc doping prof~le between 9xlO Icm and 10 Icm 
the peak efficiency was calculated as 14.62% which is slightly less than 
the 14.64% value obtained with the exponential doping. For the erfc 
doping profile between 9xl0 16/cm3 and 1019/cm3 the peak efficiency was 
found to be 14.76% at a graded region width of about 100 ~m. This efficiency 
is slightly larger than the corresponding value for the exponential profile. 
Calculations made with the minimum diffusion length curve of Figure 2 
have given results similar to those discussed above. The largest calculated 
efficiencies were found to 'occur when the doping density was graded between 
5xlo17ldm':j at the p-n junction to 1019 /cm3 at some distance W from the 
junction. Optimum values of W were found to be about 10 ~m for the 
exponential grading and about 5 ~m for the erfc grading with peak calculated 
efficiencies of 9.50% and 9.45% respectively. 
In all of the calculations, the maximum efficiency has been observed 
to occur when the width 6f the dl:';i.ft region is approximately twice the 
diffusion length. This appears to be the best compromise between enhanced 
collection efficiency and increased dark current. 
The maximum efficiencies in various drift field type cells calculated 
ih the present study are shown in Table VI. Shown for comparison purposes 
(in parenthesis) are the maximum efficiencies for cells with uniformly 
doped base layers. These values may not represent absolutemaximum values 
since optimization studies were not done on all possible parameters. However 
they should be close to the efficiency enhancement to be expected in drift 
;;-' ---'~'-''''' • ...z .......... ~."."" ·-0·,,, .. '-... ""', __ .... 
... ~ .. -
1 ~ 
'j 
I 
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field cells. The largest improvements are observed in cells with low 
diffusion lengths which is to be expected. However the improvement 
which can be achieved is fairly limited. This is consistent with the 
first order models of Section II which show that the collection depth 
can only be improved by about a factor of three. The major limitation, 
however, is the increased dark current and lowered open circuit voltage 
Nhich tends to accompany any attempt to build in a large drift field 
through the use of doping gradients. 
IV. RADIATION RESISTANCE 
One of the major reasons for considering cells with built-in fields 
is the potential for inlproved radiation resistance. This is consistent 
with the results of the previous section where it was shown that the drift 
field had the largest improvement in cells with low diffusion lengths. 
The degradation in lifetime with radiation fl~ence ~ is normally 
modeled by an equation of the form 
1 1 
-+ K~ 
l' 
o 
(12) 
where l' is the initial lifetime and K is a damage coefficient, which may 
o 
change with doping density and radiation dose. In the present calculations 
for electron irradiation, K has been taken as a constant and of value 
-9 2 3.2xlO cm Isec. 
To investigate the expected.degradation in efficiency, calculations 
have been made on three different cells with the basic device parameters 
of Table I. In the first cell the base region was uniformly doped at 
16 3 5.6xlO Icm. In the seco"nd cell an exponentially graded region from 
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5.6xl016/cm3 to 1019/cm was taken over a distance of 54 ~m, while in the 
third cell the graded region width was taken over a distance of 18 ~m. 
The calculated changes in maximum efficiency with electron fluence are 
shown in Figure 6. It is seen that the drift fields do improve the 
efficiency for large radiation doses. The graded width of 54 ~m and 
18 ~m.were selected as approximately twice the diffusion length after 
15 16 2 • total doses of 10 and 10 /cm respect~vely. The cell with a 54 ~m 
d •• 15/ 2.- . gra ed reg~on ~s seen to be best at'lO cm and the' 18 ~m cell ~s best 
atlO~6/cm2 as expected from the selection of graded region widths. 
Other potential devices have also been studied and in all cases an 
enhanced radiation resistance could only De achieved at the expense of 
the initial cell efficiency. 
V. CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY 
In this work a detailed numerical computer analysis program has been 
used to study the efficiency of s"ilicon solar cells with various internal 
drift fields achieved by use of doping gradients. In agreement with 
earlier works, it has been found that a drift field can be used to 
significantly enhance the short circuit current of solar cells with short 
diffusion lengths: However, these improvements are to a large extent offset 
in terms of peak efficiency by increases in dark current and by reductions in 
curve factor when a drift field is present. 
For a given ratio of doping density across the drift field region, 
there is an optimum width for the drift field region. The optimum width 
was found to be on the order of twice the diffusion length when the 
diffusion length is less than the cell thickness. When the diffusion 
length is larger than the cell thickness, very little improvement was 
found in efficiency due to the drift field. This conclusion holds only 
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for cells with a high-low junction at the back surface and larger 
improvements are observed for n+-p cells with a back surface ohmic 
contact. 
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The calculations indicate that drift field cells can have somewhat 
higher efficiencies after electron irradiation than similar cells with-
out the drift field. Ho(~ver, this is obtained only at the expense of 
lower initial efficiencies. 
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Two~Dimensional Model, of a Sol~ Cell 
10.4.J. 
A solar ceJ.l is in general at least a two-dimensional device. One 
dimensional is parallel to the p-n junction where the light-generated cur-
rent fJ.ows,while the other dimension is perpendicular to the p-n junction. 
Although the optical current ma:{ be ul:1iformly generated over the junction 
I! 
area, the surface current density isnqn-uniformly distributed over the 
active area. The she~t resistance and contact resistance which are tra-
versed by the surface current density are thus functions of the relative 
location of a given area to the finger contact. All these considerations 
add to the complexity of a solar cell and require the use of a two-dimen-
I,: 
sionaJ. model for an accurate analysis of the terminal properties of a 
solar cell. 
The equations of the two-dimensional carrier flow and its associated 
photovoltaic potential have been previously developed in analytical form 
[1-3J. Since the equations are non-linear functions of the current density 
and ~~ries resistance, they can only be solved in closed form under very 
stringent assump:l;ions such as low ligh;t levels or specimens with special 
,-j 
contact shapes. Hence the use of closed form equations is very limited. 
In this chapter a general two-dimensional model for solar cell analysis 
is proposed and deyeloped. A comparison of the calculated results to 
experimental data is also presented. 
10.4.2 Distributed Resistance and Current Density Model of a Solar Cell 
The distributed' resistance and current density model considered here 
is actually a two-dimensional array of ideal one-dimensional solar cells 
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interconnected by series resistance. Shown in Figure 10.lis an array of 
\NX and Nt: points between two grid fingers which are used to locate an 
element of the two-dimensional array. The number of grid points in the 
X-direction is NX and the corresponding number in the Y-direction is 
NY. Figure 10.2shows the equivalent circuit of the two-dimensional model. 
Figure 10. 3' shows the distributive resistance and current model at each grid 
point where the current source is that of an ideal one-dimensional model 
including both optically generated current and forward bias current. 
)1 
;;'.'; l') 
For the present work, this current is calculated from the tabulated current 
vs. voltage values obtained from the one-dimensionaJ computer analysis. RST is 
the sheet resistance on the.s.urface and R. i.s the contact.resis.tance between 
c . 
the metal-semiconductor interface. The collecting metal is also assumed 
TO have a finite resistance ~M which is included between array elements 
located on the edges of the grid fingers. 
The distributive resistance elements can be calculated from the 
following equations. 
Sheet resistance 
- ~-l = ~+l = I1X (10.1) a. RST tJ.Y' 
h. Sheet resistance ~-NX = ~+NX I1Y (10.2) = RST I1X' 
c. Contact resistance R' 
= R~/Ac' (10.3) c 
d. Metal resistance . R! = RM A' (10.4) M 
c 
where I1X and I1Y are the spacings between grid points in the X- and Y-
direction respectively, RST is the sheet resistance in ~/a, RC is the 
contact resistivity in ~.cm2, and RM is the metal resistivity in ~·cm. 
AC is the incremental area of the metal contact and T is the thickness of 
the metal contact grid. 
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Equivalent ci!'cuit of a two-dimensional solar eelJ. 't .~ 
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Any bulk l'lesistance l13l in Figul. ... e 10.2 \'1hich al."ises . fl'om tho bulk 
resisti vi ty of the base layer need not be included hel"o, since j.t ir~ 
?OJ. 
al.l"eady inoluded in calculating the one-dimensional I-V chal'lactel'listics. 
Also the distributive base l:'esistance l132 in Figul'le 10.2 can be usually 
neglected, sinoe most solal'l cells al'le oovel.'1ea ''lith an ohmio oontact 
over the entire baok su~faoe. 
The bus bar is assumed to be at a oonstant potential "'hioh equals 
the terminal solal'l cell voltage. The voltage of all othel" gl'lid points 
then oan be calculated fl'lom the simultaneous solution of the node 
voltage equations at each gl'lid point. 
The node voltage equatiorl oan be "'l:'itten fOl'l eaoh point of the f.I.J."'l.'1ay 
in the acti va al'ea (Equation Cl.O. 5) ), fol.'1 pOints uudel" the grid contact 
(Equation (lO.6)and foJ.'1 the points on the !p.'1id pattel:'n (Equation(lO.7» 
F[VOi) J=V(N) [G(N-l.)tG(Ntl)tG(NtNX)+G(N ... NX) ]-V(N-l)' GM-l) 
-VCNtl) .G(N-\'i)-V(N-NX).GCN-NX)-V(N+~X)<:l (NtNX).-IN[V(N) J=O 
l:"[V(H) ]=V01)[G(M-l)+G(H-NX) /2'l-G(MtNX) /2tGC(~i) ]-V(M-l).G(~i-l) 
-V(M-NX)'G(M-NX )/2-V(MtNX)'G(H+NX )/2-GC (N)' V(p )-\I[V(M) J=O , 
F[V(P) ]=VO:+ I13C(M )tGF . V(P-l)tG:E' ·V(PtJ.) J-V(P-l) 'GF-V(P-I'.l) • 
GF-GC(N) .V(M)=O. 
(10.5) 
(10.6) 
(10.7) 
'1'he task no\'1 becomes a pl'lob.lem of solving a system of (NX+2)(NYtl) simul-
taneous equations in the same numbeJ.'1 of unknmoffis. 
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10.4.3 Nume~ical Algo~ithm 
The compute~ algo~ithm which has been used to solve this system of 
simultaneous equations is an ite~ative solution technique based on trf~ 
modified Newton-Raphson method. A b~ief discussion of this technique 
follows. 
The Newton-Raphson method can be de~ived f~om a Taylo~ se~ies 
expansion. Fo~ a single function f(x) = 0, the algo~ithm used is 
x. 1 = x.-f(x.)/f'(x.) whe~e x'+l is the app~oximate value at the ~+ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
(i+l)th ite~ation. Fo~ two coupled equations with two unknowns fl(x,y)=o 
and f 2(x,y)=0, the algo~ithm can be w~itten as 
1 
Yi+l = y. -~ J 
whe~e J is the Jacobian 
J = 
afl(x. ,y.) 
~ ~ flex. ,y.), 
~ ~ a y 
a f2 (x. ,y. ) 
) ~ ~ f 2 (x. ,y. , ---=-<:'I....;::.~~ 1. 1. oy 
afl (x. ,y.) ~ ~ 
ax 
afl(x.,y.) 
~ J. 
ax 
afl(x.,y. 
~ ~ 
ax 
fl(x.y. ) 
l. ~ 
f 2 (x.,y.) 1. ~ 
a flex. ,y.) 
1. ~ 
ay 
af2(x.,y.) af2(x.,y.) -...:..--...;;~:--..:..:~- ~ ~ 
a x ay 
Fo~ a solution to occur, J must not be zero. 
(lO.S) 
(10.9) 
(10.10) 
I 
I 
j 
1 
~ '::-'."; ~" ,,,.':. -, ",,;: 
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The requiremen t of anon-zero Jacobian is diffi cul t to che ck before 
running the program and the computation of the matrix operations is time 
consuming, hence a simpler modifier Newton-Raphson method is generally 
used. This consists of applying the single-variable NeHton-Raphson method 
n times, once for each variable in a system of n simultaneous equations. 
Each time we ~o this, we assume that the other variables are kept constant. 
l iI' 
Conside~ as an example tHO equations with two unknowns such as pi 1 
f 2(x,y) = o. (10.12) 
Taking x and y' as the initial guesses new values are obtained as 
o 0 
D 
" 
flex ,y ) o 0 
Xl = x afl(x ,y ) , 0 o 0 
(10.13) 
ax 
f 2(x ,y ) o 0 
Yl = yo a f2 (x ,y ) 
o 0 
(10.14) 
ay 
The algorithm is then repeated until the desired degree of accuracy is 
achieved. An important question is Hhich variables should be used to calCUlate 
the next approximate solution and in what order. 
One simple example given below will illustrate this point. 
fl(x,y) = 0.2X + 0.1 Y-O.Ol, (10.15) 
f 2(x,y) = O.lX + 0.2Y-0.Ol. (10.16) 
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When we use fl(x,y) to calculate x and f 2(x,y) fo~ y, conve~gence to an 
er~o~ of 10-4 is achieved in 14 ite~ations. While the choice of f 2(x,y) 
to calculate x and fl(x,y) to calculate y gives a fast dive~gence. In 
gene~al, it can be easily shown that the function with the steepe~ slope 
at the solution point with ~espect to va~iable x should be chosen to 
calculate the next app~oximate x, and simila~ly fo~ y. 
The question of conve~gence fo~ the modified Newton-Raphson method 
is a touchy one, since one cannot alwaysgua~antee a solution. Fo~ n 
simultaneous equations with n unknowns, the~e a~e n! ways of picking the 
va~iables and o~de~ of execution and sometimes, only one of tbese choices 
will converge C4J. 
Sometimes the modified Newton-Raphson method does not conve~ge' but 
instead oscillates back and fo~th a~ound the solution. This raises the 
question of when to stop the ite~ations. In this wo~k the ite~ation has 
typically been continued until the maximum changes of the va~iablesis 
belovl some selected small value, but what this may mean with ~espect to 
the answe~ is anothe~ question. In fact,it is possible that the diffe~-
ence between two successive calculations may be ve~y small even though 
the values are nowhe~e nea~ the ~ight answe~ in the case of ve~y slow 
conve~gence. To ove~come this difficulty, the so-called unde~-and-ove~ 
relaxation method has been used as a weighting pa~amete~ in the va~iable 
co~~ection equation. 
In this wo~k, the unknown va~iables a~e always chosen f~om the equa-
tion which shows the steepest slope with ~espect to that pa~ticula~ 
variable at the solution point. The orde~ of evaluations ~e 
a~~anged to assu~e fast conve~gence with an app~op~iate ~elaxation weight. 
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Suppose yeN) . is the j'th iteration value of V(N). The next J 
corrected value by using the one-variable Newton-Raphson method is then 
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F[V(N)' J V(N)j+l = V(N)j - F'[VCN5.J' (10.17) 
J 
where F'[V(N).J is the partial derivative with respect to V(N).. The J J 
explicit form of F'[V(N).J is 
J 
a IN[V(N).J F'[V(N).J=G(N+L)+G(N-l)+G(N-NX)+G(N+NX) - aV(N). J (lO.lS) J J 
for the grid points on the 'active area. 
o 
IN[V(N)J is the current density 
. of the dark current density superimposed on the optically-generated 
current density. The current derivative can be accurately calculated, if 
the injected dark current density is assumed to be an exponential function 
of the potential at each particular grid point. 
A flow chart of the two-dimension'al analysis program is shown in 
FigurelO.4. The input data consists 6f the one-dimensional I-V data plus 
structural data on the contact finger arrangement. The complete tl'lO-
dimensional I-V characteristic of the solar cell is then calculated at 
specified terminal voltage points using the modified Newton Raphson method. 
Calculations have typically been made until the voltage is accurate at each 
-4 array point to less than 10 vol ts .Wi th the voltage known at each array 
point the total solar cell current can then be evaluated by summing the 
curr~nt contributions from each node in the array. 
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10.4.4 Discussions 
Several questions may arise concerning the accuracy of this model. 
The first question concerns'the number of grid points used in the cal-
culation. Theoretically we can use as many points as we want to improve 
the precision in calculating. In this work, an array of 20x20 grid points 
has generally been used unless mentioned otherwise. This results in errors 
of only a few percent even in very severe conditions such as high sheet 
and contact resistance. 
The second question concerns the validity of the one dimensional I-V 
characteristics used in the two-dimensional analysis. Since the typical 
3 4 built-in field in the diffused surface is in the range of 10 -10 volts! 
cm,VThich is several orders of magnitude larger than the transverse field, 
the development of a transverse field in the two-dimensional analysis has 
a neglfsible influence upon the minority current density obtained from 
the one-dimensional model. 
The third question is the assumption that the optically generated 
carriers in the base region will only be collected at the junction under 
the illuminated area. It is possible for the gen~rated carrier in the 
base region to diffuse to the junction under the grid pattern, especially 
for the case of a thin collecting metal grid and a long diffusion length-
of the base minority carrier. For "good" cells with low sheet and contact 
resistance,this effect is found to be relatively unimportant, since the 
total collected optical current is the same in both cases. 
The fourth assumption concet'11S modeling of contact 'resistance 
through a distributed surface contact resistor. In good solar cells, the 
surface contact resistance is usually very small because of the high 
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),' ; 
surface doping density. The base contact resistance is limited by the 
substrate doping density for non BSF cells and may not be negligible. 
The base contact resistance can however be transformed into an effective 
surface contact resistance. The calculated photovoltaic potential is 
the potential difference across the p-n junction irrespective of the 
combination of contact resistance from the surface or base. The relative 
voltage drop across the surface or base cOhtact resistance can be deter-
mined experimentally. 
10.4.5 Conclusions 
(A) A general two-dimensional program has been developed which can simu-
late a practical solar cell with any arbitrary grid pattern and series 
resistance. 
(B) A general two-dimensional program is a good tool for the optimum 
design of grid patterns and the prediction of the non-linear series 
resistance effects at the maximum power output. 
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Appendix 10.5 Fill Facto~ and Diode Facto~ of Sol~ Cella. 
10.5.1 Abstract 
The inte~~e1ation ;between fill factor, diode factoll, series resistance, 
saturation current and space charge current densities for solar 
cells has not beendt:;:J:initely ident:tfied b'efore. In the, literatUI'e, 
a simplified dark I-V characteristic is usually assumed as follows: 
where 10 and A are taken as two independent par~eters. Howeyer, this 
assumption cannot be physically justified, and the extensive adoption 
of this equation may sometimes leaq to erroneous conclusions. In this 
paper, a better physical model of the cell current-voltage characteristics 
is used and the fill factor dependence on the diode factor, series 
resistance, saturation current and space charge current densities can 
therefore be more accurately predicted. 
10.5.2 Introduction 
I, 
i 
I' In recent years, considerable effort has been made to raise the 
conversion efficiency of photovo1taic devices. Th7 efficiency of a 
solar cell can be conveniently represented by 
where the fill factor CFF is a measure of the sharpness of the photo-, 
(1) 
voltaic I-V characteristics of a solar cell. It is clear that high, cell 
efficiency can be achieved by raising the values of CFF, VOC and ISC' 
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However, it is also clearly recognized that increasing one component 
of the above parameters w:i;ll adversely affect other components. The 
o 
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interela;ionships between fill factor Vac' ISC and other cell character-
is tics have not always been definitely identi£ied. 
In previous analyses, there. are some discrepancies about the. 
dependence of CFF on the above cell characteristics. Lindmayer IIJ 
suggests that the reduced fill factor pf'<t practical solar cell i.s due. 
( "'I 
to space charge recombination.current. HOwever the effects of ae.ries 
resistance and saturation current density are not conaide.re.d in this 
analysis. Pulfrey [2], on the other hand, shows that the fill factor 
of a solar cell is principally determined at a given series resistance 
by the saturation dark current density instead of the diode A factor. 
The £111 factor is also found to. improve with an increasing value of 
" 
, , diode A factor for a ·constant series r8distance. 
On the contrary, Hovel f3] a~d Green f4J point out that, at a given 
series resistance, the fill factor is requced with a higher value of 
diode A factor. However, it is very doubtful that a comple.te independence 
between the saturation current density or open circuit voltage and the 
diode A factor exists in a practical solar cell as was arbitrarily 
assumed in the previous analy~es [1-4J. 
This paper will calculate the fill fact::>r of a solar cell in a 
more general analysis without the constraints and assUIllptions of the 
previous references- [1-4J. The dependence of fill factor on the cell 
characteristics, namely the saturation current density, the space charge 
current density, the diode 'A factor, and the series resistance is pre--
sented and examined • 
. -
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10.5.3 Calculation of Fill Factor and Diode Factor 
," It has long been recognized that silicon p-n junction hehavior 
does not follow ideal diffusion tneorr. In addition to injection 
.. 
into the neutral region of a p-n junction, electrons and holes can 
;'0 
recombine via the localized recombination centers in the space charge 
region without surmounting the potential barrier. In the quantitative 
treatment of reference [5], which assumes a Shock1ey~ead recomhination 
center, it is shown that 
where the first term represents normal injection; and the second term 
is the space charge current! 'Pte series resistance RS can be represented 
by the following equation in the first order model: 
2 ~ RCS ReB R== RST'SF LF2 'SF'RM (3) + +-+ (AR-M) +AR' S 12'M 3·T.WF·M AR 
i __ _ 
where the meanings of the above parameters are explained in Table 1. 
It is also shown that the n value of Equation (2) varies between 1 and 
2, where the value of n is 2 if the recombination peaks in the vicinity 
of the center of the space charge region [6]. 
If the superposition of the light and dark currents of an 
illuminated solar ce11 is assumed to be valid, then the photovoltaic 
I-V chara.cteristic become,s 
(4) 
or 
, 
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where n=2 has b . ~ een assumed in th.e apace charge region current. The 
short circuit current Isc and tfl.e open d.r.cuit voltage can be inter ..... 
related by setting ILT=O in Equation (5), !.~. 
The maximum power can be calculated by setting d(ILT .• Vl!dV to zero and 
calculating the corresponding VM and~. The following equation is 
found: 
where x = q(VM-RS' I LT ) !2kT. The fill factor CFF can be calculated aa 
VMIM CFF = V I . 
OC SC 
Instead of using Equation (2) to describe the dark I~V characteristics 
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(6} 
(7) 
(8) 
of a solar cell, the following simple equation is frequently used in the 
solar cell literature [1-4] 
IDK = I O(explqV!AkTJ-1 ), 
where A is a dimensionless number which is usually found equal to or 
greater than 1 in a practical silicon solar cell. Also A is not a 
constant value, but changes with the terminal voltage or current level 
of the device. In addition to the uncertain value of A, 10 has no 
physical meaning except as a parameter fitting to Equation (9). This 
(9) 
value of 10 does not correspond to tha actual reverse saturation current 
density, and it is also different fro,m the prediction of simple diffusion 
theory. 
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From Equation (2) and (9), the empirical A ,factor can he calculated 
at the maximum power point as: 
where V1 and V 2 are two voltages in tne, vtcinity of VM• 
10.5.4 ,Relationships B~tween Fill Factor, Saturation Current Density, 
Series Resistance and A Factor 
(10) 
lihmerica1 calculations of Equations (1) to (to) have been performed 
for cells of Tables 1 and 2. The results are shown as Figures 1 to 3. 
Figure 1-a shows that the fill factor decreases with the series 
resistance and the space charge current density. The diode A factor 
, can be calculated from Equation (10) for a specific value of the series 
resistance and the space charge current density. The interrelation 
between fill factor and the corresponding diode A factor is thereupon shown 
as Figure 1-b. This figure clearly shows that the fill factor is a 
monotonically decreasing function of the diode A factor for a constant 
series resistance. Moreover, the dashed line shows that the fill factor 
will decrease with the series resistance at a given value of the space 
charge current density. At a zero series resistance, the fill factor is 
about 0.80 or 0.75 at a current ratio 101/102 of 103 or 104. The A 
factor is about 1. 08 or 1. 58 in this case. HOYreyer, nth. the ser:t~s 
\\ 
resistance of model? in Table 2, the fill factor has a value of 
0.77 or 0.72 and the corresponding A factor is 1.2 or 1.92 at a 
current -3 ~ ratio 101/I02 of 10 and 10 respectively. 
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:U5 Table 1 Baseline Cells 10n-cm 1n-cm O,W'cm Area AR 2 (cm ) 2 2 2 
, 
'" Active Area AA 2 (cm ) 1.734 'l.7'34' . 1. 734 Sheet Resistance RST (no) 120 120 120 .. 
No. of Fingers NF 10 10 10 
'Width of Fingers WF (em) 0.015 0.015 0.015 
Space of Fingers SF (em) 0.00019 0.00019 0.00019 
Length of Fingers LF (em) 0.9375 0.9375 0.9375 
Thickness of Fingers T (em) 0.0635 0.0635 0.0635 
Length of Bus LB (em) 2 2 2 
Width of Bus WB (em) 0.0625 0.0625 0.0625 
Base Bulk Resistance RB 2 (n-cm ) 0.25 0.025 0.0025 
Surface Contact Resistance RCS 
2 (n' em ) 10-4 10-4 10-4 
Base Contact Resistance RCB 
2 (n' em ) Varied Varied Varied 
Saturation Current Density 101 
2 (A/ cm ) 6.94x10-11 6.83x10-12 1. 76x10-J.3 
Space Charge Current Density 102 
2 (A/em) Varied Varied Varied 
Short Circuit Current ISC 
2 (rnA/cm ) 43.0 40.0 35.0 
" 
Table 2. Models of the Series Resistance RS in the calculation of Fill Factor of a solar cell "" 
Models 2 RCB(n'cm) 10 n'cm l n'cm 0.1 n'cm 
R (n) 
i' R (n) R (n) s s s a 0 0 0 0 b 10-4 0.32 0.21 0.20 c 0.5 0.57 0.46 0.45 d 1.5 1.07 0.96 0.95 e 3.0 1.82 1.71 1. 70 f 5.0 2.82 2.71 2.70 
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+ It is known that a conventional n p si1iccm cell has a fill factor 
of about 0.72. On the other hand, the theoretically predicted fill 
factor is about 0.81. This discrepancy has been identified aoove as a 
result of a high space charge current density and a high series 
resistance in a practical silicon solar cell. Similar results are shown 
in Figures2-a, 2-b, 3-a and 3-b for a 1 Qacm or 0.1 n ·cm.s9:t.~r c.ell •.. From 
the comparison of parts a and b of Figures 1, 2 and 3, it is clearly seen 
that the fill factor is higher for a low resistivity solar cell at a 
specific series resistance and space charge current density. Th~refore 
a low resistivity cell has the advantage of a higher fill factor than a 
high resistivity cell. 
10.5.5 Discussions and Conclusions 
This section discusses the discrepancies in previous theoretical 
analyses [1-4]. As has been shown, the previous analyses of fill factor 
began with the simple Equation (9). In this representation, the values 
of the two empirical parameters of A and 10 need to be varied along with 
the voltage and current levels in order to fit the dark I-V characteris-
tics of a practical solar cell. Therefore, it is doubtful that one can 
arbitrarily assume independent values of A and 10 , However, 
it is still a good representation if it is used to calculate the cell 
characteristics at or around only pne particular point such as the 
maximum power density. Moreover the values of A, 10 and RS are closely 
interrelated and they can not be treated as independent parameters. 
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In this paper, Equation (2) instead of Equation (9) has been used 
in the analysis. There is a d~finite pnysical meaning for each 
paramete~ of Equation (2). In our calculation of tbe fill factor, the 
space charge current density I02 i~ allowed to vary due to the physical 
condition in the space charge region. The diode A factor is calculated 
at the maximum power point; therefor~ the fill factor and diode factor 
can be correlated without the limitation of the assumptions of the 
previous analyses. 
It can therefore be concluded that the fill factor of a solar cell 
is a monotonically decreasing function of the series resistance, the 
space charge current density and the diode A factor. In order to 
obtain a high value of fill factor, it is important to design a solar 
cell with a low series resistance and space charge current density 
A low resistivity cell is also found to give a higher fill factor than 
a high reSistivity solar cell. 
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